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Counting the WorLd's Poor:
Problems and Possible Solutions

Angus Deaton

As reccnt discussions hvte miade clear. the apparent lack of poverty reduction inh the face of
historicalli hiigh11 rates of econto7i(c grothtl1-both in thze w7orldas a whiole ard in spec ifc coua-
tries (most noltably lndia)-proOides hidelfor thle argumienit thiat economizic growth does little
to reduce povertq. Howl7 confidenit can we be that the data actually support these izfJereiicesi
At thle internatiotal lewIte thze regqular rev,isijoi oflpurchlasinigpowlerpa rity exchainge ratesplays
ha7Coc ith thle poverty estimiates, changing them)i in1 ways that hane little or nIotlhinJg to do
vwith thte actualII experienCe of thle poor. At the dom)estic level, thet, problems 11 )imasuyring pov-
erty arc imiiportanzt llot onilyfor the world count bunt lso fofr tracking inicomie povertyl within
individtual countries. Yet, in Ina)uj counitries. thiere aire large antd growinig discrepanicies be-
tweeni t(hc surve!j data-the source ofpoverty couints-and the niational accounits-the source
of thei, imensure of eco ioinic growth. Thuts ecomizomic growth. ais neiasured, hais at best a weak
relatiotislii) with por,erty. as measius'red.

The World Bank prepares and publishes estimates of the number of poor people in
the wvorld. Although these numbers should be taken with a pinch of salt, they are
arguably important. In an institution where the reduction of poverty is the para-
mount objective, some overall yardstick of progress (or the lack of it) is required. The
numbers are frequently quoted by politicians and by leaders of international organi-
zations. including the World Bank itself, who believe the numbers are effective for
advocacy. Indeed. there is a long history of studies of poverty mobilizing support
amonig the nonpoor for antipoverty policies. So it is important to knlow wliether the
world and national poverty coutnts are sound enough to support these uses.

As recent discussions have made clear, the apparent lack of poverty reduction in
the face of historically high rates of economic growth-both in the wvorld as a whole
and in specific countries (most notably India)-is providing fuel for the argument that
economic growth does little to reduce poverty. How confident can we be that the data
actually support these inferences? Are the changes in the poverty counts sufficiently
well measured to support conclusions about growth and poverty reduction? Should

Tlhe, World Batnk Rusearch ( )bserver. vol. 16. no1. 2 loll 2(01)1 pp. 12 5-147
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the World Bank stand ready to be judged by its success in reducing the current mea-
sures of world or even national poverty? If not, can better data collection or better
methodologies improve the numbers?

A more fundamental issue is whether the number of people suffering consump-
tion (or income) deprivation is the right yardstick. It is widely agreed that other di-
mensions of poverty are more important than income poverty, particularly depriva-
tions in health, education, and democratic rights. There are difficult measurement
issues associated with all of these other dimensions, especially if we try to combine
them into a single measure, such as the Human Development Index. For many pur-
poses, we need to monitor changes over periods of a few years. whichl is typically quite
difficult for nonincome-based measures. For example, the average literacy rate of' a
population changes too slowly to be much use as a monitoring device in all but the
longest of runs. Even so, and independently of measurement issues, the importance
of these nonincome dimensions of poverty should be a warning not to overempha-
size income poverty at the expense of other measures. It should also be noted that
other dimensions of deprivation are just that, "other measures." They are not per-
fectly correlated with income or consumption poverty so that, just as we cannot sub-
sume health or literacy measures into an income measure, we also should not try to
measure income poverty by using health or education as a proxy. Difficulty in mea-
suring income poverty is a poor argument for focusing on other dimensions of wel-
fare and deprivation.

This article discusses a number of problems with the current $1 /day poverty
counts, makes some suggestions for improvement, and identifies issues that need
further research. World poverty numbers are calculated in two stages. At the first or
international stage, a world poverty line is set and used to derive comparable pov-
erty lines for each country. At the second or domestic stage, the poverty lines are used
to count the number of poor people in each country, and the totals are added up over
countries. It is useful to think about each stage separately, and there is disquieting
evidence about both. At the international level, the purchasing power parity (epp)
exchange rates that are used to turn the $ 1/day poverty line into national curren-
cies are arguably inappropriate in theory. In practice. their regular revision (to dif-
ferent base years with different relative prices) plays havoc with the poverty estimates,
changing them in ways that have little or nothing to do with the actual experience
of the poor.

Within each country, at the domestic stage, the World Bank's poverty count comes
from household surveys. The incorporation of these unit record data into its statisti-
cal base is surely one of the Bank's major achievements over the past 20 years. Yet
in many countries-including India. where around a third of the world's poor live-
there are large and growing discrepancies between the survey data and the national
accounts. Because poverty counts come from tlhe survey data and growth measures
come from the national accounts, and because they are evidently measuring differ-
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ent things, there is no consistent empirical basis for conclusions about the extent to
which growvth reduces poverty. That economic growth, as mneasured, has at best a weak
relationship with poverty, as miieaisutred, means little more than would a finding that
growth in China had failed to reduce poverty in India; they are simply different things.

International Issues in Counting the Poor

I discuss the international issues first, followed by the domestic ones. For those who
are not persuaded that the world poverty counts are useful or believe them to be "es-
sentially propagandist" (Srinivasan 2000), these international issues are irrelevant.

Purchasing Power Parities and the Base Poverty Line

The current concept for world poverty is the number of people who live in households
whose daily consumption per head is less than the Ppp equivalent of $1/day in con-
stant 1985 Ppp dollars. In the latest revision, this has been updated to $ 1.08 in con-
stant 199 3 Ppp dollars, but is still conveniently referred to as the $1/day poverty line
(Chen and Ravallion 2000). The virtues of this approach are many. It is simple, is
easy to remember, and applies equally to all countries. It is denominated in a cur-
rency that is famniliar to the relatively wealthy people who are the primary users of
the measures and who are the primary target for rhetoric based on themn. The $1/day
was originally selected as being representative of poverty lines in use in low-income
countries: the new $1.08 is representative of current lines and is thus anchored in
actual practice. The $1.08/day is converted to the 199 3 value of local currencies
using internal World Bank Ppp tables. and then updated to the target year using a
local consumption deflator. The resulting poverty line is then used to counIt the num-
ber of people in each poor (technically World Bank part two) country using house-
hold survey data. When possible, the raw data are used; when this is not possible.
values are interpolations based on published tables from such surveys.

Given world and U.S. inflation between 1985 and 1993, it is somewhat surpris-
ing that the international poverty line should have increased by only 8 percent. But
the updating was carried out by going back to the country poverty lines and con-
verting back to international dollars. Thus the modest increase comes not from a
failure to allow for world inflation, but because the Ppp international dollar has
strengthened relative to the currencies of the poor countries whose poverty lines are
incorporated into the international line.

The Ppp numbers come from data collected from 11)0 countries in 199 3 by the
International Comparison Project. Earlier Ppp numbers came from the Penn World
Tables, which covered only 60 countries. The revision from the earlier PPPS to the
new PPPS in the most recent revision of the poverty counts. Chen and Ravallion
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120(00), resulted in some disconcertingly large changes in poverty counts even for
the same country in the same year and using the same survey data. The worst cases
.are Sub-Saharan Africa, where the poverty rate in 1993 (that is, the same year) in-
creased from 39.1 to 49.7 percent: Latin America, with the poverty ratc falling from
2 3.5 to 1 5.3 percent; and the Middle East and North Africa, where the poverty rate
fell from 4.1 to 1.9 percent. Changes of this size risk swamping real changes, and it
seems impossible to make statements about changes in world poverty when the
ground underneath one's feet is changing in this way. Note that Chen and Ravallion
(20)00) recalculate previous counts at the new Ppps, so the issue is niot that we are
comparing current poverty using one Pip conversion with earlier poverty using an-
other conversion. The problem is that, if revisions can have such enormous effects, it
is difficult to place much confidence in any set of poverty estimates, either of levels or
of changes, even those based on the latest and best set of Ppp exchange rates.

For countries whose poverty lines are near the middle of the distribution ot con-
sumption or income. poverty rates can be extremely sensitive to changes in the pov-
erty line, including those induced by Ppp (or other) errors. World Bank (I1997) lists
Thailand as having only (0.1 percent of its population living on less th.an SI /day at
Ppp. This virtual elimination of poverty wvas cited in the New York Tinues by then Chief
Economist Joseph Stiglitz as one of the consequences of the Asian economic miracle
(Stiglitz 1 99 7), but it is much more likely a tribute to inappropriate Pr'P conversion.
This anecdote suggests that, at a minimum, it would be wise to check the Pin, pov-
erty lines for plausibility in the countries to which they apply. Of course, if the lines
are wildly implausible, we need some other method.

'T'here are two conceptually different kinds of revisions to Ppp exchange rates. First,
there are the usual revisions that come with better information, elimination of pre-
vious errors, and so on. For example, it is claimed that for China, the new updated
i'pP rates are much more solidly based than were the old rates. In adidition, the Pn,P
exchange rates are now calculated, rather than imputed, for 5(0 more countries. Sec-
ond, there are the revisions that come from the change in the base, given thait PPP

exchange rates depend on the relative prices of commodities in the base year. This
second source of revisions ultimately traces back to the conceptual or "index num-
ber" problems associated with making international comparisons of well-being. In-
deed, one might argue that the $1 /day poverty line, by its very simplicity, is mislead-
ing just because it seems to sweep away thc problems.

'rhe calculation of the cost of subsistcnce for a poor Indian versus that for a poor
Kenyan or Brazilian is fraught with conceptual difficulties. For example, we could
calculate the relative cost of living of an Indian living in Calcutta compared with the
(hard-to-imagine) cost of living if that person was moved to Sao Paulo. We would
likely get a very different number from doing the same with a Brazilian transplanted
to Calcutta. Suppose that, in country A, the staple food for poor people is beans and
in country B it is rice. If we price beans in country B in B's currency and divide by the
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bean price in country A in A's currency, we get an implicit "beans" Ppp exchange
rate. A similar calculation for rice gives a "rice" Ppp exchange rate. These will give
the same answer (or at least reciprocals of one another) only if both goods are freely
traded between the two countries without tariffs, barriers, or transportation costs.
These conditions are far from holding true in practice, even approximately.

Many (perlhaps most) of the world's poor eat food staples that are grown only a
short distance away and whose price is only loosely (if at all) connected to world com-
modity prices. And the staple food in one country (or even region) is often a relatively
rare (and even expensive) luxury somewhere else (for example, sticky rice in North-
ern Thailand versus the lUnited States). Therefore, the exchange rate obtained from
the prices of the same commodity is not very useful for converting povcrty linles from
one country to another.

In practice, matters are not quite so stark, Actual PppS price a representative bundle
of goods in each country and compare the local cost of the bundle with the U.S. dol-
lar cost of the same bundle. But note that the answver depends on the structure of
relative prices at the timne of the comparison. so that, when PPPs are revised wvith a
newv base year, the new exchange rates are not simply a new measure of the old con-
cept but a newv measure of a netw concept. World prices of primary commodities are
notoriously volatile, and for some countries, primary commodities make up a large
share of gross domestic product (GDP). As a result, the Ppp exchange rate for Nigeria
(for example) relative to the UTnited States will vary with the world price of oil in the
base year. Tllis is presumably why the African and Latin Americani poverty rates are
so sensitive to revisions of the Ppp base year. Although it might be argued that changes
in the world prices of beans and rice ought to change the relative poverty lines of
Brazilians and fndians, it is much harder to make the case for changes in the world
price of oil. Even in theory, Ppp exchange rates as currently defined are not designed
to convert poverty bundles (see also Srinivasan 2000).

One way of improving the Ppp poverty lines would be as follows. First best would
be an international comparison programn that focuses not on CDI' and its components
but on some more appropriate poverty bundle. In this case, the first best is perhaps
not very good. if only because even a poverty-bundle Ppp would not address the under-
lying index number issues. A second-best shortcut would be to take the current set
of 199 3 poverty lines, update them to the present, and check them in each country
(or at least those countries that have signiificant numbers of poor people). In cases
where the numbers are implausible (for example, showing no poverty in Thailand),
the Ppp exchange rate can be calculated using the first-best procedure. The calcula-
tion would price out in dollars ancd in local currency an appropriate poverty bundle,
for example the average consumption bundle of the bottom quintile of the popula-
tion. Although the choice of the bottom quintile is arbitrary (but sensible), the cal-
culations are straightforward given a household expenditure survey. which often
collects data on quantities as well as on expenditures. When the survey does not
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contain quantity data, they can be calculated from the expenditure data using a set
of local consumer price quotes, such as those that are routinely used for the construc-
tion of national consumer price indexes.

Armed with a set of Ppp poverty lines that have been locally validated and adjusted
as necessary. the crucial next step is to hold these fixed (in real terms) and not make
further adjustments as Ppp exchange rates are revised in response to changes in the
base year and its associated relative prices. The benefits of this proposal are that
African and Latin American poverty rates are not held hostage to fluctuations in the
prices of primary commodities in the base year of Ppp calculation, and that world
poverty rates are consistently calculated against a fixed target. Of course, it could be
argued that the line is no longer the constant Ppp $1/day line, and that the World
Bank is failing to update for new information. But this objection is more semantic
than real. The lines originally started at $l /day and can retain the label. 'I'hey are
updated by local prices. just not for changes in world relative prices. The proposal
effectively changes the definition of Ppp exchange rates, whose shifting basis is an em-
barrassment, not an advantage.

Even if the lines, once set, are to some extent arbitrary, and even if it were the case
that a reworking from scratch would lead to new lines, there is much to be said for
holding them fixed. Indeed, it is hard not to be impressed by the durability of official
poverty lines in countries as diverse as India and the UJnited States. whose poverty
lines have survived unchanged (except for inflation correction) for 30 and 40 years,
respectively. Once an initial poverty line has been set, and provided it commands
public and political support at the time it is set, it seems that it can generate useful
estimates of poverty for many years. Moreover, and for both India and the United
States, the original nutritional basis for the lines is often cited in their support. 'I'he
same could be true for the $1/day lines.

Intemational Comparability without Purchasing Power Panty

There are a number of alternatives to the $1/day Ppp poverty line, although none is
without problems. There is a tradition, followed in both the UJnited States and India,
of setting poverty lines with reference to what Ravallion (1998) refers to as "the
nutritional requirements for good health." 'l'his is defined as the level of income (or
total consumption) at which, on average, nutritional norms are met. Note that, be-
cause the standard is set in terms of income or total consumption, this is not the
amount necessary to purchase the nutritional norms only. It is the amount spent on
the nutritional norms and on other goods by an average household that just meets
the norms. An internationally comparable set of poverty lines could be set in this way
with reference to a universal calorie norm, say 2,000 calories per person per day. A
national household expenditure survey for each country would be the basis of the
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calculation of the level of total household expenditure per capita at which this norm
is met in expectation.

Again, this method is not quite what it seems. and there are important practical
qualifications. First, as with the recommendations for the amended Ppp method, the
procedure is used once and once only. The resulting poverty lines for each country
are subsequently held fixed over time. This may seem contradictory; if the calorie
method is correct. it should surely be applied consistently over time and space. But it
is not correct in the sense of being a "scientifically sound" method of setting the line.
Instead, it is a device for generating a socially acceptable poverty line that can then
be held fixed over time. The food rhetoric helps build legitimacy for the line, but, judg-
ing from India and the United States, maintaining that legitimacy does not require
updating, except possibly in the very long term. Successive commissions and expert
groups have altered details of the Indian lines. for example, by introducing variation
across states (Government of India 199 3). In the tJnited States, there have been fre-
quent (sometimes detailed) discussions of reform, particularly National Research
Council (19 9 5), but none of the recommendations have been adopted.

Second, it is important llot to set separate nutritional poverty lines for different
regions or sectors within a country. At the same level of per capita total household
expenditure, urban people spend less on food, buy more expensive calories, and con-
sume fewer of them. Therefore, applying the method to urban and rural areas using
the same calorie target will lead to higher poverty lines in urban than rural areas.
Across regions wvith different income levels, the operation of Engel's Law has much
the same effect, so that poverty lines can mnove more or less in proportion to average
incomes, generating effectively relative, not absolute lines (Ravallion and Bidani
1994; Ravallion and Sen 1996). Although relative lines may make a good deal of
sense in other contexts, they are not appropriate for world counts that are based on
an explicitly absolute standard.

Domestic Issues in Counting the Poor

Even if there existed perfectly accurate and perfectly relevant international exchange
rates, any problems with measuring domestic poverty will carry through to the world
totals. There are several such problems.

National Accounts and Household Survey Data

A major source of controversy is the discrepancy between national accounts and
survey estimates of consumption. especially when, as in India. the difference is in-
creasing. India is the largest single contributor to the world poverty count, with more
than 400 million poor people out of a iworld total of 1.2 billion. The ratio of National
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Sample Survey (NSS) consumption to national accounts statistics (NAS) consumption
has fallen from around unity in the 19 5(s, to 89 percent in 1968-69. to around 75
percent in the late 19 70s. to a little more than 5() percent in recent years (see Bardhan
19 74; Mukherjee and Chaterjee 1 9 74: Srinivasan and others 19 74 for carly discus-
sions: and Srinivasan 2000 for a recent update). Although different authors give
somewhat different ratios, there is general agreement that the discrepancy is widen-
ing and that the differencc in per capita growth rates is currently about 2 percent a
year. As a restlt. the rapid postreform growth in (CI)P and consumption per heaid mea-
sured in the NAS does not show up in the NSS surveys. 'T'he latter are now the exclu-
sive basis for the official poverty counts, and they show little or no reduction in offi-
cial poverty during the reform period.

Trhe Indian example is only the most notable of similar or related phenomnena else-
where, including some industrial countries, such as the UJnited States. Triplett (1 997)
estimates for the Ulnited States that, even aiter correcting for diff'erences in concept,
between 1973 and 1994, percapita consumption in the national accountshas grown
0.4 percent a year flhster than per capita consumption in the Consumer Expenditure
Survey (clx). BIetween 19 84 and 1994. the dif'ference in growth rates was a fuii 1 per-
cent a year. (Note that the ('rx data are not used to derive the national poverty counts
in the United States.)

Ravallion (2000b) notes a similar drift in othcr countries and regions, parlticularly
in China (the second-largest single contributor to world poverty) as wcll as in Latin
America, where survey consumption growth is only 70 percent Of NAS consump-
tion growth. In Sub-Saharan Africa. consumption growth in the surveys is less well
linked to the NAS but is also consistently slower. Although there is no drift in the
transition economnies of' Eastern Europe and C(entral Asia, it is only because there
appears to be no relationship whatever between consumption growth in the NAS

and in the surveys.
Ignoring the transition economics, Ravallion cannot reject the hypothesis that the

coefficient of the growth rate of NAS consumption on survey consumption is unity in
a regression on a cross-section of countries. However, as is appropriate for his pur-
pose, Ravallion's units are countries, not people, and most of the poor people in the
world live in countries or regions (East Asia, India. and Sub-Saharan Africa) whvere
survey growth rates of consumnption are substantially less than national accounts
growth rattes. Even when the coefficient is insignificantly different from one, the poilnt
estimate is 0.8 36. indicating substantial slippage, and is lower still in East Asiaw
(0.628). Sub-Saharan Africa (0.645), and South Asia (0.742).

That the drift is so common around the world and that it is generally in the samne
direction suggest a common cause: clearly, it would be an important research project
to try to track it down. For example, does the positive skewness in conisumption, to-
gether with the plutocratic basis of the NAS versus the democratic basis of the sur-
veys, result in a tendenicy for average consumption in the surveys to lie beneath the
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population mean? Is average consumption from the surveys even lower when in-
equality is increasing? Some limited calculations show this to be unlikely for reason-
able parameters. There are other plausible links between increasing inequality and
increasing bias. For example, the rich are imore likely to be missed in household sur-
veys-something that is widely suspected in India and has been well documented in
the tfnited States (Groves and Couper 1998).

Because growth around the world is almost universally assessed from tIle NAS. and
because the poverty counts come entirely from the survey data, the discrepancies
between the twTo drive a wvedlge betweeni meastured growvth and measured poverty
reduction. If we wvere to measure both growth and poverty from the household sur-
vey data, the discrepancy would vanish: there has been little or no measured growth,
and little or no measured poverty reduction. Similarly, if we were to follow Bhalla
(2000a. 2)000b) and treat the national accounts estimate of mean consumption as
the truth, using it to "correct" the survey data, the discrepancy would also vanish
but in the other direction; there would be lots of growth and lots of poverty reduc-
tion. Meanwhile, claiming that growthl has done little to reduce poverty is compa-
rable to saving that, in spite of rapid growth in China, poverty in India remainied the
same. The NAS and the surveys evidently measure different things.

Measuring consumption. Which is correct? We don't knowv, although it seems safe to
say that there are almost certainly errors in both the NAS and the surveys. There is a
longstanding prejudice by many economists (although not in India) against surveys
and in favor of national accounts that is probably without basis. However, the fol-
lowing points are worth noting.

First. the two concepts are differetnt. In particular, there are itemns in N2AS consump-
tion, perhaps most imnportant consumption of nonprofit organizations and the im-
puted rental of owner-occupied dwellings, which are not included in the surveys. In
India, it is thought that as much as half of'the current discrepancy between the two
estimates can be accounted for by implicit rents. It is also plausible that these rents
are growing mnore rapidly than other items of consumption, thus contributing to the
differential rates of growArth.

Second, although expenditure estimates fromn household surveys are sometimes
used in constructing NAS consumption for some commodities, most items are derived
as residuals, so that errors and omissions elsewhere in the accounts are automati-
cally absorbed into consumption. A major problem is consumption by businesses,
which has to be estimated and subtracted from the production totals to get the con-
sumption of households. Consumptioni of coarse grains by animals presents a simi-
lar problem and is often estimated using a set of mnultipliers that are difficult to esti-
mate with any precision and that are infrequently updated. It is not clear that the
NAS estimates of consumnption should be treated as the gold standard to which the
survey estimates should ideally correspond. Indeed, Bardhan (19 74:1 1 7) writes, "it
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would be highly improper to judge the goodness of NSS estimates by pointing to their
divergence (or lack of it) from such residual estimates."

Third, there are many well-known problems with data collection from household
surveys. Best-practice consumption measures (as in India or Indonesia) use long lists
of specific items. The evidence suggests that attempts to shortcut this process lead to
underestimation of consumption (Deaton and Grosh 2000). Yet many surveys use
such questionnaires, which tend to change slowly over time and may not keep up
with the increase in consumption of goods and services that may have been unknown
a decade or two ago.

Fourth, consumption surveys miss some households through refusals. Surveys in
developing countries typically report low refusal rates (for example, 0 in the Indian
NSS) and do not document the extent to which willing respondents have been substi-
tuted for unwilling ones. There is some evidence that wealthy households are most
likely to refuse to cooperate; for example, it is often impossible for enumerators to gain
access to gated communities. If so, it might be conjectured that real income growth.
by increasing the fraction of such people, will lead to an increasing underestimation
of consumption. Against this, it might be argued that the very poor, especially those
without fixed abode, are also missed in household surveys.

Fifth, in most surveys, different kinds of households have different probabilities of
being included, either by design or because of problems in the field, as when some
types of household are more prone to refuse their cooperation. As a result, the sur-
vey results must be weighted to give an accurate representation of the population as
a whole, and the calculation of suitable weights depends on the availability of accu-
rate, up-to-date information about the population. Although statistical agencies have
a number of tools for ensuring accuracy, it would not be surprising if the weights were
to become progressively more inaccurate as the latest census becomes outdated. That
said, the divergence between survey and NAS estimates in India shows no evidence
of the saw-tooth pattern-growing between censuses and then falling immediately
after each census-that would be predicted by such an account.

Sixth, it is tempting to try to use the behavior of other measures of poverty, such
as literacy or infant mortality, to judge the relative plausibility of the NAS on one hand
and the surveys on the other. There is undoubtedly good research to be done along
these lines. Even so, definitive results should not be expected. Health and literacy
measures should not be regarded as proxics for income, if only because they frequently
change in ways that have little or nothing to do with income. We do not have a reli-
able link between income and nonincome measures of poverty that would allow us
to infer the former from the latter.

Much the same can be said of attempts to look at indicators like the share of the
budget devoted to food. Although it is true that the food share drops with increases
in income, it is also influenced by other factors, including relative prices, demographic
changes, and the distribution of income, to mention only the most obvious. As a re-
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sult, factors (such as an increase in inequality) that are possible suspects in driving
the discrepancy between the national accounts and the surveys are also likely to af-
fect the relationship betwveen food and total expenditure. Therefore it is difficult to
know how much weight to attach to calculations such as that in BhalIa (2000a) that
impute the growth in total expenditure from data on food availability. Perhaps more
promising in practice, if not in theory, are the measures of living standards derived
by Filmer and Pritchett (1998) from principal components analyses of the various
asset ownership measures that are included in Demographic and Health Surveys.

What should be done? It is. of course, possible for poverty to remain constant or to in-
crease in the face of positive growth in average consumption if people in the lower
tail of the distribution are left behind, and if most or all of the growth accrues to people
above the poverty line. That growth should disproportionately favor the better off is
entirely plausible in some settings. For example, in India, the sources of growth have
been outside of the agricultural sector where most poor people make their living. But
differences of definition apart, the NAS and survey estimates of consumption cannot
both be right because their means are different and are systematically becoming more
different over time. Whatever the role of increasing inequality in moderating the
poverty-reducing effects of growth, one of the reasons why measured growth has not
reduced measured poverty is the growing statistical discrepancy between the two sets
of data on which each is measured.

What to do& There is a school of thought in India among the pro-reformers, as in
Bhalla (2000a), which argues that the NSS consumption figures should be scaled up
so as to match the NAS, and that the rescaled survey estimates should be used to cal-
culate poverty. (Indeed, this is how the official poverty counts used to be done in India,
and no very convincing reason was ever given for the change following the recom-
mendations in Government of India [199 3].) Bhalla (20000b) argues that the '*means
from NAS, distribution from surveys" formula should be adopted for the world pov-
erty accounts and calculates that growth has indeed reduced poverty. But there is a
serious lack of evidence for at least some of the assumptions that would validate such
a calculation. In particular, the following must be true: (a) the NAS estimates are
correct: (b) the survey estimates of the mean are incorrect: and (c), in spite of b. the
consumption levels of each household in the surveys are correct up to a multiplica-
tive factor. The last condition is a real stretch.

Most of the plausible accounts of what might have gone wrong with the surveys,
such as a progressively larger number of refusals, involve a systematic underestima-
tion of inequality as well as of the mean. It seems particularly implausible that the
degree of underestimation in the surveys should be the same for the urban and rural
households (see Ravallion 2000a). Indeed, many people in India, particularly those
skeptical of the benefits of the reforms, believe that the growth that has taken place
in consumption has accrued to people well above the poverty line and to urban more
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than rural people. They believe that the people who have most benefited are the most
likely to be undersampled by the surveys. Moreover, the consumption of the poor-
who do not own valuable housing-is unlikely to be understated by the omission of
owner-occupied rents. If these arguments are correct, one might suppose that the NAS

modestly overestimates the rate of growth of consumption. that the NSS greatly under-
estimates it by missing the wealthy, and that the Nss-based poverty figures are
essentially correct.

A good statistical principle is that. if two sources of data disagree and we have no
reason to favor one over the other, then we should combine them to make a better
estimate. This principle would argue for a mnore modest version of the scaling pro-
posal, in which the survey data are scaled up by some weighted average of the NAS

and the survey means, at least after correcting tor conceptual differences and cover-
age. Of course. the data on economic growth would also have to be scaled down ac-
cordingly. This proposal would make neither side happy. each of which has its rea-
sons for believing that one set of accounts is biased and the other bias-free. but I can
see no very convincing argument against it. Its limits are obvious; it takes no account
of reasonable suspicions that the Nss errors are not neutral between rich anid poor or
between urban and rural. But in the absence of the sort of better informnation that
one might hope would be produced in the longer term, it is surely better than either
of the extreme alternatives that currently dominate the debate.

The urgent need is to start a serious program of' reconciliation betweenl thIe NAS

and survey data in a few countries, of which India must surely be one. (The Bureau
ofl,abor Statistics and the Bureau of Economic Analysis at Census are talking about
setting up a similar program in the tJnited States. Perhaps common cause could be
made.) T'his program must work both with the national accounts and with the sur-
vey organizations and must not begin by assuming that one is right and the other
wrong. It might be productive to start with a particular commodity or group ofcom-
modities, such as cereals, where the production, export, and import data are rela-
tively strong and where there is a great deal of experience with household surveys.
It would be possible to mount special supplementary household surveys for the task,
which could focus on only a fcw goods. But it would also be a good idea to audit
the perl'ormance of the survey agencies, just as the NAS agency is being audited.
For example. the Indian NSS used to lead the world in household survey methodol-
ogy and practice. But that was a long time ago; the organization is no longer as
dynamic and open to new practice as it once was. There has been a great deal of'
progress in survey methodology in the last 20 years. with the result that those sta-
tistical offices that used to be the leaders, mostly in Southl and East Asia, are now
the most likely to be behind.

The World Bank is the only international body that has the capacity antd organi-
zation to run a research program designed to resolve the discrepancies between na-
tional accounts and survey data. To its credit, the World Bank has played a major
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role. through the Living Standards Measurement Study (iLsMis) surveys, in collecting
household survey data on a nearlv worldwide basis. The next step is to find out why
these surveys give such different results from the national accotnts. UJntil it does so,
neither the Bank nor anyone else will have a firm platform on which to make state-
ments about the central issue of how growth affects poverty.

Price Indexes

Local consumier price indexes are used to update a real poverty line for comparison
with the nominal expenditures or incomes collected in the surveys. Consumer price
indexes are of variable quality around the world aind poverty counts can be very sen-
sitive to any errors. Consumer price indexes are conistructed fronm two components:
a set of prices, collected on a regular schedule from retail shops and markets around
the country. and a set of weights, which typically come from a household expendi-
ture survey.

Problems can arise with both components. For example. some countries collect
good data in urban centers, but find it much more difficult to collect adequate price
data in the countryside, wvhere many poor people live. U Irban bias may result in prices
that are imore relevant for relatively affluent urban workers than for the poor wlvose
poverty line we are trying to calculate. There are also perennial questions about the
representative[less of the markets and whether the enumerators observe the prices
that people actually pay. In India, the villages wvhere prices are collected are updated
infrequentlty, if at all.

Weights can also be troublesome, especially if not updated sufficiently often.
When it was revised in late 199 5, the Indian Consumer Price Index for Agricul-
tural Laborers (crnAL) had weights that were 3 5 years old. It is usually thought that
Laspeyres inidexes twhose weights are held fixed for too long are increasingly likely
to overstate the rate of inflation and, thus, in this context, to cause an underesti-
mation of the rate of poverty reduction. (Note. however, that price indexes are olot
at the root of the discrepancy between NAS and survey data: the divergence is in
nominal terms.) When updating its poverty lines, the Indian Planning Commission
reweights the components of the crn,x. so as to match miiore closely the purchases
of people near the poverty line, using weights from 19 7 3-74, which are still elderly
by international standards. (The World Bank. in its $1/day poverty calculations,
uses a slightly modified version of the MIAL.) Deaton and Tarozzi (2000) have made
independent estimates of price indexes in India. xvhich suggest that even the re-
weighted (PIAL has been rising too quickly. Their alternative estimates showv some
decline in poverty in the 1990s, although much less than would be the case if the
NSS data were scaled up to agree with the NAS data on consumption. I suspect that
India is much better provided witlh good price indexes than are other countries.
Indeed, much of the recent debate on1 the ef'fects of the East Asian crisis on poverty
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in Indonesia has foundered on the unavailability of good price indexes for rural
areas (see Thomas and others 1999).

Local price indexes are used not only for updating over time but also for adjusting
poverty lines for urban-rural price differences, as well as for regional differences in
prices. In the World Bank's calculations of the number of poor in the world, separate
urban and rural indexes are used only for India and China. In other countries, a single
index does service for everyone, an expedient that must overstate rural rclative to
urban poverty.

For many years, India had urban and rural poverty lines of Rs 5 7 and Rs 49, re-
spectively, at 197 3-74 prices, a differential of 16 percent. Both lines were updated
by the implicit price deflator of consumers' expenditure in the national accounts. Since
1993, the planning commission has adopted different urban and rural poverty lines
for each state. The lines are designed to reflect different prices in different parts of the
country, and each line is updated by a poverty-reweighted urban or rural price in-
dex specific to that state. For a number of reasons, the implicit urban-rural price dif-
ference in the current lines, a difference that was never explicitly measured, has risen
to around 40 percent on average, with larger or smaller differentials in individual
states.

This large urban-rural price difference, for which l)eaton and Tarozzi (2000) find
no evidence in prices actually paid, yields urban poverty rates that are larger than
rural poverty rates in many states. This finding seems implausible to most observ-
ers and sits ill with the evidence on other poverty-related indicators. l)eaton and
Tarozzi recalculate the rates based on their price indexes, with differentials quite
close to the once standard 1 6 percent, and find that urban poverty is reduced from
32.4 to 1 8.1 percent in 1993-94, which reduces the total number of Indians in
poverty by 2 3 million people. Thus price differences within a country can have
major effects on the poverty counts both nationally as well as in their contribution
to the world totals.

Problems with Household Surveys

The World Bank is to be commended for building so much primary survey data into
its poverty counts. This is a great advance over the situation 20 years ago, and the
Bank has been the prime mover in bringing these data to bear on the measurement
of poverty. But the surveys have a number of limitations for poverty work that need
to be kept in mind, some of which might be ameliorated by more work or different
approaches. Here I discuss three of the most important limitations: coverage, refer-
ence periods, and income versus consumption.

Coverage. Household income and expenditure surveys are good at collecting data on
cash that passes through the household for both incomes and outlays. They are some-
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what less good (but probably still good enough) at collecting data on own produc-
tion and consumption. However, they do not attempt to include in the consumption
or income estimates the benefits that people receive from publicly provided goods of
one kind or another. Although it would be difficult to collect such information, some
relevant data are collected in the surveys (for example, visits to clinics and school
attendance) and perhaps more might be.

Problems develop if the poverty counts ignore this information. In particular, con-
sider the debates about structural adjustment and the (widely credited) arguments by
nongovernmental organizations and others that the World Bank has impoverished the
poor by forcing cuts in public expenditure. It is not very useful, as the Bank sometimes
does, to argue that there was no impoverishment because the poverty counts (which
take no account of the provision of public goods) are going down. Any program that
eliminated government services (closing clinics and schools) and shared the money
among the population would reduce the poverty count as the World Bank currently
makes it. The Bank has a good deal of experience in benefit incidence analysis, that is,
the use of household surveys to allocate the benefits of public expenditures. It would be
worth giving serious consideration to adding some of these estimated benefits to the
consumption totals before making the poverty counts.

Reference periods. Different household surveys use different recall periods, even for
the same types of goods. Even within the LSMS surveys, there is some variation. Given
a true flow of expenditures, the rate of expenditure that is reported is sensitive to the
reporting period; longer reporting periods lead to more forgetting, at least for com-
mon purchases like food. Again, India provides a good example. Based on experiments
done long ago by Mahalanobis and Sen ( 19 54), whose results were quite contrary
to later findings in the literature, the Indian NSS has always used a 30-day recall pe-
riod for food (see Deaton and Grosh 2000). Seven or 14 days is a more common stan-
dard in modern surveys, and Scott and Amenuvegbe (1990) have argued that esti-
mates are biased downward after even one day. In the last several years, the NSS has
experimented by using a 7-day reference period for half the households and a 30-
day period for the other half. There were also changes for goods, such as durables
and clothing, in which a 3 6 5-day reference period was used, again compared with a
30-day period in the standard survey.

Visaria (2000) shows that the shorter recall period causes more (food) expendi-
tures to be reported. Using the official poverty lines and the new data. measured rural
poverty in the first six months of 1998 falls from 42.6 to 2 3.6 percent, and urban
poverty from 32.9 to 20 percent, removing about 175 million people from poverty.
(The effect would be somewhat larger for the $1/day international line, which is
higher than the Indian official poverty line.) Of course, Visaria's calculations offer
no apparent help on the issue of differences in trend betwveen the NAS and the NSS ver-
sions of consumption. (Although it is possible that the relatively underreported foods
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are those that have been growing more rapidly, preliminary analysis of the data does
not support the conjecture.) Somewhat surprisingly, the estimates based on the ex-
perimental questionnaire (7-day, 30-day, and 365-day recall, as opposed to 30 days
for all goods) show less variance across households than do the estimates from the
traditional questionnaire (Government of India 2000; Deaton 2000). Thus there is
no evidence of people being incorrectly characterized as poor simply because they
happened to make food purchases outside the shorter recall period.

One question about Visaria's calculations is whether it is legitimate to use the old
poverty line with the new reporting periods and the greater food consumption that
they reveal. The answer depends on where one thinks the poverty line comes from
and the purpose it serves. Because the Indian line was originally set by the nutritional
needs method. perhaps the obvious thing to do is to try to recalculate what the pov-
erty line would have been had the original method been followed using data with
the shorter reference period. This is not the only possible treatment. Instead, one might
argue that the legitimacy and longevity of the line owes more to the general percep-
tion that Rs 5 7 per head in 19 7 3-74 prices is a reasonable poverty line in reference
to people's experiences of earning and spending and their notions of'what constitutes
poverty. If so, there is no reason to revise it in the light of the new survey data. and
Visaria's calculations are correct as they stand. Alternatively, one miight argue that
the line is acceptable only because people accept the headcount ratio that it gener-
ates, in which case the survey data are essentially irrelevant.

If we follow the calorie approach, it turns out that the poverty lines should be
revised, not upward as intuition might suggest, but doxvinvard, so thiat Visaria's
calculations, if anything, overstate the rate of' poverty. The argument is as follows.
Pick a level of household per capita total expenditure and consider the average food
expenditure over all households at that level, under the new and old survey meth-
odologies. Because the new methodology recovers food expenditures that were pre-
viously forgotten, food expenditures rise on average. But total expenditure is both
defined and measured as the sum of food anid nonifood expenditures, so that total
expenditure will rise by the same amount as food expenditure. (For the purpose of
the argument, ignore the change in survey procedures for nonfood.)

Figure I illustrates. TIhe old (30-day reporting period) Engel curve is the lower
curve. For an average household (conditional on expenditure) at point A, food and
total expenditure (or per capita) increase by equal amounts along thle 45-degree
line to B, say. Because the slope of the curve is less than 45 degrees-the marginal
propensity to spend on food is less than one-the switch to the seven-day period
moves the Engel curve outward to the higher curve. The constant level of nutri-
tional needs. represented by point N, thus requires a shift downward in the pov-
ertv line from the old P to the new, lower P*. With the new, better reporting period,
more food is reported, so that if wve put ourselves back in the shoes of the planning
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Figure 1. The Effects of a Shorter Reporting Period on a Nutritional Poverty Line
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commission when the poverty line was first calculated, the original poverty line
would have generated more calories than the norm. and would therefore have been
revised down.

In Deaton (2000), 1 present evidence on1 the relevance of figure I using data from
the 52nd Round of the NSS gathered during 199 5-96. Tlhe Engel curves relating per
capita expenditure on lood to total household expenditure per capita are in the order
predicted in figure 1, with the seven-day Engel curve lying on or above the 30-day
Engel curve. However, the two curves essentially coincide below and up to the pov-
ertv line so that, unless the ratio of calories to food expenditure is different in the two
questionnaires, there is no reason to revise the original poverty line to meet the new
questionnaire design.

In suminmary, Visaria's reduced poverty counts have as much (or more, judged by
international survey practice) legitimacy as the official counts, or indeed the $1/day
calculations. To get some idea of the magnitudes involved, the change in the survey
reporting period reduces measured Indian poverty by about as many people as the
total number of poor in China. Clearly, there is a large margin of error in the world
poverty estimate of 1.2 billion people. In the long run, household surveys should be
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brought into reasonable conformity in their reporting periods. In the short run, the
counts should not simply add together counts from surveys with different reporting
periods without some sort of correction. This will involve sometimes admittedly
arbitrary choices, and perhaps the removal altogether of some surveys. But that is
better than adding together incommensurate numbers.

Income versus consumption. The surveys used for the world poverty count sometimes
collect data on income and sometimes on consumption. The latter is the preferred
measure (rightly, in my view), so that the surveys that collect income (I38 out of the
91 in Chen and Ravallion [2000], including all the Latin American and Caribbean
surveys) have to be "converted" to a consumption basis. This is done by scaling down
the income data in the survey by the ratio of national consumption to national in-
come (presumably personal disposable income) in the national accounts. This is plau-
sible, but in my judgment, it is unlikely to lead to good results.

First, there is some inconsistency in using the national accounts data in this situ-
ation, but not when there is a full consumption survey. even when the NAS and sur-
vey data are mutually inconsistent. The argument is presumably that there is little
choice. Even so. it would seem more logical to use some average of NAS and survey
data to correct the expenditure survey when available or to make some adjustment
to the NAS estimate of the consumption ratio in the case when it is not.

Second, in countries where household surveys collect data on both income and
consumption, there is usually little or no evidence of positive saving among poorer
households; indeed, the reverse is true. (China seems to be an exception to this gen-
eralization.) Even in industrial countries, survey saving rates are frequently nega-
tive until well up the income distribution. A frequent argument is that survey respon-
dents understate income relative to consumption. If so, multiplying incomes by a
number that is less than one is a "correction" in the wrong direction. More gener-
ally, whatever the accuracy of the consumption and income reports themselves, it
remains true that, in most countries, multiplying survey income by the national
consumption rate would do a very poor job of replicating survey consumption, cer-
tainly at the bottom of the income distribution.

Likewise, a proportional correction for saving is not likely to convert income data
from a survey into something that looks like consumption data from a survey. In the
usual situation, when the poverty line is below the mode of a unimodal distribution,
the resulting underestimation of consumption by the poor (relative to a consumption
survey) will tend to overstate poverty rates. Countries with income surveys probably
tend to be assigned higher poverty rates relative to those with consumption surveys.
This contention could be tested for a few countries where surveys collect both kinds of
data, or by running a regression across the countries in the database and seeing whether
those with income surveys have higher poverty, controlling for GDP and other variables.
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Unfortunately, the degree of heterogeneity across countries is unlikely to permit any
simple correction based on the results of such a regression.

Third, measured consumption is famously less variable than measured income.
This is true in logarithms as well as in levels (the variance of the logarithm of con-
sumption is less than the variance of the logarithm of income). Therefore, even if the
proportional saving assumption were right on average, the corrected income data
would still be too variable relative to measured consumption. Once again, and pro-
vided the poverty line is below the mode, consumption poverty will be overestimated
by income poverty.

My guess is that it would not be too difficult to work out some pattern of correc-
tions that, although hard to defend absolutely, would likely still be better than the
current procedures. In the long term, the battle for expenditure surveys will be won.
Even the holdouts in Latin America are moving in that direction.

Summary, Recommendations, and Directions for Research

The World Bank's worldwide count of the poor starts from a common international
poverty line and counts the number of people in each country whose consumption
lies below it. The international poverty line, at $1 or $2 a day, is converted into do-
mestic currencies using Ppp exchange rates. f argue that, although there is much to
recommend the $1/day line, its dependence on Ppp exchange rates has a number of
unfortunate consequences.

An arguably better procedure for the future would be to hold fixed (in real terms)
the current domestic poverty lines, and not to revise them along with changes in Ppp

exchange rates induced by updating base years. Such a program would work best if
the current rates were subjected to detailed, local scrutiny and corrected in a way that
would simultaneously give them local credence without major deviation from the
$1 /day standard. Such corrections will likely be difficult. They must not be interpreted
as a license for individual countries to define their poverty lines with a view to their
international political effects. Corrections will be easier if, as I suspect, most anoma-
lies are the result of inappropriate Ppp exchange rates, perhaps because interpolation
from other countries gives a poor answer or because the bundle of goods being priced
is inappropriate for the poor.

Other problems relate less to international comparability than to the calculation
of poverty within each country. The proliferation of household surveys, for which
the World Bank should take much credit, has greatly enriched the basis for good
poverty calculations around the world. But the very availability of expenditure sur-
veys has highlighted an old problem that seems to have recently become much worse,
which is a divergence between estimates of average consumption based on surveys
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and on national income accounts. The World Bank is probably the only organiza-
tion that is capable of leading an international research initiative to address these
discrepancies. Until it does so, policymakers and commentators will be invited to
choose their evidence according to their political predilections. Furthermore, neither
the World B3ank nor anyone else will be able to make well-supported statements about
what is surely a central issue in economic development: whether growth has reduced
poverty in the past or is likely to do so in the future.

There is also much scope for the improvement of survey practice and the conver-
gence of household expenditure surveys toward international best-practice standards.
'The experimentation with recall periods by the Indian National Sample Survey, al-
though it has sown some confusion in the short run, is an excellent example of the
sort of methodological work that is needed and which statistical oflices are usually
reluctant to perform. If nothing else, these experiments have highlighted the extreme
sensitivity ( 1 75 million people less in poverty, the headcount ratio reduced by half)
of poverty measurement to what many would previouslv have regarded as a techni-
cal, if not downright esoteric, issue of survey design.

Here, too, is an important research program. We need to understand much better
than we do now how the measurement ol' conisumption is affected by the design of
consumer expenditure surveys-not only reference periods but such issues as the
detail of the questionnaire, the need for bounding interviews and repeat visits, mul-
tiple versus single respondents, whether ownership information on durables is worth
collecting, and so forth. Although the World Bank's i,sMs has done much to normal-
ize the use of enriched expenditure surveys in many countries, it has done little ex-
perimentation and has not greatly contributed to settling design questions (see Dleaton
and Grosh 2000)).

Another important research issue is linding better wa's to set the poverty line.
Within the standard realm of income (consumption) poverty, there is much to be said
for giving greater weight to people's own reports of consumption adequacy. Ravallion
has done sterling work in this direction and there is widespreaLd initerest around the
world in these methodologies (Ravallion 1998;: Pradhan and Ravallion 2()(). In the
United States, for example, the Gallup poll questions people on how much it would
take for a family like theirs to "just get by" in their community. The responses yield
sensible poverty lines, at least once outliers have been removed. People can also be
asked to self-assess their poverty, as in Ravallion's work. If such schemes could be
put on a sound footing, they raise the tantalizing prospect of reducing our dependence
on extremely expensive, time-consuming, and most likely inaccurate consumption
surveys. It is a good deal cheaper to ask one or two questions than 20() or 300.

Recent work in South Africa shows strong correlation between measures of finan-
cial, physical. and mental health (Case and Wilson 2000). But there are real con-
cerns about "adaptation." People do not perceive themselves to be better off, even in
the face of large increases in real income, essentially because they adapt their expec-
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tations to their circumnstances. For example, Easterlin's (199 5) famnouts finding shows
that subjective levels of happiness did not increase among Japanese consumers be-
tween 1958 and 1987 in spite of a fivefold increase in real per capita income. The
World Bank might find itself successfully promoting growth with a concomitant re-
duction in income poverty, but then being negatively assessed because people do not
report themselves to be better off. The Washington Consensus derailed by the hedonic
treadmill!

Those of us who have been exposed to field experience have been impressed by
the prominence of health concernis in what people tell you about their poverty.
Income, housing. and jobs tend to predominate when health is normal, but if some-
onie gets sick, is hit by a car, or has a friend or relative who has beten raped or mur-
dered, income poverty recedes into the back-ground in people's perceptions. Many
millions of people around the wvorld will die from AIDS, with untold misery and dep-
rivation. It would be a terrible thing if the World Bank dealt with this crisis only in
terms of its effects on income poverty, which it already shows some signs of doing
(PovertyNet 2000).

My view is that the World Banik should back away from its current too-concen-
trated focus on income headcount numbers. It should emphasize a much wider range
of other measures, focusing on deprivations that may be mlore important than depri-
vation of income.

Note

Angus Deaton is with the Research Program in l)evelopment Studies at Plrinceton University. This
article wias written at the suggestion of Nick Stern, to whom the author is gratclul ior preliminary
discussions. klartin Ravallion clarified many issucs and com1mcited extensively on an ecrlier draft.
The author is grateflit to himn. s wetl as to Richard Adams. Misha Belkiodas. Surjit Bhalla, Anne

Case, Paul Collier. lean l)reze. Valerie Kozel, lPeter Lanjouw, Karen Mason. Salvatore Sclhiavo-Campo.
Eric Swanson. Pravin Visaria. and Mike W7alton lor helpful discussions and suggestions. Angus Deaton
can be reached via c-miiail at deaton04princeton.edu.
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Comment on "Counting the World's Poor,"
by Angus Deaton

Martin RavaLlion

There is almost never just one way to measure an economic variable, and poverty is
no exception. judgments are required about the best method-givell the data avail-
able-at virtually every step, starting wtith the design and processing of the underly-
ing household survey data. The judgments made should be explicit and subjected to
independent review.

In that spirit, D)eaton (this issue) provides a usefully critical discussion of the current
methods used by the World Bank for measuring poverty. This is welcome and timely.
It is welcome in part because it is by Angus Deaton, who for 20 years has been a lead-
ing scholar on the theory and methods of welfare measurement using household-level
data. And it is timely because of recent concerns about whether our current measure-
ment tools fully reflect how the living conditions of the world's poor are changing.

I will not address all the points raised by Deaton-avoiding those on which I think
there is broad agreement that the WAAorld Bank's current methods could be improved.
These include the way that (invariably troublesome) income surveys are handled,
the scope for better use of subjective-qualitative welfare data, and the need to better
acknowledge the limitations of welfare metrics based solely on consumption of mar-
ket goods.

This leaves two main issues that are very important for global poverty measure-
ments-namely, how currency conversions are done and whether the poverty mea-
sures should be anchored to the national accounts. On both counts. Deaton makes
recommendations for changing current methods. Before considering his recommen-
dations, I will briefly describe how the World Bank measures poverty.

How Does the WorLd Bank Measure Poverty?

The World Bank's poverty measures based on the $1/day line began with the 1990
World Developinent Report (World Bank 1990). That report provided estimates for
developing countries as a whole and by region for 1 98 5. based on 2 2 household
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surveys, one for each of 22 countries, and model-based extrapolations for other coun-
tries (Ravallion and others 1 99 1). Since then, the data set has expanded to include
nearly 300 surveys spanning about 90 countries, with an attempt to provide con-
sistent comparisons over time. The latest version of the main summary table by re-
gion gives estimates for 1987, 1990, 1993. 1996, and 1998 (Chen and Ravallion
2000).

The essential features of the current methodology can be summarized as follows.1

An international poverty line is chosen as being typical of prevailing poverty lines
used in a sample of low-income countries (World Bank 1990; Ravallion and others
1991).2 The international poverty line is converted to local currency using the lat-
est available purchasing power parity (PPp) exchange rates for consumption. The best
available consumer price indexes are then used to convert the international poverty
line in local currency to prices prevailing at the time of the surveys. These poverty
lines are applied to distributions of consumption per person (or income if consump-
tion is not available) constructed from nationally representative household surveys.
Adjustments to the data are often required for consistency, such as ensuring that
population weights are used to obtain an unbiased estimate of the individual distri-
bution of household consumption per person. Calculations are done from the primary
data (either micro data or appropriate tabulations).

These aggregate (global or regional) poverty measures based on international
poverty lines should not be confused with measures based on national or subnational
lines. The vast bulk of the World Bank's poverty monitoring effort does not use Ppp

exchange rates at all. At the country level, poverty monitoring is based on poverty
lines considered appropriate in each country, which are updated over time. The Pl'P

rates are required only lor forming regional or global aggregates. for which the judg-
ment is made that any two people with the same command over commodities should
be treated the same way no matter where they live. Thus the aggregates ignore indi-
vidual country poverty lines. The measures based on internationall poverty lines are
presented side by side with national poverty lines in World Development Indicators
(World Bank 2000) and the Bank's GClobal Poverty Monitoring Web site, which gives
the individual country estimates over time for a range of poverty lines and measures
(vwww.worldbank.org/research/povmonitor/).

Currency Conversions for International Poverty Lines

The practicc of using Ppp exchange rates in forming global poverty aggregates goes
back to the first World Developmentt Report on poverty (World Bank 1980(). This
method is clearly preferable to using official exchange rates, but it has long been rec-
ognized that using Ppp exchange rates is not ideal. Since the 1990 World Developmenlt
Report. the consumption Ppp rates have been used. rather than PPPs for aggregate
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output. This avoids some of the problems noted by Deaton. However. Ppp exchange
rates were not designed for the purpose of making internationally comparable pov-
erty lines, but rather for making comparisons of average national income and con-
sumption. The problem is coming up with something better.

Deaton is concerned about the impact of revisions to the source data on Ppp rates
for the global poverty measures. The Ppp exchange rates have been updated over time,
with the latest using the 1993 price data from the UN International Comparisons
Project. entailing considerable improvement in the coverage and quality of the under-
lying data on prices. The underlying distributional data have also been updated regu-
larly. With new data, all preceding calculations are also corrected back in time to
ensure internal consistency.

The World Bank always uses the most recent data available for each update (three
times a year). That includes all the new survey data (including going back in time)
as well as new PPPs. Deaton is right that this produces some sizable revisions. For
example. in the latest version of the main regional tabulation (Chen and Ravallion
2000). the share of world poverty attributed to Sub-Saharan Africa has risen rela-
tive to previous versions. due partly to revisions in the Ppp exchange rates for this
region. These revisions have also reduced the global rate of poverty reduction because
poverty has increased in Sub-Saharan Africa. However, there has not been a down-
ward revision of the Bank's overall $1/day head count of poverty for the most recent
common year between the latest estimates and the previous estimates, namely, 1993.
For that year. the new estimate is 1.31 billion people living below $1/day (Chen and
Ravallion 2 000): previously. we estimated 1.30 billion (Ravallion and Chen 1997).
However, the regional composition of poverty has changed, with a higher propor-
tion of the poor in Sub-Saharan Africa (reflecting the new data on price levels as well
as new survey data for relatively poorer countries).

It is hard to argue that we should ignore new data on either the distributions or
the Ppp exchange rates. This is one "lorry about Deaton's proposal of not updating
PPPS; it could create persistent drift from accepted international comparisons. I am
also worried about the judgments for which Deaton's proposal calls, in making sure
that the Ppp lines are "plausible." T'he problem is knowing wvhat is plausible. The re-
searcher might be unduly persuaded by dubious priors-raising concerns about the
transparency and objectivity of the measures.

Disparities between Survey Data and the National Accounts

There are two main sources of data on people's average command over commodi-
ties. One is the level of private consumption expenditure per capita from the national
accounts (NAS). The other is average household expenditure on consumption ob-
tained from a national sample survey of households-typically the same survey used
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to measure poverty. Unlike the NAS. surveys also tell us about the distribution of con-
sumption and/or income.

There are differences between the two data sources in terms of coverage, defini-
tions, and methods. For example. as it is measured in practice in most developing
countries. "private consumption" in the NAS includes spending by nonprofit enter-
prises (charities, nongovernmental organizations, and political parties) as well as
households. In some countries (such as tndia), the survey-based consumption mea-
sure does not include imputed rents for owner-occupied housing. There are also
measurement errors in both data sources. Survey measures entail both sampling and
nonsampling errors: underreporting of income and consumption is thought to be a
common problem in surveys. There are comparability problems between surveys
(between countries and over time), such as due to differences in questionnaire de-
sign. NAS consumption is also prone to error, given that it is not directly measured in
the NAS but is often inferred residually after accounting for more directly measured
channels of output absorption at the commodity level.

It is not surprising that the two data sources do not agree in general. The discrep-
ancy with the NAS is significantly greater for income surveys than consumption sur-
veys (Ravallion 2001). This echoes the long-standing concerns (on both theoreti-
cal and practical grounds) about using income surveys for measuring poverty to
which Deaton refers. Consumption surveys give numbers that are about as close
as one might expect to private consumption in the NAS, on average. B3ut here, too,
there are some sizable deviations from the average. For example, for India aggre-
gate consumption in the National Sample Survey (Nss) is about 60-70 percent of
consumption in the NAS during the 1990s (depcnding on the method used to mea-
sure consumption in the NAS). Across countries in the 1990s, growth rates in mean
consumption from surveys have tended to be lower than thosc from the NAS. They
are only slightly lower as a rule, but more markedly so in some cases, including India
and much of Eastern Europe and Central Asia (where there is remarkably little cor-
relation between data from the two sources: see Ravallion 2001).

The discrepancies between consumption estimates from these two sources for India
have fuelled a debate about whether the NSS iS capturing the full gains to the poor
from the country's postreform economic growth in the 199()s. It seems that, in somc
kind of contagion, these concerns have spilled over to the rest of the developing world.
One observer even claimed that the World Bank measured poverty the way it did-
based on surveys for measuring the levels of household consumption and income-
because it was in the institution's interests to deliberately understate the extent to
which economic growth was reducing poverty in the world (Bhalla 2000). As Dleaton
notes. although it is a current debate in India, this is not a new debate there or else-
where: for example, the same issue has been raised before in the contexts of concerns
about underreporting of income in the (many) income surveys used for poverty mea-
surement in Latin America. The recent perception in some quarters that something
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is seriously wrong in the existing poverty monitoring efforts makes Deaton's assess-
ment even more welcome.

In some respects. the fact that this debate has resurfaced in India might be sur-
prising. India had not previously been seen as a country with problematic survey data.
Indeed. India's poverty monitoring based on the NSS has been widely seen as a model
for other countries (although this perception has faded somewhat over time, as sur-
vey methods have advanced elsewhere). We do not have any new information about
the survey's design and implementation to make us suspect that something has gone
wrong witlh the NSS ill the 1990s, at least prior to the latest (55th) round for 1999-
2O0. And expectations for rapid poverty reduction, postreform, may well have been
optimistic. There are reasons why the type of growth seen in the 1 99()s, given initial
conditions in much of the country, would not yet be evident as greatly reduced pov-
erty (Ravallion 2000b).

It should also be noted that the extent of divergence between the two data sources
depends in part on measurement choices. Applying more consistent definitions of
"conisumption" between the two sources can go some way toward reducing the gap;
see, for example, Slesnick (1 998) on the United States. Two examples from India il-
lustrate the dependence on methodology.

The first example concerns the methods used by the NAS. The appearance of siz-
able divergence betwAeen NSS and NAS consumption aggregates for India in the
1 990s can be deceptive unless one takes account of the changes in methods used
by the NAS. When the central statistics office changed its methods to accord more
closely with nexw international standards set in 1993, there was a sizable upward
revision in the NAS consumption estimates in the 1990s. Some observers have
calculated the ratio of aggregate consumption from India's NSS to that in the NAS

ignoring the switch in NAS methods: this gives a deceptively large fall in the ratio
in the 1990s. Comparing estimates using the same methods, Sen( (2000) finds little
sign of a decrease in the ratio of NSS consumption to NAS consumption during the
1990s, although there are signs of a longer-term trend decline in this ratio going
back to the 1 9 7(s. The bulk of the decline precedes the I 990s and clearly has noth-
ing to do witlh the reforms.

The second example reinforces Deaton's comments on how much survey design
can matter. There were important changes in the consumption questions in the
1999-200() (5 5th) round of the NSS, breaking from methods used consistently since
the 19 5(s. The 55th round shows a sizable reduction in poverty in India. However,
we do not know how much of this is real and how much is due to the changes in
survey design. By one assessment, the conclusion that poverty fell is not robust to
attempts to deal with the likely comparability problems raised by the 5 5th round (Sen
2000). Other assessments suggest that poverty has indeed fallen, although not nearly
as much as the 5 5th round implies. Nor has it been demonstrated that the changes
made to the design of the NSS in the 5 5th round will give more precise consumption
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estimates; that is not obvious on a priori grounds. Further experiments on alterna-
tive survey methods are needed, as well as a plan for data transition to allow consis-
tent comparisons over time.

ImpLications for Poverty Measurement

Discrepancies between the surveys and the national accounts have implications for
poverty measurement that depend critically on the reasons for the divergence. Deaton
is right that further research on this issue is called for. One interpretation assumes
that any discrepancy is entirely due to underestimation of mean consumption in the
surveys, but that the surveys nonetheless get relative consumption and hence in-
equality right. If one accepts that interpretation, then the solution is simple: just
replace the mean from the surveys with the consumption mean from the NAS and
recalculate the poverty measures (as in, for example, Bhalla 2000). A more sophis-
ticated version of the same basic method takes the mean consumption or income
components in the surveys and scales them up to accord with the NAS. Although
agreeing that the surveys probably miss some of the consumption gains, an alterna-
tive interpretation says that the problem has much more to do with consumption by
the nonpoor, and that the surveys more likely underestimate the rate of increase in
inequality.

It has not been established, and is quite unlikely from what we know, that the dis-
crepancy between the two data sources is entirely due to underestimation of consump-
tion levels in the surveys. But even if that were the sole source of the discrepancy. it is
hard to believe that the surveys would be getting the mean wrong but inequality right.
Our limited knowledge of the problems of underreporting and noncompliance in con-
sumption and income surveys does not suggest that the problem is likely to be distri-
bution neutral. In consumption surveys, the bulk of the problem is thought to be for
the nonpoor. (In income surveys, there is possibly also underestimation of annual in-
come of the rural poor using survey questions based on subannual income recall, given
seasonality.) If the problem arises from underestimation of consumption by the non-
poor, then the correct mean for measuring poverty is the mean of the survey distribu-
tion, although this underestimates the true mean (Ravallion 2000a). In other words,
for measuring poverty, there is an error in the mean that offsets the error in estimating
the distribution around the mean. However, it is unlikely that none of the discrepancy
arises from underestimation of consumption at the poverty line. At least some of the
error is probably passed onto the poverty measure at any given poverty line.

What can be done? If one accepts that some of the discrepancy is due to under-
estimation of consumption at the poverty line, then in theory there must exist a scal-
ing factor applied to the survey mean that will give the right poverty measure at the
given (but also wrong) distribution. Although we can postulate its existence in theory,
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we have no basis for setting this scalinig factor. Nor is it plausible that the error is a
strictly decreasing function of the scaling factor: there will be scaling factors greater
than unity that give less accurate measures than using no scaling at all.

Deaton recommends taking a weighted average of the two measures of consump-
tion, one from the survey and one from the NAS. (Then the scaling factor is a linear
function of the ratio of NAS consumption to survey mean consumption.) It is not clear
why this would be better than no adjustment. Combining the two measures of aver-
age consumption may well give a better estimate of the mean. But that is n1ot the sta-
tistic in which we are interested. The problem is how to set that weight when the aim
is to reduce the error in the poverty measure. As yet. there is no obviously defensible
solution in sight. and there is no basis for presuming that anyone's guess will give a
better measure than using no adjustment at all.

There is also a questiotn of whether anchoring the poverty measures to the national
accounts would foster better poverty monitoring in the future. Tl1he World Bank's
practices in poverty measurement reflect a judgment that the househoLd surveys
should ideally stand as a data source largely independent from the NAS. in this view,
the surveys should be the main testing groutnd for claims made about the impacts of
policy or economic changes on the poor.

Yes, there are problems galore in the existing surveys. But, as 1)eaton niotes, the
World Bank also has an important role to play in supporting efforts at the country
level to improve and standardize the surveys, such as through the ongoing Living
Standards Measurement Study and related support in promoting household survey
capabilities in developing countries.

Notes

Martin Ravallion is research manager withi the Development Rescarch Group at the World Bank.

I. The methods are described in more detail in Ravallion and others (I 991 ); Chen and others (1 994;:
Ravallion and Ch(i' (1997): and Chen and Ravallion (2000;.

2. The countries include India. which had been the country on which international poverty com-
parisons were based for the tirst VIorld Devclopoiwt Report on poverty, namely, World Bank (19801).
The $1/day line is close to the mean for a larger set of low-income countries. The line is updated
with revisions to the purchasing power parity exchange rates (as discussed in Chen and Ravallion
20(00).
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Comment on "Counting the World's Poor,"
by Angus Deaton

T. N. Srinivasan

In his very instructive article, Angus Deaton argues that for international institutions
(for example. the World Bank) and the national governments of most poor countries
(for example, Indiai). reduction of poverty is or is professed to be the paramount objec-
tive of policy. As such. they require some overall yardstick of progress (or lack thlereof).
According to Deaton, there is a long history of studies of poverty mobilizing support
among the nonpoor for antipoverty values. So it is important to knowv whether the world
and national poverty counts are sound enough to support their uses.

Deaton's an alvsis of'the problems with poverty counts and suggestions for improve-
ment, including issues needing further research, are based on two distinlct stages in
counting the poor (see also Deaton 2000). At the first or internatiolnal stage, a world
poverty line is set and used to derive comparable poverty lines for each country. At
the second or domestic stage, the poverty lines are used to count the number of poor
people in each country, and the others are added up over countries. He finds dis-
quieting evidenice about both stages of couLnting. The data for poverty counts in the
second stage come from household surveys, whereas data on aggregate economic
growth are from National Accounts Statistics (NAS). Deaton finds that in many coun-
tries there are large and growinig disparities between survey data and nationial ac-
counts so that there is no consistent empirical basis for conclusions about the extent
to wvhich growvth reduces poverty. It is scandalous that even after nearly half a cen-
tury of pursuing national and international programs for the eradication of mass
povertv, the emlpirical foundations for assessing the success or failure of the programs
and drawing lessons from them are so weak as to be deemed nonexistent. In what
follows, I reinlorce many of Deaton's arguments.

Deaton's discussion of global counts of the poor presumes that the World Bank
and otlher international development institutions will continue to produce them
anyway. He then asks how best to produce tlhem and suggests improvements to cur-
rent procedures, while concluding that the World Bank and others should in fact
back away from such counts. I go further. In my view, global counts have little
meaning and even less policy relevance. Abandoning them and focusinig on na-
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tional and subnational poverty analvsis that goes beyond headcounts would be the
sensible course to followx. Like Deaton, I draw heavily on the experience of India's
statistical system. I focus only on consumption-based poverty lines. The reason is the
challenge of defining household income in a theoretically satisfactory manner and
collecting data on income based on that definition through household surveys in any
country (developed or developing). Deaton (1989) discusses the difficulties in meet-
ing the challenge. Poverty counts based on income-based poverty lines are even more
problematic than consumption-based ones.

Unavoidable Arbitrariness in Defining Poverty Lines

The criteria by which the incidence of poverty in any society at any point in time is
to be judged are essentially arbitrary. Adam Smith long ago argued that in defining
necessities, one must include not just "the commodities which are indispensably
necessary for the support of life" but also those which "the custom of the country
renders indecent for creditable people. even of the lowest order to be xvithout" (Smith
1937:821-22). 'I'o be nonpoor, a person must be able to afford at least the necessi-
ties. Following Smith, one should include a "decency" component in them. Obviously,
these are subjective and would vary over time and space.

A claim of objectivity and nonarbitrariness is often made for a particular poverty
line (that is, a value of consumption expenditure or income per person) by linking it
to the required habitual or long-term intake of food (or, more precisely, its energy
content) for an individual to be adequately nourished. The use of such a poverty line
would identify being poor with not being adequately nourished.'

Such a claim appears untenable and its use in poverty counts based on household
surveys questionable. First, the long-term energy requirement for adequate nutrition
of an individual of a given age and gender and performing specified tasks is not a fixed
number of kilocalories per day. Second, household surveys collect data on expendli-

tures on food and quantities consumed of various items of uncooked and cooked foods
by the household over a short reference period. Even ignoring measurement errors in
translating such data into their energy content, the resulting number at best repre-
sents the energy content of food consumed by the household as a whole. It is not
possible to deduce the lonig-term-- eniergy int(ake of each persorr in the household from the
total energ y intake of the household over a short reference period.

Third, in surveys of the consumption expenditure of households in poor countries,
such as India's National Sample Survey (NSS), the estimated energy intakes of very
poor households are often found to be too low for survival and those of rich house-
holds too high to be consistent with good health. The reason for this in part could be
that not all the meals that individuals from poor households consume outside their
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homes are included in their food consumption. In addition, some of the food consumed
by nonhousehold members is included in the food consumption of rich households.
Agricultural workers from poor households often eat meals provided by their employ-
ers at the fields where they work. Although the survey enumerators were instructed
to ask each household about such meals and include them in (or exclude from) the
food consumption of that household, depending on the circumstances. these instruc-
tions are utnlikely to have been followed fully and meticulously in practice. For these
reasons, estimates based on an ostensibly nutrition-based poverty line, and survey-
based household consumption are poor measures of the extent of undernutrition and
poverty (see Srinivasan 1992).

Deaton rightly recognizes that dimensions of poverty other than income or consump-
tion are as important or more important, particularly deprivations in health, educa-
tion, and democratic rights, and that there are difficult measurement issues associated
with all of these dimensions. The UNDP (1996, 1997) estimates a 'capability poverty
measure" based on Amartya Sen's concepts of 'capabilities and functionings" and a
"human poverty index." a weighted composite of several nonincome indicators in-
cluding those incorporated in the capability measure. These measures do not ad-
equately recognize and account for the difficult conceptual and measurement prob-
lems that Deaton highlights.

The best and easily understood starting point for deriving a consumption-based
povertv linie is a "poverty consumption" bundle of goods and services for a represen-
tative (in size and age-gender composition) household. It is common to assume that
part of the bundle would be provided free or at subsidized prices by the state. Valuing
the private component of the bundle at appropriate prices yields the poverty line. This
valuation of the private component is in effect what an expert group did for India's
Planning Commission in 1962. in defining poverty lines for rural and urban house-
holds in India. There is unavoidable arbitrariness in determining which goods and
services (and in what amounts) are to be included in a poverty bundle. Nevertheless,
given a poverty bundle for a representative household, appropriate adjustments for
differences of any other household in its size and age-gender composition could be
made to arrive at a household-specific poverty line. A household would be deemed
to be poor if it does not have the resources, measured in terms of either income or
total consumption expenditure, to buy the private component of its poverty blunldle at
tlheprices itJfaces. In such a definition, a household that can afford to but does not buy
its poverty bundle is not deemed poor.

Clearly, if an annual survey collects data on the resources that each household
commands and the prices it faces, it is a straightforward matter to estimate the num-
ber of the poor. As long as the constituents and the nonprivate component of the
poverty bundle remain the same over time and space and surveys in different re-
gions and time periods continue to collect household-specific data on resources and
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prices, estimating the poor in each region and time period continues to be relatively
uncomplicated.

'I'he price data collected in different household expenditure surveys difl'er in their
coverage, completeness. and representativeness. In some, only expendliture data are
collected. In others, total expenditures on and quantities purchased ofteach commod-
ity are collected so that unit values could be computed. In still others, prices paid are
also collected along with quantities purchased. But I know of no survey that collects
data on prices actually paid by households in each of their transactions involving
purchases included in their consumption. 'rhe Indian NSS does collect price data (al-
though it is not transaction specific).

Deaton and Tarozzi (2000) use more than 7 million pieces of'price (more pre-
cisely, unit value) information from two rounds ( 198 7-88 and 1 993 -94) of NSS

expenditure surveys. In his analysis of the unit value data from the NSS for thle state
of Maharashtra in 198 3, Deaton (1997) f'ound that they matched independently
collected market price data.2 Survey data confirmn that households living in the same
region and canvassed at the same time reported paying different prices for the same
commodity even after allowance was made for possible differences in quality and
other factors. Indeed, such differences raise serious questions about the common
assumption in the analysis of household surveys that households purchase homo-
geneous commodities in competitive markets in which the "law of one price" holds.
Apart from such interhousehold variation in prices, there are spatial and inter-
temporal variations as well. Also, there could be (and often are) interhousehold,
interregional. and intertemporal variations in access to the state-provided compo-
nent of the poverty bundle. I am unaware of any poverty count that allows l'or these
variations.

Clearly, it is impractical to update poverty lines through revailuation or a ffivlz
poverty bundle at prices that are specific to each household, region, and period of time.
As such, a common practice is to use some price index to adjust somie poverty line
(not necessarily one derived from valuing a poverty bundle) at base year (or base
region) prices to arrive at a poverty line for a different year (or region). 'I'he faict that
poor (rural) households face different prices compared with nonpoor (urban) house-
holds could be taken into account in such an approach by using poor-specific rural
and urban price indexes to update poverty lines (or alternatively to deflate consump-
tion expenditures). For example, in India, because a large proportion of rural poor
are believed to be landless agricultural laborers. the consumer price index for agri-
cultural laborers has been used for updating the rural poverty line in official estimates
of poverty. A simple average of the consumer price index for industrial workers and
that for urban nonmanual xvorkers is used to update the poverty line. Hlowever,
commodity weights used in constructing these indexes are outdated, and the price
quotations used are not representative of the relevant transactions. Using commod-
ity weights and unit values based on the houLsehold surveys, Deaton and ru'arozzi
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(20(1(1:34-S ) recompute the poverty estimates. They find that, in contrast to the
diverging trends in the official estimates, "between 1987-88 and 1993-94, there
was no great difference in the rate of decline of urban and rural poverty." Clearly,
the choice of price index matters. But whatever index is used, as i)eaton points out,
the basic, standard textbook index number problem remains and cannot be wished
away.

I have thus far addressed problems encountered in Deatons "domestic" stage.
Moving to his "international" stage. a poverty bundle common to all regions within
a geographically and culturally diverse country such as India, let alone for all coun-
tries of the world, cannot be meaningfully defined. (I will return to this issue in the
concluding section.) If such a bundle could be defined, then the national poverty line
at any point in time would be the value of that bundle at the prices in local curreclcty
that households face in that nation at that point in time. There is no need for any
exchange rate in such a calculation. Deaton is absolutely right in arguing that. be-
cause such an internationally accepted bundle does not exist, it does not make sense
to simply convert $S/day to local currency values using purchasing power parity (ppp)
exchange rates with commodities weighted by their shares in the consumption of the
poor. The reason is that doing so makes poverty lines move around with changes in
Ppp exchange rates arising from world market price changes that have no relevance
to the poor. For example, the poverty line for one country would be shifted by a change
in the world price of a commodity that is not consumed by the poor in that coun1try
but consumed by the poor in some other country. because such a price change af-
fects the Ppp exchange rate. In any case, global poverty counts are based on neither
a common global poverty bundle nor conversions to local currency values using Ppp

exchange rates with commodity weights more relevant to the poor.
As Deaton points out, an international poverty line for base year 198 5 was cho-

sen ($ 1 /day at 1 98 5 Ppp dollars) as being representative of poverty lines in use in
low-income countries. In making this choice, poverty lines in local currency (con-
sumption expenditures per person per day) in use in 1985 were presumably con-
verted to IJ.S. dollar terms usinig the then-available Ppp exchange rate for each
currency. Because these were apparently found to cluster around one dollar, $ I/day
in constant 1985 Ppp dollars was seen as representative of the poverty lines then
in use.

It should be obvious that even assuming that local-currency poverty lines in 1985
represented the value of a national poverty bundle, it cannot be claimed that the
$ 1/day at 198 5 Ppp dollars poverty line is representative of national poverty lines
even in that base year. Moreover, as Deaton documents persuasively, revisions of the
Ppp rate to rellect, on one hand, better and more accurate information, but on the
other hand, the change in base year play havoc with the poverty counts. Deaton's
critique is more than enough to persuade any serious analyst that these poverty
counts are virtually meaningless.
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Poverty Counts and Policymaking

There is no denying that if eradication of mass poverty is the objective of policy. indi-
cators of progress toward achieving the objective are needed. It is well understood
that poverty is a multifaceted phenomenon in that being poor does not simply mean
not having adequate material resources at one's disposal. It also means not having a
voice in making decisions that affect one's life. That is. it means not having as much
access as one is entitled to state provision of goods and services, including those of
the administrative, educational, healthcare, and lcgal systems.

Because each of these dimensions captures a different aspect of poverty, a sepa-
rate indicator is needed. By combining indicators capturing disparate dimensions
into a single composite index, such as the UNDP's Human Development Index. one
loses some of the information contained in the separate indicators. 'T'he extent of
the loss depends on the independence of the different dimensions in describing the
phenomenon of poverty. If they are not independent at all-in the sense of each
indicator being perfectly correlated with every other-then combining them lin-
early into a composite indicator is not necessary. In fact, any one of the indicators
would do just as well in describing poverty. But in this case there is no loss of infor-
mation either because, given one indicator, the others do not add information.
Perfect correlation is very unlikely and information loss in using a composite index
is likely to be substantial, so it is most useful to put together several indicaltors of
poverty, one of which would be based on consumption. Having said this, I should
hasten to add that conceptual and measurement problems with other indicators are
likely to be just as serious. if not more so, as those associated with consumption pov-
erty. In particular. problems in defining and measuring analogues of $1 /day global
poverty counts xwith respect of some consumption dimensions of poverty would be
far more daunting.

Poverty indicators, whether multiple or just a single composite, serve three dis-
tinct purposes. The first is simply to depict the prevailing situation at one or more
points of a time in each country or region and perhaps the world. Such a depiction
provides a yardstick or scorecard for the performance of national governments and
international agencies, such as the World Bank. in achieving their professed objec-
tive of poverty reduction. More important, it is a prelude to a positive analysis of likely
determinants of different dimensions of poverty. Clearly, aggregations either of space
(for example. subnational regions with distinct characteristics are aggregated into a
nation) or of time (for example, aggregation over a long time involving major sys-
tematic changes) would most likely mask the influence of different determinants of'
poverty. The reason is that the relationship between determinants and poverty out-
comes almost surely would be very different across the units being aggregated. It is
most unlikely that global indicators, such as S I/day counts of the poor, would be the
starting point for any useful analysis of determinants of poverty. However. national
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and (even better) subnational poverty counts, even the ones not based on a fixed
poverty bundle, are much better starting points for analysis.

The second purpose is the normative use of poverty indicators for policy formu-
lation. For this purpose, certainly global indicators and even national indicators
(in large, populous countries, such as India, where subnational entities are diverse
in many dimensions) are not very useful. The reason is simple: A policy is likely to
be most effective in reaching its targets and achieving its objectives if its locus is
where the targets happen to be. Because most policies targeted at the poor are in
the domain of subnational (or even lower) units. poverty indicators at higher lev-
els are not helpful in policy formulation. This is not to say that national and inter-
national policies are irrelevant, only that their effects on aggregate indicators are
best understood through the aggregation of their effects on indicators of poverty
at lower levels.

There is a different and difficult problem in the normative use of poverty indicators
at any level. Unless one has a framework that describes the mechanisms through
which policies affect the determinants of poverty in all its dimensions and their
quantitative significance, poverty alleviation policies cannot be well formulated.
This is illustrated by the debate on whether more rapid aggregate growth, greater
openness to international trade and investment, or more flexible labor markets have
in the past or will in the future reduce poverty. Without a framework for analyzing
the influence of these policies on the determinants of poverty, one cannot infer
anything useful for policy formulation from any observed association (or lack
thereof) between specific policies and greater reduction in poverty. This problem
would remain even if there were some best way of counting the poor at any level of
disaggregation.

The third purpose for a poverty indicator is its value for mobilizing support for aid-
ing the poor and for policies (subnational, national, and international) that presum-
ably could alleviate poverty. Even those who would readily concede that global pov-
erty counts are useless for the first two purposes would think that they might serve
the third purpose well. Certainly, saying that in 2000 so many millions of people in
the world went to bed hungry or lived on less than $1/day grabs attention.

Resolving to reduce that number by half by 2020 (or whatever future year) in-
dicates a certain purposefulness for global policymaking. However, it is arguable
whether such attention and resolve have concrete value in raising resources for pov-
erty alleviation or changing policies. Long ago, exhortations based on appalling pov-
erty in developing countries led to the target of 0.7 percent of gross domestic product
for industrial countries to contribute for development assistance. Some of the richest
countries of the world have yet to reach the target. Regardless of whether there would
have been greater development if the development assistance target been reached,
exhortations based on global poverty counts are unlikely to generate more resources
from the rich for poverty alleviation.
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Household Expenditure Surveys and
National Accounts Statistics

Deaton's discussion of the problems with the data from household expenditure sur-
veys (HES) and NAS is comprehensive, illuminating, and disturbing. My discussion of
the sources of differences between the two will be brief and touch on a few important
ones. Minhas (1988) provides a more comprehensive and deeper analysis. The HE-s

in some developing countries were initially meant to provide data for commodity
weights to be used in consumer price indexes. As such. surveys were canvassed rela-
tivelv infrequently. In India, the HEs component of the NSS from the start was meant
to track changes in levels of living. Until 19 7 3-74, the n-s component was canvassed
every year and again from 1983.

Hlowever. survey periods did not always cover a full year: even if they did, the year
varied (mnost often it was July-June, but sometimes it was January-l)ecember or
October-September). There were also differences in sample design across years, par-
ticularly when the main topic of inquiry dif'fered from household consumption expen-
diture. In such years, the HES component canvassed f'ar fewer households and some-
times with an abbreviated schedule of inquiries. Almost always the ultimate sampling
units-namely. households-were drawn from each sample village and urban block
after a complete enumeration of households in that village and block. As such, be-
cause the sample universe was not the population of households, the fact that popu-
lation censuses were conducted only every ten years did not affect the sample frame.4

However, the number of strata into which the rural and urban areas were first di-
vided and from which villages and blocks were drawn has varied over the years.

Since 1948-49. the NAS have covered the fiscal year April-March. But the basic
data from which the NAS were put together have remained a hodgepodge. They range
from actual revenues and expenditures based on audited accounts (for example. for
governments and organized enterprises) to estimates based on sample surveys (for
example, for yields of principal crops or output of some small-scale industries), price
imputations, and ratios and norms that were themselves based on often outdated and
unrepresentative samples. NAS estimates are known to be subject to error, the mag-
nitude of which has niot been assessed since the report of the first national income
committee in 1949.

Private consumption expenditure estimates in the NAS are residuals derived from
estimates of the domestic availability of each commodity (domestic output plus im-
ports minus exports) left after deducting nonprivate consumption uses (investment
including net additions to stocks as intermediate inputs and for consumption by the
public sector). Clearly, errors in estimating each of these components and also in their
valuation affect the estimate of private consumiption expenditure. In addition, the
private sector in the NAS includes households as well as nonprofit institutions, but
the Hl'S component of the NSS covers households only.
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Estimates of consumption expenditure in each annual round of the NSS are based
on expenditures during the reference period reported by sample households canvassed
at each subround. The expenditures include the value of their purchases from the
market and consumption of home-produced goods and services at imputed prices
(that is. the relevant retail prices). If the information provided by households were
free of errors of' any kinid. then the total expenditure would be, by definition, the sum
over all transactions by the household of the quantities purchased from the market
(or consumed out of home production) and the corresponding purchase (or imputed)
prices in each transaction. In principle, every transaction of everv household should
be reflected in the NAS. However, even if the quantities involved in each transaction
were covered, it would be likely that the prices used in the NAS to value them would
differ from those paid by households.

The NAS, being annual, are deemed free of seasonal effects. In the NSS, an indepen-
dent sample is canvassed in each subround, and all subrounds together cover the
whole year. As such, in principle in the estimate of average annual consumption
expenditure from all rounds together, any purely seasonal element in prices and
quantities should be absent. But intrayear trend, if any, in prices and quantities will
remain. However, in the distribution of monthly consumption expenditure among
households in the sample, seasonal as well as trend effects would remain. In other
words, the monthly expenditure reported by a household is the sum of the average
consumption per month over the relevanit year plus the seasonal effect and devia-
tion from trend of that month. Thus the variance of the distribution of reported con-
sumption is higher than that of the monthly average over the year. This means that
a poverty count from the reported consumption will be higher than the true count
based on average monthly consumption over the year if the poverty line is below the
mode of the true distribution.:

T'he length ol' the reference period could influence the estimates of consumption.
Too long a period may create a recall bias in the downward direction. 'Too short a
period may create a bias of telescoping later purchases forward. a bias in the upward
direction. Telescoping is more likely with respect to infrequently purchased items,
such as appliances and expensive durables, where the act of purchase is remembered
but not its precise timing. Because poor households are unlikely to purchase such
items. even if nonpoor households telescope some of their purchases. telescoping to
any serious extent would not bias poverty counts. In any case, biases of recall and of
nonresponse could depend on the level of the aggregate consumption expenditures.
In other words, the size of the bias may differ between poor and rich households.
However, if the biases applied only to households above the poverty line, poverty
counts would be unbiased.

Clearly, biases in the estimate ought to be distinguished from errors that affect the
variance of the estimate. Sometimes a sample design is adopted that yields a consis-
tent, although biased estimate of the population mean, but with a lower mean squared
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error. The NSS sample design was meant to deliver an unbiased estimate of the aggre-
gate mean consumption expenditure. From this perspective, a sample size that yields
an unbiased estimate of mean consumption expenditure at the national level with given
precision may be inadequate to yield estimates of adequate precision at subnational
levels. The precision of the samnple mean as an estimate of the population mnean and the
precision of the samiiple cumulative distributioni as an estimate of the populationi cumula-
tive distribution have to be distinguished. Most surveys are designed to deliver an es-
timate of the population mean with a desired precision. The precision of such sur-
veys in estimating the population cumulative distribution, which is the basis for
counting the poor in the population, may be very low. In other words, a survey that
yields a reasonably precise estimate of the mean consumption expenditure of the
population of households may yield a povcrty count with a wide margin of error.6

Enough has been said to demonstrate that there are prior reasons why estimates
based on household surveys would differ from the NAS, even if there were no deterio-
ration in the quality of the system that conducts surveys and puts together the na-
tional accounts. The fact that the difference between NSS and NAS estimates in India
appear to have increased since the 1960s (for a contrary view, see Sen 2000) is a
cause for concern. However, there is no strong evidence in favor of one or the other
estimate. As such, there is no convincing rationale for counting the poor through a
simplistic procedure using a synthetic distribution with a mean expenditure based
on the NAS and a household cumulative distribution derived from the NSS.

Conclusion and Recommendation

f agree with nearly all of Deaton's recommendations. There is an urgent need for a
serious research program for reconciliation between NAS and HES data in a few coun-
tries, including India. There should be more experimentation in survev practice. In
particular, research is needed for a better understanding of how measurement of con-
sumption is affected by the design of surveys, including the length of reference peri-
ods, length and detail of questionnaires, length of interviews, repeat visits to the same
household, and whether to have more than one respondent from each household.

Most important of all. Deaton's plea for finding better ways to set the poverty line
is right on the mark. As should be evident from my comments, l prefer to start from
a well-defined poverty bundle. Clearly, if it is to be time and space invariant, it has to
be defined in terms of characteristics for healthy life and functioning, depending on
an individual's age. gender, work activity, and other relevant attributes. But this is
impractical. As an alternative, one may try to define a few poverty bundles in terms
of goods and services. The need for more than one arises from the fact of variation in
climates and dietary habits if nothing else. Given the poverty bundle appropriate to
a subset of the population and well-designed surveys, it would be simple to define
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poverty lines that are specific to that subset and time period, based on prices faced by
the poor. But this alternative may not be that much more practical than defining a
single global poverty bundle. There is no easy way of determining how many bundles
would be needed to capture the variations in relevant dimensions. In any case, once
there is more than one bundle and an associated poverty line based on it that is ap-
propriate for each region or subset of the population, index number problems reap-
pear if one attempts to construct a global poverty line that is representative of all the
regional poverty lines.

Comparability and global representativeness are therefore impossible to achieve.
It is clear that the $1 /day at a constant Ppp exchange rate poverty line does not sat-
isfy either. I would therefore prefer to abandon the search for the impossible and stick
to national poverty lines. But if the politics of resource mobilization for poverty alle-
viation demand the use of poverty lines that sound comparable, even if in fact they
are not, then the best solution is the one suggested by Deaton. It is to keep the cur-
rent $1/day poverty lines in local currency terms, adjust them only for local price
inflation and abandon the use of Ppp exchange rate adjustments in the future. Doing
so would at least eliminate the egregious errors arising from the use of periodically
revised Ppp exchange rates.

Notes

T. N. Srinivasan is Samuel C. Park Ir. Professor of Economics at Yale University and Visiting Fellow,
Center for Research on Economic Development and Policy Reform. Stanford University. The author
thanks Angus Deaton for his extremely valuable comments on an earlier draft.

1. 'T'here are two approaches for deriving such a poverty line. In one, a "poverty bundle" of goods
and services is defined to include items of food whose total energy content meets the nutritional re-
quirement. The other is based on the (Engel) curve relating energy content of food consumed by each
household to its total expenditures on all items of consumption. This curve, assuming it is upward slop-
ing, shows the level of total expenditure at which the nutritional requirement of the household is met.
It constitutes the nutrition-based poverty line. My criticism applies to both. The second approach is to
derive poverty lines that are specific to a regionz aond period from corresponding nutrition Enrgel curves.
Strictly speaking. if this approach is used once only to derive a base-period poverty line for a region
(which is adjusted using price indexes to derive poverty lines for other regions and periods), it ceases to
be nutrition-based.

2. I thanki Angus Deaton for this information.
3. Deaton pointed out that recent practice might differ from my description.
4. Ilowever. if villages and blocks had been chosenl with probability proportional to the size of their

population in the last decadal census before the date of the survey, then the "multiplier" for each sample
village or block in the estimate of the consumption expenditures would not reflect the size of its popu-
lation at the time of the survey. This could bias the estimate.

5. 1 thank Angus Deaton for this observation.
6. IDeaton suggests the following example to illustrate this. Suppose households make purchases

every fifth day for five days' worth of consumption. All reference periods from one day to five days will
deliver unbiased estimates of mean consumption. But, except for the reference period of five days. others
will yield biased estimates of the headcount ratio.
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EcoLogy, History, and Development:
A Perspective from Rural Southeast Asia

Yujiro Hayami

The 17rocess bj wvhich differentt ecological conditions and historical trajectories interacted
to create dilferent social and cuiltuiral systemtis reslulted in inajor differences in econiomiiic de-
velopmtienit performnance withini South1east Asia. In the late 1 9th centtury. Indoniesia, the
Philippines, antid Tlhaiilanid connmonly,j experienced vent-for-sutrplus developinent thirough
exploitationi of unuiiised lanids. Nevertheless. differenit agrarian strluctures wvere created.
Indoniesia's devielopmlenit was mtiainlyl based on7 thze exploitation of tropical r ain forest uniider
Dlutch1 colonialism,. It reslulted in the bifurcationi of the rurail sector betw,een rice-farmiing
peasanrt proprietors anid large planrtaitions for tropical export crops based oni hired labor. In
th1e Philippines, exploitattion of the samiie resoulr ce base unlder Spanislh rutle resuilted in per-
valsive lanidlessniess amnonig the rural populationi. Relatively hlormiogenieouis landownling peas-
ants continuied to dominiate in Thiailand, wlhere delta plainis that were suiitable only for rice
produhction lormed the resouirce base for developinent. These differ-ent agrarianl struictuires
associated wxith differenit social valuie systemns have accourntedjfor differenztial developmnent
performnance alcross the thr1ee econlom7ies in the recenlt thlree decacles.

Ecology and history have a fundamental impact on the course of economic develop-
ment. Nevertheless, few studies have investigated how different ecological conditions
and historical trajectories have interacted to forge different social and cultural sys-
tems, resulting in major differences in development performance across economies.
This article aims to shed light on this process, drawing on agricultural development
experiences in Southeast Asia. Relatively high growth performance in agriculture
in the past three or four decades has been counted as one of the factors underlying
the "economic miracle" of this region (World Bank 199 3). Yet economic performance
has varied within the region. Variations in the recent agricultural growth perfor-
mance reflect differences in the agrarian structure. which were created through dis-
tinct colonial regimes under diverse ecological environments. As such, this study does
not aim to conduct research for predicting the future course of rural development in
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Southeast Asia; rather, I intend to provide a broad telescopic guide to such research
for this region as well as other regions.

Southeast Asia can be classified into two major ecological zones: the continental
zone, including Thailand, Vietnam. and Myanmar, and the insular and peninsular
zone (henceforth called the insular zone), including Indonesia, Malaysia, and the
Philippines (see figure 1). Major river deltas characterize the continental zone, and
tropical rain forests characterize the insular zone. Before the 18 60s, when new trans-
portation technology integrated this region with the rapidly industrializing West,
people in Southeast Asia lived on wet rice production in small valleys or shifting cul-
tivation in upland forests. Many of the major deltas and thick rain forests were un-
used for agricultural production. When the region was faced with growing demand
from the West for tropical products, this unused land became the basis of vent-for-
surplus growth. Deltas were converted into paddy fields for commercial rice produc-
tion, and rain forests were converted into plantations for export cash crops.

Corresponding to the different crops produced, peasants or small family farms con-
tinued to dominate the deltas, whereas the insular areas were bifurcated between
peasants cultivating rice in small valleys and coastal plains, and large plantations
based on hired labor. The different agrarian organizations were rooted in different

Figure 1. Map of Southeast Asia
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ecological conditions and in land policies across different political regimes. For ex-
ample, the distribution of land ownership became far more skewed in the Philippines
under Spanish colonialism than in Indonesia under Dutch colonialism, although both
countries were in the insular zone. Differences in agrarian structure formed along
different historical trajectories under different ecological conditions and have had far-
reaching influences on the performance of agricultural development across South-
east Asia. Several important variables other than the agrarian structure, including
government policies, influence rural development. However, the agrarian structure
is a major determinant of the political economy of the countries in the region, which
exerts critical influences on their policy choices.

This article first outlines the characteristics of resource endowments, agrarian
structures, growth in aggregate agricultural output, and changes in the shares of
major export commodities in world markets in Indonesia, the Philippines, and Thai-
land in the past three decades. Second, it revTiews the process of vent-for-surplus de-
velopment in Southeast Asia in the late 19th to the early 20th century, emphasizing
the critical roles of major river deltas in the continental zone of Southeast Asia and
tropical rain forests in the insular zone. Different agrarian structures evolved in the
three economies in the vent-for-surplus development process under different ecologi-
cal conditions and political regimes. The preemption of uncultivated but cultivable
land by the power elite was the major force to have resulted in skewed land distribu-
tions. Finally, the article tries to explain differential agricultural growth performance
across Indonesia, the Philippines. and Thailand in terms of different agrarian struc-
tures. It discusses how governments forged policy choices in terms of the structure of
political economy, under unique ecological conditions and unique historical trajec-
tories. Although this study is limited to comparisons within Southeast Asia, its ap-
proach may be applicable to comparisons across regions, such as Africa versus Asia,
to drawv insights on broader development issues.

Recent Developments

Table 1 compares the endowments of land for agricultural production relative to the
population and the labor force in Indonesia, the Philippines, and Thailand in 1965
and 1996.1 Land is measured by area of cropland, which is the sum of areas of ar-
able land (used for annual cropping) and land under permanent cropping, using data
from the Food and Agriculture Organization. Arable land is classified into lowland
paddy fields and upland annual cropland. Data for these subcategories of arable land
have not been enumerated in the Food and Agriculture Organization statistics, which
are mainly based on the census of farm households. It was only recently that the data
for lowland paddy fields, based mainly on aerial photography, began to be available
in the official reports of national statistical agencies for some specific years, which
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Table 1. Land Endowments for Agricultural Production in Inodonesiai, the Philippines, and Thailand, 196 5-96
1iidonecsia Phiilippilles Thaliilnd

1 996/6 5 1996/65 1996/65
Indicator 1965 19996 ratio 1965 1996 ratio 1365 1996 rntio

Numberoffirm workers (1.000)() 29,006 47,713 1.64 7.3 63 12.128 1.65 1 2,45( 20,824 1.67

Cropland"

Total (000ha) 26,000( 30,987 t.19 6,660 9.52(0 1.42 12,60() 20,445 1.62

Per capita (ha) (0.24 (.15 (7.63 (1.21 (7.14 (.67 (1.41 (. 35 0.85

Per farm worker (ha) 0.9( 0.65 (1.72 ().9() (.78 (1.87 1.()1 (1.98 (1.97

Percentage of cropland

Lowland paddy flcldo 2- - 32 - 53

Upland annual crop lancdil - 31 - 22 - 31 -

Land ii(der permanent crop 31 42 1.35 38 46 1.21 11 16 1.45

- Not available.

a. Economically active population.

b. Arabic land area plus area under permanent crop.

c. Lowland paddy field areas pertain to 1 99'5 in Indonesia. 1 991 in the Philippines and 1 993 in Ihailanid.

d. Arable lancd arca minLus lowland paddy field area.

Sources: I-AOS'IAT database (FAO 1999\ except lor lowland paddy ricld areas. wlich are taken fronm 1996 Statistical Yearhook of Indoniesia (Indonesia Biro l'usat

Statist:ik 1 996) tor Iidonesia (8,484,1(1(0 hal in 199 57. 1'hilippine Statistical Yeairbook 1998 (Republic of the Philippines 1 99 1) (or the Philippines ( 3.00 1 .,)()() Iha in

1991). and Atrircultural Statistics 199 5/96 (Thailand Miniistray of Agriculturc l 996) (or Thaliland l(.934 14.000 ha in 19931.



are used for calculations in table 1 ,2 The areas of upland annual cropland are mea-
sured as differences between arable land and lowland paddy field areas.

TI'he data in table 1 show that in per capita terms, cropland area in Thailand is more
than twice as large as in Indonesia and the Philippines, but only marginally larger
in per-farmworker terms (in 1996). Between 1965 and 1996, cropland areas in-
creased by about 20 percent in Indonesia, 40 percent in the Philippines, and 60 per-
cent in Thailand. However, in all three economies, the rate of expansion in cropland
area was lower than the rate of growth in population and in agricultural labor force.
The cropland endowment relative to population decreased by 1 5 percent in Thailand
and by more than 30 percent in Indonesia and the Philippines. Cropland relative to
the agricultural labor force remained about the same in Thailand, decreased by 28
percent in Indonesia, and decreased by 1 3 percent in the Philippines. These data
suggest that Thailand has been endowed with relatively favorable conditions for
expanding land cultivation, compared with Indonesia and the Philippines.

For the analysis here, the important characteristic that distinguishes Thailand
from Indonesia and the Philippines is the high share of paddy field area in total
cropland. Relative paddy field area is greater than 50 percent in Thailand, com-
pared with only about 30 percent in Indonesia and the Philippines (in 1996). In-
donesia and the Philippines are characterized by high shares of area under perma-
nent crops, amounting to more than 40 percent in contrast to less than 20 percent
in Thailand. Permanent crops in these economies consist mainly of tropical trees
for cash crop production. such as coffee, coconuts, and rubber. Although data are
not available for lowland paddy field area in 1965. the share of tree cropland was
as much higher in Indonesia and the Philippines than in Thailand 30 years ago
that it is today. The data reflect the ecological difference between the continental
zone of Southeast Asia, as represented by Thailand, and the insular zone, as repre-
sented by Indonesia and the Philippines. The continental zone has major river del-
tas almost exclusively used for wet rice production. The insular zone was originally
covered mainly by tropical rain forests that could be converted into profitable plan-
tations of tropical cash crops.

The different types of agricultural production corresponding to different environ-
mental conditions gave rise to different agrarian structures in the continental and
insular zones. As is common in cereal-producing areas throughout the world, peas-
ants or small family farms make up the organization of production. Thai agriculture,
which has been traditionally dependent on rice, has been characterized by the domi-
nance of peasants or small family farms as the organization of production. By con-
trast. a significant portion of tropical cash crop production has been carried out by
plantations or large estate farms dependent on hired labor. although many peasants
have also grown cash crops. Table 2 compares the distribution of farm size and the
incidence of tenancy across Indonesia. the Philippines, and Thailand for the period
before the influence of Philippine land reform became significant.
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Table 2. The Distribution of Operational Farm Size and the Incidence of Agricultural Tenancy
in Indonesia, the Philippines, and Thailand, 19 70s

Irndicator indonzcsia 1 973 11ilippiles 1 971 Thiailanid 1978

Average operational farm size (ha) 1.1 3.6 3.7
Percentage of farms and farmland

Below 5 ha
Farms 98 8 5 72
Land area 69 48 39

Above 50 ha

Farms i. ().2 ()'
Land area 14 1 4 ().9

(ini coefficient of land concentration 0.56 (.51 0.45
Percentage of tenanted area in total farmland

Pure tenancy 2 21 6
Totalb 24 33 1 I

Percentage of share teniancy in tenanted land 6(0 79 29

at. Less than 0.05 percent.
b. Area in pure tenancy farms plus area in owner-cum-tenant farms.
Sources: Havami and Otsuka (1993) and UtN-FAo (1971).

In all the three economies in the 1 9 7/Os, small farms operating below 5 hectares

were the majority, comprising 70-100 percent of farms and cultivating 40-70 per-

cent of farmland. Large farms above 50 hectares, which were considered agribusiness

plantations, were negligible in number: those estate farms operated on 14 percent of

the land area in Indonesia and the Philippines and less than 1 percent in rFhailand.

Thus the agricultural sector in the insular zone was bifurcated between peasants

subsisting on small parcels of land and large plantations with hired labor under the

hierarchy of management. The continental zone was characterized by the unimodal

distribution of self-employed family farms. These plantations were privately owned

and managed in the case of the Philippines: those in Indonesia were mostly state

enterprises expropriated from Dutch planters after independence. The incidence of

tenancy also varied widely. Tenancy was distinctively higher in the Philippines than

in the other two countries, especially in terms of percentage of area under pure ten-

ancy. In fact, the central focus of this article is on the ecological factors and histori-

cal processes that resulted in such differences in agrarian structures in Southeast Asia.

Table 3 compares agricultural growth performances in Indonesia, the P'hilippines,

and Thailand between 1965 and 1995. In terms of total agricultural output, the

growth rate was about the same in Indonesia and Thailand, but in per capita and

per-farmworker terms, Indonesia's growth rates were somewhat higher. The Philip-

pines had the lowest growth rates for those three measures. In terms of output per

hectare of cropland, growth in the Philippines and Thailand was comparable and

much slower than in Indonesia. The slow growth of land productivity in Thailand
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Table 3. Growth of Agricultural Production in Indonesia, the Philippines, and Thailand.
1961-9 5

Grouwth rate (annual percent)

Index 1961-6 5 to 1976-80 to 1961-65 to

Country, indtictator 1961-65 1976-8(0 1991-95 1976-80 1991-95 1991-95

Indonesia
Total 10() 157 309 3.0 4.5 3.8
Pcr capita 10() ]11 165 0.7 2.6 1.7
Per farm worker 0o0 138 2 32 2.1 3.5 2.8
Per ha, 1(10 157 263 3.0 3.4 3.2

Philippines
Total 100 1 77 2 39 3.8 2.0 2.9
Per capita 110 116 111 1.0 -0.3 0.3
Per farm worker 1()() 134 156 2.0 1.0 1.5
Per ha' 1() 137 165 2.1 1.2 1.7

Thailand
Total 10)( 19() 277 4.3 2.5 3.4
Per capita 1(1)( 123 140) 1.4 (1.9 1.1
Perfarmworker 1(1)M 145 199 2.5 2.1 2.3
Per had 100 129 163 1.7 1.6 1.6

a. Per hectare of cropland (arablc land plus land under permanent cropl.

Source: FAO (1999).

resulted partly because of a major expansion of the cultivation frontier in the North-
east, which was characterized by poor soil and unstable rainfall. and partly because
of the relatively low rate in the diffusion of modern, high-yielding rice varieties. It
was difficult to grow short-stature modern varieties in the flood-prone areas of the Chao
Phraya Delta as well as in the drought-prone areas of the Northeast. In addition, farm-
ers were slow to adopt modern varieties because of their low value in Thailand's export
markets.

In terms of both environmental conditions and relative resource endowments,
traditional comparative advantage in agricultural production in Thailand lay in rice
and that of Indonesia and the Philippines lay in tropical cash crops. Table 4 shows
that Thailand is a major rice exporter (the world's largest), and its world market share
continued to rise between 1961-65 and 19'91-95. Indonesia and the Philippines
remained net importers of rice. although their import margins were significantly
reduced owing to the success of the Green Revolution. This success was especially
great in Indonesia, accounting for the high rate of growth in aggregate agricultural
output despite the relatively slow growth in cropland area (tables 1 and 3).

Surprisingly, Thailand has become an exporter of several tropical cash crops that
have declined in importance for Indonesia and, more conspicuously, for the Philip-
pines. Sugar represents a typical example. Thailand was a net importer of sugar before
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Table 4. Shares of Net Exports in World Total Export
Value of Selected Agricultural Commodities in Indonesia,
the Philippines, and Thailand, 1 961-9 5

Share ini world inarket (per(ent)

Coluoploditl, coun9tr l 96 1-6 5 1976-80) 1991-9

Rice

Indonesia -11.1 -1 7.6 -3.5
Philippines -3.1 ().5 -(. 3
Thaiilaind 19.4 18.7 26.1

Mlaize
Indonesia (.1I A).I -(.8
lPhilippines () -().2 -(. I
Thailand I.6 2.9 ().3

Sugar"

Indonesia 11.3 -1.4 -1.]
I'hilippines 7. 3 4.1) 0.6
Thailand (0.2 2.7 6.9

toffee,

Indonesia 1.11 4.5 4.9
I'hilippines () 11.3 ()
TIhailand -(.I ( .8

Cocollut oil
Iln(onesia () 1.1) 1 5.8

Philippines 39.8 69.4 6(0.4
Tlhailand -().1 -1.2 ()

IPahlm oil

Indonesia 17.8 14.5 13.9
Philippines -().9 -(. I -(. I
'I'lhailand () -(0.6 ()

hhbber

hidoniesia 23.3 23.7 27.9
IPhilippines -(). 3 (1.1 (1.3
Thailand 8.8 12.9 32. 6

Pineapple&

Indoniesia () () 7.8

Ilfhilippinles 12.9 2(0.7 1 5.(1

Thailarid ) 1 6.9 45.9
Banana

Indonresia I) ( ) 1

I'hilippines () 8.() 5.4
Thailand (). I I. 1 ()

a. Sugar, raw equivalcnt.
b. Coffre, green and roast.
c. Cianined pineapple.
Sour e: I- AO (1'991) database.
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World War It and was barely self-sufficient in the early 1960s. Nevertheless. Thai-
land rose to the third-largest exporter in the world (next to Brazil and Australia) in
thel990s. By contrast, Indonesia and the Philippines, two traditional exporters of
sugar in Asia. have nearly completely lost significance in the international market.
By the 199()s. Thailand exceeded Indonesia in the export of rubber and exceeded the
Philippines in the export of pineapple products. Indonesia was able to achieve a major
increase in its world market share of coffee and also to maintain high shares of palm
oil and rubber. After the 19 70s, the Philippines lost out in world competition in most
of the tropical cash crops in which it had a traditional comparative advantage. The
market share data reveal the strengthened competitive position of Thai agriculture
and the dwindled position of Philippine agriculture, although comparative cost data
are not available.

Indonesia and Thailand belonged to high-performing economies in the East Asian
economic miracle throughout the three decades ending in the outbreak of the finan-
cial crisis in 199 7 (World Bank 199 3). The Philippine economy staggered, especially
during the so-called lost decade of the 1980)s. Gross national product (GNP) per capita
in Thailand, which was about the same as that of the Philippines in the 19770s. be-
came twice as large by the early 1 990s. During the same period. Indonesia's GNP per
capita increased from only about one-half that of the Philippines to about the same level.
It should be reasonable to expect that the different performance of agriculture in the
three countries was a significant factor underlying the different GNP growth rates.

The Basis of Vent-for-Surplus Development

A basic framework of my perspective is the classification of Southeast Asia into con-
tinental anid insular zones, characterizing the former by major river deltas and the
latter by tropical rain forests. Of course, such a characterization is subject to the haz-
ard of oversimplification. disregarding wicle ecological variations within each region. 3
In Thailand, for example. the major delta of Chao Phraya River encompasses only
a part of the Central Plain, one of four regions in Thailand. The North is character-
ized by small river valleys amid hills and mountains rising toward the China-Laos-
Myanmar border, where irrigated rice farming can be practiced by tapping the small
streams on which early Thai dynasties were built. The Northeast bordering on the
Lao People's Democratic Republic is characterized by an undulated plateau with spo-
radic rainfall and poor soil, which had remained as the last frontier until Lao migrants
settled recently by means of risky rainfed farming. The South toward the border of
Malaysia has an environment similar to the insular zone, which was originally cov-
ered by rain forest.

Ecological variations within the insular zone are equally large. Especially pro-
nounced is the difference between Java (anid Bali) and the Outer Islands, such as
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Kalimantan and Sumatra, in Indonesia. Though much of the latter area is typically
covered by tropical rain forest, the environment of Java is categorically different, as
it is characterized by volcanic slopes with fertile soil and steady water supply, which
make much of this area uniquely suited for irrigated rice farming. The environment
of the Philippines is largely similar to that of the Outer Islands in Indonesia but mixed
with volcanic terrain similar to that of Java.

Despite the large variations within each region, in general major river deltas char-
acterize the environment of the continental zone, and tropical rain forests charac-
terize the insular zone. These two land types formed the basis of economic develop-
ment in Southeast Asia from the late 19th century to the early 20th century. Myint's
(1965, 19 71) so-called vent-for-surplus theory focuses on the process of development
of "empty land" with low population density, large tracts of unused land, and abun-
dant natural resources, typically found in Southeast Asia and East Africa at the out-
set of Western colonization. When these economies were integrated into international
trade, unused natural resources (hitherto having had no value to indigenous people)
began to command market value. Those resources could produce primary commodi-
ties to meet the high export demand of Western economies. In this way. previously
unused resources became a source of economic development. The deltas of major
rivers, such as Chao Phraya in Thailand, Irrawaddy in Myanmar, and Mekong in
Vietnam, became the basis of vent-for-surplus development in the continental zone
of Southeast Asia. The rain forest provided the basis for the development of the insu-
lar zone.

Major river deltas in the continental zone are flat and low relative to sea level, so
that the surface is almost completely submerged by floods in the rainy season, al-
though it dries up in the dry season with no reservoir to store water. As such, flood-
plains in the major deltas had defied human settlement until the mid-19th century.
literally remaining empty land. Major civil engineering work made it possible to con-
trol flooding so that the deltas were transformed into habitable and agriculturally
productive land. In Thailand the water control work took the form of developing the
network of canals connected with the Chao Phraya River. The canals guide flood-
water more evenly over wider areas for rice production. The canal banks provide flood-
proof spaces on which farmers can settle.

The government of enlightened King Mongkut (Rama IV of the Chakri dynasty)
initiated canal construction in the Chao Phraya delta. Construction began shortly
after the government and Great Britain signed the so-called Bowring Treaty in 18 5 5,
which opened the kingdom to trade with the West. Soon rapid increases in foreign
demand for Thai rice, which significantly raised both the price of rice and the value
of rice land. induced the mobilization of private investment. A group of influential
courtiers and wealthy Chinese traders established the Siam Canals Land and Irriga-
tion Company, a major builder of private canals. The company secured concession
in 1889 to dig canals in a vast tract of swampy land northeast of Bangkok, under
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the clause that the company was allowed to hold ownership over reclaimed land along
the canals. Its operation was managed by the Chinese business elite and construc-
tion work was heavily based on Chinese migrant laborers hired for wages, unlike the
corvee labor that was used in the king's prior projects.4 However, the farmers who
settled in reclaimed land as tenants were Thai who had migrated from other regions.

There is little doubt that the opening of the Chao Phraya Delta for rice production
was the basis of vent-for-surplus growth, which moved Thailand's economy toward
specialization in rice production in the late 19th century. Although comparable data
are not available for earlier years, the area planted in rice in the Central Plain was as
large as 6.8 million rai (1 rai = 0. 1 6 hectare) or 8 5 percent of total rice area in the
kingdom in the 1905-0)9 period. That was larger than the national total of 5.8 mil-
lion rai in 18 50 (Ingram 1971). The opening for cultivation of the Irrawaddy Delta
in Myanmar and the Mekong Delta in Vietnam were similarly important for those
economies during the comparable period.

The tropical rain forests in Southeast Asia's insular zone played a comparable role
in vent-for-surplus development. Since long before the mid-I 9th century. rain for-
ests had been the source of supply of valuable products for trade, such as cinnamon,
cloves, bird nests, deer horns, and hides. However, the high incidence of malaria and
other tropical diseases defied human settlement inside thick tropical forests at low
elevation. Typically, native people lived on sea coasts and occasionally entered the
forests for collection and extraction of natural products for sale to foreign traders or
their agents who sailed to their coasts. In the late 19th century, Western capital and
entrepreneurship began to convert the forests into plantations of tropical export crops,
heavily relying on migrant labor from China. Before this period, Western colonial
powers had attempted to collect tropical products from the natives by taxation and
other coercive means.

The concurrent exploitation of continental deltas and insular forests occurred with
the greater integration of Southeast Asia into the world economy in the late nine-
teenth century. Much greater integration thani before resulted from the establishment
of the free trade regime under the hegemony of Britain and the revolution in ocean
transportation. The free trade system was imposed on native economies by force, ei-
ther directly by Britain in its colonies or indirectly by forcing liberalization on local
sovereign and other colonial powers. In the Bowring Treaty, Thailand not only con-
ceded exterritoriality to Britain but also lost financial autonomy. Export and import
duties were fixed at the flat rate of 3 percent ad valorem, and internal taxes, such as
exercise taxes, transportation tolls, anid even land taxes, were not allowed to change
by the will of the kingdom alone. Advisers from Britain carefully monitored public
finance (Ingram 1 9 71 ). As such, the kingdom of Siam for several decades after sign-
ing the Bowring Treaty was almost a protectorate of Great Britain. Great Britain
imposed the free trade system on Thailand. both internationally and internally, in a
way similar to Great Britain's other colonies, such as Burma and Malay.
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Furthermore. Great Britain pressed the other Western colonies to adopt the free
trade system. For example, the British occupation of Manila in 1762-64 during the
Seven Years' War broke Spain's monopoly of the reexport trade in Manila of Chinese
goods to Mexico by galleon ships, opening up the port of Manila to shipments and
commerce by traders in other nations. Great Britain's continued pressure underlay
the successive opening of other ports in the Philippines until the mid- I 9th century
(Larkin 1972).

The reason behind Great Britain's strong drive for free trade was its high manu-
facturing production capacity, which established the country as the "Workshop of
the World" after the Industrial Revolution. British industries sought markets for their
products and sources of raw material supplies. Having established the modern fac-
tory system that could produce industrial products at lower cost than local cottage
industries in the tropics, Great Britain found it advantageous to trade its manufac-
tured commodities for tropical agricultural products and minerals. 'Thus trade re-
placed the forced collection of tropical commodities through tax and other means,
which were commonly practiced by earlier colonialists, such as the Spanish conquis-
tadors in the Philippines and the Dutch East India Company in Indonesia. Soon other
Western nations followed Great Britain in industrialization and in trade.

Corresponding to its expanded industrial production capacity, the West's demand
for raw materials for processing-such as cotton, rubber, and tin-became very large.
Moreover, as the level of income and wages rose, tropical delicacies-such as pepper,
coffee, and tea, hitherto limited to the high-income elite-became common items on
the tables of ordinary working people.

This tendency was further strengthened by major innovations in ocean transpor-
tation. consisting of the introduction of the steamship and the opening of the Suez
Canal in 1869. These two innovations combined reduced the transportation cost of
commodities from Bangkok to major ports in Europe, such as London, below that from
Bangkok to Thailand's old capital. Chiang Mai (Ingram 1971). Without such inno-
vations, it would have been impossible for bulky commodities like rice produced in
Southeast Asia to find markets as far as Europe (Furnivall 1948).

Although the innovations in ocean transportation reduced the prices of commodi-
ties from Southeast Asia in the West. they also reduced the prices of Western com-
modities in Southeast Asia to a large extent. Thus under the liberal trade regime in
the late 1 9th century, industrial commodities flowed into Southeast Asia. out-
competing local handicraft industries. IDeindustrialization became a common feature
in Southeast Asia (Resnick 197(0). Thailand. which had been an exporter of cotton
products before the 1 8 5(s, quickly became a major importer (Ingram 19 71). Indig-
enous labor shifted from manufacturing to primary production for export. This shift,
together with the migration of labor from China and India, provided the basis for
exploiting unused natural resources. such as major river deltas and tropical rain for-
ests, for vent-for-surplus development.
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An example that clearly illustrates the impact of opening to international trade
and specialization in primary production can be seen in the development of sugar
production in Negros, Philippines. Prior to the opening of nearby Iloilo City as an
international port in 18 5 5. Negros Island was sparsely populated, and much of its
area was uncultivated. When the port opened. the island was rapidly transformed
into sugar plantations. Concurrently, local weaving industries surrounding Iloilo,
which had hitherto made textiles a major export item from this region. were brought
into havoc by the inflow of cheap British cloth (McCoy 1982).

In the global trade system created in the late 19th to the early 20th centuries, the
exchange was not simply betwveen industrial commodities in the WN'est and primary
commodities in Southeast Asia. Rice produced in the continental zone was originally
brought to Europe as cheap food for industrial laborers (some was reexported to Latin
America). Later, as plantations developed in the insular zone, demand for rice as the
basic subsistence need for plantation laborers expanded at a speed that could not be
met by local supply. Correspondingly, the share of rice exported from the continen-
tal zone to the insular zone within Southeast Asia increased. Thus triangular trade
flows emerged in this period-rice produced from the continental zone was brought
to the insular zone, and tropical cash crops produced in the insular zone by laborers
fed on the imported rice were exported to Europe in exchange for industrial products.
In this triangular trade flow. comparative advantage dictated regional specialization.
For example. the sugar industry, which appeared to be a promising industry for ex-
port in Thailand at the onset of trade opening, was soon destroyed by imports from
Indonesia and the Philippines (Ingram 1971).

In this way, vent-for-surplus development in Southeast Asia based on the exploi-
tation of hitherto unused land resources was reinforced by comparative advantage
within the region, which was largely determined by ecological conditions. Compara-
tive advantage based on natural resource endowments was also reinforced by colo-
nial policies on farmland as well as public investments in physical and institutional
infrastructure. For example, the strong sugarcane research program organized by the
Dutch colonial government significantly contributed to strengthening the interna-
tional competitiveness of the sugar industry in Indonesia (Evenson 1976).

Evolution of Agrarian Systems

This process of vent-for-surplus development would have influenced the formation
of agrarian structures in Indonesia, the Philippines, and Thailand (table 2). Thailand
is characterized by the unimodal distribution of peasants or family farms, with an
insignificant number of large estate farms or plantations and a relatively low inci-
dence of tenancy. Indonesia and the Philippines are characterized by bifurcation
between the peasant sector. which grows mainly subsistence crops. and the planta-
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tion sector, which grows tropical cash crops. Relative to the other two countries, the
incidence of tenancy is high in the Philippines and, combined with the bifurcation of
agricultural production, implies that the share of landless population in the rural
sector is highest in the Philippines.

It is common to explain the persistence of the peasant mode in contrast to the
emergence of the plantation system in terms of different technological requirements
for production between subsistence food crops and export cash crops. However, in
my perspective, the bifurcated farm-size distribution and the problem of landlessness
in Southeast Asia (as well as in other parts in the world) stemmed essentially from
"preemption of land" by colonial and domestic elite rather than technological fac-
tors for agricultural production.

Conditions of the Plantation System5

A conventional explanation for the establishment of the plantation system is based
on the scale economies inherent in the production of tropical export crops (Baldwin
1956). However, few crops are subject to sufficiently strong scale economies at the
farm level to make the use of plantation organization necessary (Pim 1946: Wickizer
1951, 1960; Lim 1968; Hayami and others 1990K).6 In fact. there are examples of
every so-called plantation crop being grown successfully by peasants somewhere in
the world.

Significant increasing returns emerge only at the levels of processing and market-
ing activities. The vertical integration of a large estate farm with a large-scale cen-
tral processing and/or marketing system is called for because of the need to supply
farm-produced raw materials on a timely schedule. A typical example is fermented
black tea. The manufacturing of black tea at a standardized quality for export requires
a modern machine plant into which fresh leaves must be fed within a few hours after
plucking (Wickizer 19 51, 1 9 60). The need for close coordination between farm pro-
duction and processing underlies the traditional use of the plantation system for black
tea manufacture. By contrast mainly peasants in China and Japan produce unfer-
mented green tea. Even for the manufacture of black tea, it is not imperative to use
the plantation system. This is evident in the case of Taiwan, where smallholders pro-
duce both black and green tea with small-scale equipment. The large fermentation
plant has been used in plantations as a device enforcing the wvork schedule and
standardizing product quality for the export market. In fact, farm production by
smallholders based on the system of contract farming has developed relatively recently
in Kenya (Lamb and Muller 1982).

In the case of bananas for export, harvested fruit must be packed, sent to the wharf,
and loaded on a refrigerated boat within a day. A boatful of bananas that can meet
the quality standards of foreign buyers must be collected within a fexv days. There-
fore, the whole production process from planting to harvesting must be precisely
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controlled so as to meet the shipment schedule. Although the plantation system has
a decisive advantage for this export product, bananas for domestic consumption are
usually produced by peasants.

Plantations have no significant advantage over peasants for the crops for which
centralized processing and marketing are not necessary. Typical examples are cocoa
and coconuts. The fermentation of cocoa and the drying and smoking of coconuts to
make copra can be handled in small lots with no large capital requirement beyond small
indigenous tools and facilities. These crops are grown predominantly by peasants.

Sugar is frequently cited as a classic case of scale economies stemming from the
need for coordination between farm production and large-scale central processing
(Binswanger and Rosenzweig 1986). Efficient operation of a centrifugal sugar mill
requires the steady supply of a large amount of cane over time. It requires coordina-
tion of production from planting to harvesting and processing. However, this coor-
dination need not be as stringent as it is for tea and bananas. The rate of sugar ex-
traction decreases as the processing of cane is delayed, but this loss is in no way
comparable to the devastating damage to the quality of tea and bananas for export
that may result from delayed processing. Sugarcane can be hauled from relatively
long distances and stored for several days. Therefore, the need for vertical integra-
tion is not as large, and the sugar mill can achieve the necessary coordination through
contracts with cane growers on the time and the quota of cane delivery. In fact,
Australia, Taiwan. and more recently Thailand have developed an efficient sugar
industry with smallholders.

Another explanation for the use of the plantation system is the advantage of large
estate farms in accessing capital. Binswanger and Rosenzweig (1986) argue that
this gives plantations an advantage with regard to tree crops characterized by long
gestation periods from planting to maturity. However, the opportunity costs of labor
and capital applied to formation of the tree capital are not necessarily high for peas-
ants. Typically, they plant the trees in previously unused land. If such land is lo-
cated near their residence, they open new land for planting by means of family labor
at low opportunity cost during the idle season for the production of food crops on
farm land already in use. Often, when peasants migrate to frontier areas, they slash
and burn jungles and plant subsistence crops such as maize, potatoes, and upland
rice, together with tree seedlings. Such complex intercropping is difficult to man-
age with hired labor in the plantation system because of the inherent difficulty in
monitoring the work of hired wage laborers over spatially dispersed and ecologi-
cally variable farm operations (Brewster 19 50; Binswanger and Rosenzweig 1986:
Hayami and Otsuka 199 3).

Therefore, even in the export boom of tropical cash crops under colonialism from
the nineteenth century to the early 20th century. the plantation system failed to make
inroads in regions where the indigenous population had established family farms
(Lewis 197(0). Western traders found it more profitable to purchase tropical agricul-
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tural commodities from peasant producers in exchange for imported manufactured
commodities, than to produce the tropical crops themselves by means of the planta-
tion system.

The establishment of plantations in less developed economies increased as the
demand for tropical products by the industrialized nations continued to rise and the
regions physically suited for the production of these products had no significant peas-
ant population that could produce and trade their commodities. Opening frontier land
for the production of new crops entailed high capital outlays. Virgin land had to be
cleared and developed and physical infrastructure, such as roads. irrigation systems,
bridges, and docking facilities, had to be constructed. Capital, in the form of machin-
ery and equipment, had to be imported and redesigned to adapt to local situations.
Laborers were imported from the more populous regions and trained in the produc-
tion of these crops.

The establishment of plantations thus requires huge initial capital investment. For
the investors to internalize gains from investment in infrastructure, farm size must
be large. Viewed from this perspective, it follows that the plantation system evolved
not because it was generally a more efficient mode of productive organization than
the peasant mode. Instead. the system was adopted because it was the most effective
type of agricultural organization for extracting the economic benefit accruing from
the exploitation of sparsely populated virgin areas, typically in the process of vent-
for-surplus development.

From this perspective, it is easy to understand why the same crop is grown mainly
by peasants in one place and mainly by plantations in another. For example, for sug-
arcane production, the peasant mode is more common in the old settled areas of
Luzon, and the plantation system predominates in the newly opened Negros, both in
the Philippines (Hayami and others 1990). UJsually the share of peasants in the pro-
duction of export cash crops rises when the initial land-opening stage is over and
infrastructure is decently established with increased population density (Booth 19 8 8).

Although the plantation system had an economic advantage in the vent-for-
surplus stage. plantations could not have been established if governments had not
granted concessions to hold large tracts of virgin land for the exclusive use of planta-
tions. Typically colonial governments granted concessions to Western planters. For
example, the Dutch colonial government had traditionally tried to prevent alienation
of farmland from indigenous peasants by regulating against land purchase by for-
eigners. including the ethnic Chinese. However, in the late 19th century, demand
for tropical cash crops rose sharply. The colonial government passed the Agricultural
Land Law of 1 8 70, which granted Dutch planters long-term contracts to lease wild
land. The land Wxas de jure owned by the government (although it was (le Jacto used
by native tribes). Although this new institutional arrangement should have acceler-
ated the development of "empty land" for cash crop production, it served as an in-
strument to preempt land for the elite, closing smallholders' access to land. Similar
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public land-leasing arrangements were also practiced under the American colonial
administration with frontier land in the Philippines, especially in Mindanao, which
became the basis of large plantations under the management ol' multinational cor-
porations (Hayami and others 1 990).

Land Preemption and Tenancy

The incidence of land tenancy is closely related to the preemption of land. Of course,
a land tenancy relationship can emerge as a practice among peasants in the absence
of preemption. If external forces did not disturb a rural community, land tenure in-
stitutions would evolve gradually from communal to private ownership. Correspond-
ing to the growing relative scarcity of land under mounting population pressure. it
becomes necessary to intensify the utilization of land, typically from shifting cultiva-
tion with long furrow to that with short furrow, to annual cropping. and further to
multiple cropping per year involving irrigation (Boserup 1965).

The process of agricultural intensification requires major investment for improv-
ing land infrastructure, from removing stones and roots from newly opened land,
to land leveling and terracing, and f'urther to irrigation and drainagc. To secure
incentives for such investment, it becomes necessary to give land users the right to
use their land exclusively. Thus land tenure institutions normally evolve from com-
munal ownership to private ownership, involving various steps from periodical re-
allotment of communal land among community members, to life-long usufruct
rights, to usutruct rights inheritable by heirs, and further to private property rights
amenable for market transactions.

Land tenancy arrangements gradually develop as an institution to increase pro-
duction efficiency by improving combinationis of land and labor (includilng entrepre-
neurship) as individual land tenure becomes longer and more exclusive. When a
farmer finds his family labor short for cultivation of a land parcel on which a long-
term usufruct is established (because of' sickness or some other reason), he may rent
out a part of it to someone whose land endowment is short relative to their labor
endowment. It is a Pareto improvement if the latter pays to the former a rent equiva-
lent to the marginal productivity of the land. At the same time, land tenancy associ-
ated with private property rights on land can work as an institution to increase in-
equality in income distribution and social hierarchy within a community. A farmer
endowed with superior muscular power or entrepreneurship may rent more land and
increase income and may eventually buy the land. As he eventually accumulates
more land than his family labor can efficiently cultivate, he may rent out a part of
his land to someone who has become landless for whatever reason. Increased income
from rent revenue added to farm income may motivate him to purchase more land
for renting. This process should progress faster as the relative scarcity of land rises
under increased population pressure.
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Such autonomous evolution of land property rights and tenancy relationships does
not usually result in the large-scale absentee landlordism observed in several devel-
oping economies. Rather it tends to create stratification of peasantry along a continu-
ous spectrum between landlord-cum-owner and owner-cum-tenant farmers. Al-
though land tenancy is commonly practiced, a majority of farmland continues to be
under owner cultivation, and both noncultivating landlords and pure tenants are
the minority.

Such an agrarian structure is typically found in the peasant sector in Indonesia.
U nlike other colonial powers. the Dutch did not try to impose Western institutions, such
as private property rights in land. Rather they preserved or even strengthened tradi-
tional community institutions and organizations. The Agrarian l.aw of 1 8 70 granted
long-term lease of wild public land to foreign planters. but did not allowx them to pur-
chase or rent cultivated land from native peasants individually. Instead. sugar plant-
ers were allowed to lease rice land through contracts with the heads of villages. The
contracts normally extended for less than 20 years. The lessee was allowed to occupy
only one-third of tIhe village land, which had to be rotated over three crop seasons. This
rotation was designed to prevent planters from gaining a permanent hold on village
land. Periodic reallocation of village land under the direction of village headmen
strengthened traditional tendencies toward communal landholding (Pelzer 1945).

The situation in the Philippines provides a sharp contrast. At the time of conquest.
the Spaniards introduced the notion of legal title to land (McLennan 1969). They
applied to the Philippines the same principle they applied to other new territories-
that all the lands except those officially proved to be private or communal possessions
belonged to the Spanish crown. The Crown Is property rights were established over
vast areas of uncultivated land, including areas used as commons by native people.
Much of the royal domain was granted to conquistadors and monastic orders, such
as Augustinian and Franciscan friars. This institutional development in the early
Spanish era represented a wholesale preemption of usable land, closing access by
native people. Later, the population increased, and foreign demand for Philippine
products increased through trade liberalization. Large landholdings created from
earlier royal grants became plantations in the upland areas and rice haciendas with
tenant labor in the lowland areas.

Native peasants were even deprived of the opportunity to establish ownership by
opening new lands for cultivation. For example. the inner part of Central Luzon had
been covered by jungle and used only for cattle ranching. When it was finally con-
verted into large rice haciendas in the late 1 9th century, many peasants migrated
from the north, believing that they had settled in no-man's-land. After the peasants
opened the jungle. landowners' agents visited and notified the peasants that they had
to pay rent as tenants on haciendas (Hesters and Mabun 1924).

Pervasive landlordism in the Philippines was also rooted in the relatively free land
transactions under the Spanish regime. Chinese and Chinese mestizos, who engaged
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in internal trade along littorals, where native peasants held traditional land rights,
acquired land through moneylending using land as collateral. A common arrange-
ment was that the borrower continued to cultivate his land as a sharecropper of his
creditor during the loan period. If the borrower became unable to repay the loan at
the end of the period, the land title shifted to the creditor and the borrower usually
continued sharecropping (McLennan 1969). The scale of landholding accumulated
in this commercial process in the coastal area was typically much smaller than that
of haciendas in the inner part of Central Luzon (Hayami and Kikuchi 1981). Thus.
before the Marcos land reform in the 19 70s, rice area in the Philippines was predomi-
nantly cultivated by share tenants, typically owning no land of their own. The per-
vasive landlordism in the rice sector and plantations in the cash crop sector that
characterized the traditional agrarian structure in the Philippines were both rooted
in the preemption of land in the Spanish period.

In Thailand, preemption occurred in the vent-for-surplus stage through the grant-
ing of land concessions to private canal builders in the Chao Phraya Delta. As a re-
sult, the incidence of tenancy is significant in the Central Plain, especially in the
Rangsit area northeast of Bangkok, where the private company intensively dug ca-
nals. Yet. taking Thailand as a whole, tenancy is of minor importance compared with
Indonesia and the Philippines, partly because of relatively abundant land endowment
and, more important, because of government policy.

The country's ancient custom was to give every man the right to take as much
land from the state as he and his family could cultivate, which was normally consid-
ered to be 2 5 rai (equivalent to 4 hectares). This institution was maintained even after
opening trade with the West. The Consolidated Land Act of 1908 did not specify an
exact area of land, but gave people the right to take as much land as they could prof-
itably cultivate. In practice these areas ranged between 20 and 50 rai. The Land Act
of 19 36 specified 50 rai as the maximum that one could take. These laws kept access
to land wide open for ordinary Thai, making the situation diametrically different from
that of the Philippines. 7 Both of these Thai laws incorporated the old custom that the
cultivator could receive title to the land only after he cultivated it for three years. This
clause together with land taxation, which applied to not only cultivated but also
uncultivated holdings. discouraged holding land idle for speculation (Ingram 1971).

The basic factor underlying the major difference in land policy between the Phil-
ippines and Thailand was the difference in the culture or the value system between
the Spanish colonial rulers and the rulers of the independent kingdom. The Dutch
colonial rulers tried to preserve traditional village institutions, thereby avoiding alien-
ation of land from peasants in Indonesia. Their motivation might have been to main-
tain social stability for the sake of extracting tropical agricultural products from this
colony at minimum administrative cost, as argued by Furnivall (1944. 1948).

It is also important to observe that the preemption of rice land through canal con-
struction in Thailand resulted in the emergence of large-scale landlordism, but not
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in the formation of plantations. This was similar to the case of the Philippines. In
Thailand. large holdings of landlords were usually subdivided into small parcels for
rice cultivation by the family labor of landless peasants under tenancy contracts. The
owners of large tracts of rice land established titles through land preemnption, such as
obtaining concessions for canal digging in the Chao Phraya Delta. 'P'hey preferred ten-
ancy to plantation operations, perhaps at least in part because of the difficulty of stan-
dardizing tasks of rice production and, hence, of monitoring the efforts of workers.

Another reason the owners preferred tenancy may have been because paddy is
storable. lnlike black tea and bananas. paddy does not require close coordination
between farm production and processing/marketing. Although rice milling and
marketing for export involved significant scale economies. the operators could secure
adequate supply of paddy through ordinary market transactions. As the result, they
could dispensc with efforts to vertically integrate farm production with processing
and marketing by means of the plantation system or the contract farming system.
Therefore it may not be unreasonable to postulate the counterfactual hypothesis that.
if the nature of rice-milling technology were such as to require close coordination with
paddy production, large rice plantations would have been established in the Rangsit
area where territorial concessions were granted to private canal builders.

Outside the newly opened delta area. the practice of tenancy is fairy common in
the old settled North region. The agrarian structure in the north of Thailand, which
did not experience preemption, is similar to that of the peasant sector in Indonesia.
It is characterized by a continuous spectrum from landlord-cum-owner to owner-
cum-tenant farmers.

Agrarian Structure and Agricultural Growth Performance

This section discusses whether the different agrarian structures that emerged along
different historical paths under different ecological conditions explain, at least in part,
the dif'ferent agricultural growth performance across Indonesia, the Philippines, and
Thailand. T'he analysis focuses on two questions. First. why did Indonesia and the
Philippines. xwhich had strong comparative advantage in tropical cash crops such as
sugar before World War II. lose ground to Thailand in world market competition in
recent years (table 4)? Second, why was the agricultural output growth of thc Phil-
ippines so slow relative to growth in Indonesia and Thailand (table 3)?

Decline in the Advantage of Plantations

The previous section argued that the efficiency of plantations relative to the peasant
system is high in the initial opening-up process of land-abundant and labor-scarce
economies. However, several negative aspects of plantations grow large as tropical
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economies shift from the land-abundant to the land-scarce stage after the comple-
tion of the opening-up process. Correspondingly. the relative advantage of the peas-
ant system increased.

Negative aspects of the plantation system. First, the plantation system tends to substi-
tute capital for labor because of the inherent difficulty in supervising wage laborers
in spatially dispersed and ecologically diverse farm operations. In addition, planta-
tions have relatively easy access to both the private credit market and concessional
loans from the government. The substitution of capital for labor is socially inefficient
in many developing economies, which are characterized by the abundant endowment
of labor relative to capital.

Second, agricultural land tends to be cultivated less intensively in the plantation
system, which employs mainly wage labor and usually practices monoculture. Com-
plicated intercropping and crop-livestock combinations are more difficult to manage
in the command system, implying that both the labor input and income per hectare
are lower on the plantations. 8 This is a source of inefficiency in the plantation sys-
tem where land becomes scarce relative to labor under the pressure of population
growth. By contrast. small-sized family farms tend to cultivate land more intensively.

Third, plantations usually specialize in a single crop. This monocrop bias reduces
the flexibility of productive organizations to respond to changing demand by shift-
ing to the production of other crops. Moreover, continual cropping of a single crop
tends to result in soil degradation and an increase in the incidence of pests. Counter-
application of fertilizer and chemicals causes serious stress on the environment and
human health and incurs high costs.

Fourth, the specialization of plantation workers in specific tasks inhibits the de-
velopment of their managerial and entrepreneurial capacity (Baldwin 1956: Myint
1965; Beckford 1972).

Fifth, the plantation system is a source of class conflict between laborers and man-
agers/capitalists. The presence of a plantation enclave in rural economies where the
peasant mode of production predominates has often strained relationships in rural
communities. Therefore. in terms of the criterion of social stability, the plantation
system is no match for the system of relatively homogeneous small producers that
own small assets.

Increased advantage of the peasant system. Although Southeast Asia had tradition-
ally been endowed with relatively abundant land resources ready for exploitation,
frontiers for new land opening were progressively closed under the explosive popu-
lation growth that characterized developing economies after World War ll. It seems
reasonable that the advantage of the plantation system declined and that of'the peas-
ant system increased correspondingly. Therefore it is not surprising that Thai agri-
culture, which predominantly consisted of smallholders. began to perform better than
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that of Indonesia and the Philippines, which were characterized by large plantation
sectors.9 Major increases in the export of nonrice agricultural commodities, such as
rubber, kenaf, and cassava tips from Thailand, were totally based on the production
of smallholders. To a significant extent, the expansion in the production of nonrice
export crops in Thailand was supported by the existence of open land frontiers, which
enabled relatively fast increases in the area under cultivation (table 1). The impor-
tant point in the present context, however, is that the exploitation of cultivation fron-
tiers was carried out by smallholders and not by plantations.

Relative increases in the efficiency of the peasant system were not limited to Thai-
land. The dramatic rise in Indonesia's share in world coffee and cocoa markets was
entirely based on smallholders (Akiyama and Nishio 1996). The production of coco-
nut oil in the Philippines, for which the country was able to maintain its high world
market share, was extracted predominantly from copra made by smallholders, al-
though some coconut plantations continued to operate, especially in Mindanao.

The advantage of the plantation system is better coordination between large-scale
marketing/processing and farm-level production. Yet the disadvantage of the peas-
ant system in this aspect could be overcome by organizing contract farming. In con-
tract farming, an agribusiness firm manages processing and marketing. but contracts
for the supply of farm products with peasant farmers. The firm provides technical
guidance, credit, and other services to peasants in return for their pledged produc-
tion to the firm. In this way, the system can take advantage of peasants in farm pro-
duction without sacrificing scale economies in processing and marketing. An advan-
tage of this system is that it taps not only the manual labor but also the management
ability of rural people in developing economies. Thailand used this system when it
began production of canned pineapple relatively recently; Thailand has surpassed the
Philippines, formerly the world's leading exporter, whose production is based on large
plantations in Mindanao.'(

The Dilemma of Land Reform

The Philippine government has attempted to mitigate the social unrest rooted in
pervasive landlessness and landlordism. Redistributive land reform extends back to
the American colonial regime. However, the framework of the reform applied in the
past four decades was established by the Agrarian Land Reform Code of 19 6 3, which
was enacted under President Macapagal (Hayami and others 1990().

The major thrust of the code was the creation of owner-cultivatorship on rice and
corn land. This involved two steps. First, "Operation Leasehold" converted share ten-
ancy to leasehold tenancy with rent fixed at the rate of 25 percent of the average
harvest for three normal years preceding the operation. Second, "Operation Land
Transfer" transferred land ownership to tenants. In the latter operation, the govern-
ment expropriated land in excess of landlords' retention limit (75 hectares). It com-
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pensated the landlords with 10 percent of the land value in cash and the rest in
interest-free redeemable Land Bank bonds. The land was resold to the tenants for an-
nual amortization payments within 2 5 years.

The code was amended in 19 71 under President Marcos to extend land reform to
the whole nation, with automatic conversion of all share tenants to leaseholders. The
19 71 Code was enforced by Presidential Decrees No. 2 and No. 2 7 under the martial
law proclaimed in 19 72. The landlord's retention limit was reduced successively from
7 5 to 7 hectares. The period of amortization payments was shortened to 15 years. It
is easy to enumerate the shortcomings of the land reform programs in the Philippines.
yet there is no denying that large haciendas in Central Luzon were broken down. Most
tenants established their status as leaseholders or amortizing owners. although siz-
able areas remain under the direct administration of landlords.

The beneficiaries of land reform have captured a large economic surplus. Rice yields
have increased significantly due to the development of irrigation and the application
of new varieties and fertilizers, while rent and amortization payments have been fixed.
Thus, land reform has been successful in transferring much of the economic return
to land from absentee landlords to former sharecroppers. However, the reform has
created serious income inequality within village communities. The income of land-
less laborers has not risen (or may have declined) because the strong population pres-
sure on land has prevented their wages from rising despite agricultural productivity
increases.

Major distortions in resource allocations occurred because reforms were applied
in a discriminatory manner to a certain sector of agriculture. By limiting program
application mainly to tenanted land, the reforms created a strong incentive for land-
lords to evict their tenants and cultivate their land directly. However, labor inputs
and, hence, agricultural output and labor income per hectare are usually higher in
small family farms than in large farms. This is because of the inherent difficulty large
farms have in supervising wage laborers. Therefore. the exemption of land under the
direct administration of landlords had the effect of reducing labor input per hectare
below an optimum level, thereby reducing the income of the laborers.

The impact of the regulations on tenancy contracts (especially the prohibition of
share tenancy and the control of land rent) were equally serious. They reduced the
incentive of large landholders to rent out their land in small parcels, resulting in a
reduction in social product and labor income. This behavior applied not only to land-
lords but also to land reform beneficiaries. As the income of former sharecroppers,
who were converted into leaseholders or amortizing owners, rose significantly, many
of them retreated from arduous farmwork, leaving it to landless laborers. Yet they
hesitated to subrent their holdings to landless laborers because their formal titles
might be transferred. The land reform laws said that formal titles would be transferred
to sublessees if they could prove to the agrarian reform office that they were the ac-
tual tillers of the land. Thus land reform beneficiaries have to continue to cultivate
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their land based on hired labor, even if they are not able to work because they are
sick, old, or engaged in nonfarm activities. The reforms inevitably resulted in ineffi-
cient combinations of land and labor.

Significant negative effects of land reform on agricultural production efficiency also
occurred outside the rice and corn sector. The cash crop sector has not been covered
by reform programs. The Comprehensive Agrarian Reform Law of 1988 intended to
cover the cash crop sector. but it has not been significantly implemented. However.
plantation owners fear that their land will eventually be expropriated. It is only natu-
ral that they have stopped investing in improvements in their land infrastructure,
including planting and replanting trees. Some landowners even preferred to keep their
land idle rather than use it for agricultural production. This was often the case in
frontier regions like Mindanao.

Such fears and lack of investment might underlie, to a significant extent, the low
rate of expansion in cropland area in the Philippines as compared with Thailand (table
1). Trhe poor performance of the Philippines in competition for world export market
shares is at least partly rooted in the uncertainty of the planters of tropical cash crops
concerning the future course of land reform (table 4).

Toward Political Economy

Different agrarian structures developed in Indonesia, the Philippines. and Thailand
along different historical paths and under ditferent ecological conditions. From the
late nineteenth to the early twentieth century. development of the three economies
followed a typical pattern along the vent-for-surplus theory. Vent-for-surplus devel-
opment is based on the exploitation of unused natural resources corresponding to
their integration into the world market. Thailand represents the continental zone of
Southeast Asia. whose resource base for vent-for-surplus development was the major
delta of the Chao Phraya River. Indonesia and the Philippines represent the insular
zone, whose resource base was the tropical rain forest. 'r'his difference in the resource
base underlay the major difference in farm-size distribution-the unimodal distribu-
tion of peasants or family farms in Thailand as compared with the coexistence of
peasants and large estate farms or plantations specializing in tropical export crops in
[ndonesia and the Philippines.

Differcnt land policies. especially with respect to preemption of unused land by the
elite, under different political regimes resulted in major differences in the pattern of
land ownership. The preemption was wholesale in the Philippines under Spanish
colonialism. It provided the base for the highly skewed land distribution. which was
characterized by the bifurcation between noncultivating landlords and sharecrop-
pers in lowland rice areas and between plantation owners and wage laborers in up-
land areas. In Indonesia, the preemption took place as the Dutch colonial govern-
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ment granted long-term lease of uncultivated public land to foreign planters. Holv-
ever, the government tried to prevent the alienation of cultivated land from native
peasants to avoid social instability. As a result, the peasant sector continued to con-
sist mainly of landlord-cum-owner and owner-cum-tenant cultivators, and both
noncultivating landlords and the pure landless remained a minority. In Thailand the
preemption occurred through the grant of concessions for private canal building.
However, the incidence of tenancy did not become serious because the government
of the independent kingdom preserved the traditional institution of giving land to
anyone who could open and cultivate it. Relatively homogeneous landownling peas-
ants continued to dominate the rural sector of Thailand.

It appears that major differences in the agrarian structure have been significant
factors in the differences in agricultural growth performance across the three econo-
mies in recent years. As frontiers for opening new land for cultivation were progres-
sively closed. the initial advantage of the plantation system in large-scale land de-
velopment began to be outweighed by its disadvantage in monitoring hired labor.
At the same time, the advantage of the peasant system increased with respect to the
use of family labor needing no supervision. This tendency seems to be manifest in
Thailand's growing share in world exports of tropical cash crops in recent years.
Furthermore, the land reform programs in the Philippines that called for reducing
iniequality in the distribution of land ownership have made land markets inactive.
resulting in major distortions in resource allocations and serious underinvestment
in agriculture.

Many factors in addition to the agrarian structure have contributed to the differ-
ential performances in agriculture. For example, one factor that is commonly cited
in explaining the poor growth performance of Philippine agriculture is the prolonged
continuation of the country's industrial protection policy geared for import substi-
tutioni. UTnder this policy regime, the agricultural sector was penalized by high tariffs
on manufactured commodities and overvalued exchange rates (Ariff and Hill 1985;
Bautista 1 98 7; Intal and Power 1989). Another factor was the state's trade monopoly
on sugar and coconut products, which was heavily tinted with cronyism in the late
stage of the Marcos regime (Hayami and others 1990). The political instability in the
1980s from the downfall of the Marcos administration throughout the succeeding
Aquino regime discouraged both domestic and foreign investments in agriculture as
well as in other sectors.

By contrast, Thailand began to shift from the import-substitution to the export-
oriented strategy in the 1970s, almost two decades ahead of the Philippines (Warr
199 3: Warr and Nidhiprabha 199 5). In addition, the government of Thailand inter-
vened little in the activities of private traders in agricultural marketing. The govern-
ment's control of trade was largely limited to indirect measures. such as the imposi-
tion of an export tax on rice (the rice premium). A large number of traders of various
sizes. ranging from small collectors of farm produce at the village level to large ex-
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porters to the foreign market, were well coordinated through free competition. They
made up a highly efficient channel to deliver overseas demands to farmers. Their
activities were facilitated by major public investment in infrastructure, especially
highways. This free trade system, supported by the government's provision of public
goods. created remarkable diversification of agricultural resources to new export
crops. The agricultural diversification was achieved while Thailand continued to
strengthen its competitive position in rice production (Siamwalla and others 1990;
World Bank 1987).

It is unlikely that such differences in government policy are independent of differ-
ences in the agrarian structure and value system in society that are deeply rooted in
different ecological conditions and historical paths. For example. Hara ( 1 994) ad-
vances a hypothesis on the reason why import-substitution industrialization was
pursued more strongly for a longer period in the Philippines than in Thailand and
other Association for Southeast Asian Nations economies. He argues that in the
Philippines the business elite who benefited from industrial protection originated from
the landed oligarchy. Therefore little countervailing power was mobilized against the
industrial protection policy. By contrast. the rural countervailing power against in-
dustrial protection was comparatively high in Indonesia, Malaysia. and Thailand be-
cause the urban business elite were predominantly ethnic Chinese. Also, the rather
harmonious division of labor that developed between Thai farmers and Chinese trad-
ers in the Siam Kingdom may have prevented the modern Thai government from
adopting antimarket and antitrader interventions.

Another example is the remarkable success of the Green Revolution in Indonesia.
The country's high growth of land productivity was, to a large extent. based on the
strong support of the rice sector during the three decades of the Soeharto adminis-
tration. It invested in irrigation, agricultural research and extension, plus subsidies
for inputs and credits. This support was effective in overcoming the "Dutch disease
effects" that seriously damaged agriculture in some oil-producing countries, such as
Nigeria in the 19 7/s and early 19 80s (Hayami 1 997). It seems that Soeharto's policy
choice was not independent of the tradition in Indonesia of protecting peasants as
the stabilizing block of society.

In the Philippines in the 1970s. the Masagana-99 Program promoted the Green
Revolution by means of distributing to farmers packages of new seeds, subsidized fer-
tilizers, and other modern inputs, in a manner similar to Indonesia's Bimas Program.
However, in the absence of "peasant fundamentalism" in the Philippines comparable
to that of Indonesia, the Masagana Program lasted only about a decade (Hlayami and
Kikuchi 2000). Thus rice self-sufficiency in the Philippines, which had been achieved
during the 1970s, could not be sustained in the 1980s. Indonesia rose from the
world's largest importer of rice in the 1970s to achieve self-sufficiency in the I9 80s.
However, the country again became a major importer with the recent economic cri-
sis associated with the downfall of the Soeharto regime. U7 nlike Indonesia and the
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Philippines. in Thailand's liberal trade regime, the role of government policy in pro-
moting fertilizer application was not very significant and effective (WorldBank 1987).

For now, such political-economy theorizing is largely conjectural. Yet the agrar-
ian structure of a nation and the value system in its society have been created along
a unique historical trajectory. under unique ecological conditions. These should have
a far-reaching influence on the organization of political economy and, hence, on
policy choices. The positive analysis of this relationship presents a major challenge
for future research. The analysis might be extended beyond the comparison within a
region, as attempted here, to comparisons across regions. It might shed light on major
questions in world development. For example, it might help in analyzing wvhy Africa
lags behind in achieving innovations in agricultural technology comparable to the
Green Revolution in Asia.

Notes

Yujiro Hlayami is the director of the Graduatc Program at the Foundation of Advanced Studies on In-
ternational Development and an adjunct professor at the National Graduate Institute for Policy Stud-
ies, Tokyo. He wishes to gratefully acknowledge helpful comments from Takamasa Akiyama, Robert
Allen. Gershon Feder, and Yair Mundlak, as well as technical assistance from Kei Kajisa and Yue
Yaguchi.

1. For a more comprehensive assessment of agricultural growth performance in Asia including
Southeast Asia, see the five-volume report of the Asian Development Bank's project titled "Study of
Rural Asia." Especially relevant to the context of this section are its overview (Asian Development Bank
201)01. volume one by Rosegrant and Ilazell (20001)) and volume two by Kosa-ard and Rekasem (2000).
Another major study specifically addressed to Southeast Asian agriculture is in progress by the Devel-
opment Economics Research Group at the World Bank, titled "Dynamism of Rural Sector Growth: Policy
Lessons from East Asian Countries."

2. Huke and Huke (199 7) estimate paddy field areas in Indonesia. the Philippines. and Thailand in
the mid-) 99()s as being 9,441.000, 3,456,00)(). and 9,806,000 hectares, respectively. However, they
do not specify the years for these data. The substitution of Huke and Huke's estimates for the data used
in table I does not change the conclusion of this article.

3. Descriptions of ecological and environmental conditions in Southeast Asia in this article are
mainly based on Takaya (1985).

4. Though the corv&e obligation was replaced by tax in kind or money, slavery was also phased out
gradually over the reigns of Kings Mongkut and Chulalongkorn. ending in its abolishment in 1905
(Ingram 1971: Feeny 1982). The elimination of slavery and the corvee should have been an impor-
tant factor for allocating a greater share of Thai labor to rice cultivation.

5. This section draws heavily on Hayami (1994, 1996).
6. Absence of scale economies in agriculture is also attested by the estimation of aggregate produc-

tion functions based on inter-country cross-section data (Hayami and Ruttan 1985).
7. All forestlands were de jure state-owned, but were de facto open-access. except valuable teak for-

ests that were an important source of the kingdom's revenue (Feeny 1999).
8. Official statistics often record that yields per hectare of cash crops such as coffee and rubber are

higher in plantations than in small holders. Hlowever, these statistics do not take into account various
products intercropped with principal cash crops by small holders, whereas monoculture is the com-
mon practice of plantations.
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9. In addition to this disadvantagc. the plantation sector in postindependence Indonesia that ex-
propriated the estates of Dutch planters seems to have suffered from inefficiency common to state en-
terprises. Several attempts to cure this problem include the 'nuclear estate" scheme by which a state
plantation acts as a marketing/processing centcr with a demonstrationi farm for technicatl extension.
along which smallholders are organized in a manner sim1ilar to contract farming. I'1hse attemnpts have
often been nzarred by the direct application of the technology and practice of plantations without due
understanding of the conditions of snmallholders (Barlow and Tomich 1991). 'lsc case ol' Indonesia
represents a contrast to thc relatively high efficiency of plantations in Malaysia under private entre-
preneurship. Private plantations in Malaysia are also well supported by the cooperative research and
extension systemn that has been organized since the colonial period.

I (. Hlowever, it needs a high degree ot'entrepreCneurshiip and managerial skill to organize and oper-
ate the efficient contract farming system. It is not easy to enforce contratcts with a large number of'
smallholders concerning the quantity, quality, anl(d time of their product delivery to processing plants
and/or marketing centers. Insufficient ability and effort of agribusiness firms in this regard have often
rcsulted in failure in the operation of contract ftarming. ThF1us the performance of contract farning has
so far been mixed even in Thailand (Siamwalla 199921). The sanme applies to otither areas, including Africa
where it is reported that contract farming organized by government agencies is usually inefticient (Jatfec
and Morton 19 9 5).
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Productivity Growth and Sustainability
in Post-Green Revolution Agrculture:

The Case of the Indian and
Pakistan Punjabs

Rinku Murgai, Mubarik Ali, and Derek ByerLee

This article attempts to determinle the lonig-te-rm productivity and sustainal7ility of irrigated
agriculttlre in the Indiani and Pakistan Punjabs by measuring trends in total factor produc-
tivity for production systems in both states since the advent of the Green Revlolution. These
measurements over time and across systemns have r esuilted in three m2ajor findings. First, there
were wide spatial and temporal variations between the two Punjabs. Although outputt growth
and crop yields were much higiler in the Indian Punjab, productivity growthi was highier by
only a small margin. Moreover, the lowest growvth inf productivity took place during the ini-
tial Green Revolution period (as opposed to the later intensification and post-Green Revolu-
tion periods) and in the whieat-rice system in both states. The timne lag between adoption of
Green Revolution techntrologies and realization of productivity gains is related to learnin2g-
induced efficiency gains, better utilization of capital investments over time, andproblenms with
the standard mnethods of productivity measuaremnent that downwardly bias estimates, particu-
larly during the Green Revolution period. Second, input growth accountedfor most of the
output growth in both Pun2jabs during the period under study. Third, intensification, espe-
cially in the wheat-rice system, resulted in r esource degradation in both Pun2jabs. Datafrom
Pakistan shIow thlat resource degradation reduiced overall productivity growtlh fromt techni-
cal change and front education and infrastrulctuare inivestm2ent by one-th2ird. These findings
imply the needforpolicies that promote agricuiltuiral productivity and sustainability through
public investments in education, roads, and researchl and extension;: and that reduce resource
degradation by decreasing or elimintiating subsidies that encourage intensification of inputs.

The Indo-Gangetic Plain of northern India and Pakistan has one of the largest con-
centrations of poor people in the world. The agricultural sector, which employs more
than half the area's 500 million inhabitants, has long been considered key to food
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security and poverty alleviation for this population. Beginning in the mid-1960)s,
Green Revolution technologies were introduced in the area, including high-yielding
modern varieties of rice and wheat, the area's two major crops. This change was
supported by investment in irrigation and market infrastructure. As a result, the area
experienced a dramatic increase in agricultural production, especially in India's
Punjab State and Pakistan's Punjab Province.

But despite this promising beginning, the further intensification of input use since
the adoption of Green Revolution technologies has provided lower marginal returns
(Byerlee 1992); and the continued intensification of cropping has sometimes caused
degradation of the resource base in the form of salinization, overexploitation of ground-
water, physical and chemical deterioration of the soil, and pest and discase problems
(Fujisaka and others 1994: Siddiq 1994). Consequently, there is now great concern
about the potential for productivity growth in irrigated Green Revolution systems and
their sustainability over the longer term.

The Debate about AgnculturaL Performance

Despite the evidence of sharply lower growth rates for food grain yields, there is con-
siderable controversy about aggregate performnance of the agricultural sector. In
particular, good performance in nonfood crops-such as cotton in Pakistan: oilseeds,
fruits, and vegetables in northwest India; and livestock in both countries-may have
offset the slowdown in food grains.

Mforeover, crop yields are only a measure of partial factor productivity, whereas
overall agriculture sector performance is generally measured by total factor produc-
tivity (TFP). The TFl' approach compares an index of output changes with an index of
input changes, thus making it possible to attribute residual output growth to tech-
nical progrcss, changes in input quality, and changes in the physical and economic
environment. Experience from industrialized countries suggests that, over the longer
run, TFP in the agriculture sector should grow at 1.5 to 2 percent a year, and that
one- to two-thirds of that growth will be due to investment in research and extension.

Recent estimates of TFP for agriculture in Pakistan and northwestern India pro-
vide conflicting conclusions. For Pakistan, two studies indicate negative TFP groxwth
in the post-Green Revolution period, especially in the Punjab (Azam and others 1 991:
Ali and Velasco 1994). By contrast, another study (Khan 1994) concludes that TEP

in Pakistan grew sharply in the period 1980-92, at an annual rate of 2.1 percent,
suggesting that the agricultural sector in that country performed well in recent years.
For northwest India, there is little recent evidence on aggregate rFP growth, although
the few available studies generally indicate that it was positive (Kaur 1 99 1; Sidhu
and Byerlee 1991: Kumar and Rosegrant 1994: Evenson and others 1999'). 'I'hese
conflicting results are due in part to the studies' widely varying coverage of inputs
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and outputs, methods of valuing inputs, index procedures used to estimate T1rP, and
levels of disaggregation.

In addition, there is little quantitative evidence of the impact of resource degrada-
tion on productivity growth. Thus. with the body of information that now exists. it
is difficult to accurately assess productivity growth and sustainability under intensi-
fication. and to reach definite policy conclusions about how best to ensure food
security and alleviate poverty in the Indo-Gangetic P]ain.

Objectives of the Study

The main objectives of this study are, first, to provide comparable estimates of Tl'P

growth in the Indian and Pakistan Punjabs since the advent of the Green Revolu-
tion and, second, to relate productivity trends to changes in resource quality. The
article is organized as follows. The next section outlines the methodology. We then
describe major trends in th-e agriculture sector, especially those related to production
performance. input use, and resource degradation. We then present estimates of TFP

at the state level and by cropping systemn. In each case. we decompose output growth
into the contributions from growth in input use and growth in TFP. In the subsequent
section, we use detailed data on resource degradation in Pakistan to further decom-
pose productivity trends into the effects of tcchnology, resource degradation, human
resources. and infrastructure. The final two sections discuss policy implications and
summarize our main findings.

Methodology

Our approach is to estimate growth in TFP for three periods corresponding to differ-
ent phases of technical change: (1 ) The Green Revolution period itself (1 966-74).
when input-responsive modern varieties of wheat and rice were widely adopted, lead-
ing to an immediate and dramatic increase in production: (2) the input intensifica-
tion period (19 7 5-8 5 in India. 1 9 7 5-84 in Pakistan), when the use of fertilizers and
capital inputs increased rapidly: and ( 3) the post-Green Revolution period (1 986-
94 in India, 1985-94 in Pakistan), when input use leveled off (Byerlee 1992).

We base our calculations (box 1) on district-level data on all inputs. outputs, and
prices, collected from statistical agencies and secondary sources in both states. The
data cover the period 1961-94 in India and 1966-94 in Pakistan. Input categories
include land. labor, water. machinery. draught animals, fertilizer, and pesticide costs.
To minimize aggregation bias in T'PI inputs of different qualities are valued by the
price of each quality type. Land is divided into irrigated and unirrigated. labor into
skilled and unskilled (based on the rural literacy rate in each district), water into canal
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Box 1. Calculating Change in Total Factor Productivity as a Result of the Green Revolution

Of the several ways to measure TFP using different rules for aggregating outputs and inputs jAlstotn and others
1995). we use the chain-linked Tornqvist-Trheil index. because it provides an exact measure of technical
change for the linear homogenous translog production funlction with tlicks-neutral technical change Miewert
1976). r lil is obtained by taking the difference between the growth rates ofttie aggregate ouLtput and input
indices:

TFP i ln(TFIP / TFP,1 ) [ln(QI1 /QCIt I) - In(Xir/Xll l) = £ 1/2 (Ri, + Ri )ln(0j, / °i 1

-X 1/2 (Sit + SI1 y X) In(X,,) / XI)]

where 01, is the aggregate output index. XI, is the aggregate inpuit index. and R,, and S, are thie revenuC share
of output i and cost share of input j at time t, respectively.

and tubewell, and fertilizer into individual nutrient sources (nitrogen, phosphorous,

and potassium).

Outputs are aggregated into an output index using district-specific farm harvest
prices for crops and market center-specific prices for livestock products.

These data are used to estimate TFP separately for different agro-ecological zones,

defined in terms of cropping systems, to avoid the problem of aggregation across
heterogeneous regions. This approach enables direct comparison of productivity

trends and helps determine whether productivity slowdown and environmental deg-

radation are associated with particular cropping systems and ecologies. In India, the
districts are divided into three cropping systems: wheat-rice, wheat-cotton, and

wheat-maize. In Pakistan, they are divided into wheat-rice, wheat-cotton, wheat-

mixed summer crops (often maize or sugarcane), and wheat-mungbean (or wheat-
fallow). The district-level data are then aggregated to quantify TFP growth in terms

of the dominant cropping pattern. For Pakistan, where we collected test results from
1 9 71-94 on the quality of groundwater and soil (organic matter, phosphorous con-

tent, and soluble salts), productivity growth is also econometrically decomposed into
the effects of technology, resource degradation. human resources, and infrastructure.
Disaggregated data on resource quality for the Indian Punjab and for the pre-1971

years in Pakistan were not available.

Trends in Production, Input Use, and Resource Degradation

Table 1 describes the production record in the two Punjabs for the three major crops-
wheat, rice. and cotton-during the Green Revolution, intensification. and post-

Green Revolution periods. During the first period, modern wheat and rice varieties

were widely and rapidly adopted in both states. Wheat production increased by more
than 7 percent annually, with yield increases accounting for slightly more than half
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Table 1. Yield Performance of Major Crops. Indian and Pakistan Punjabs
India, Panll jol Pakistan Pun,jab

Growth rate in yields (')

Wheait [3.61 12.21

Green Revolution 4.7 5.]

Intensificationi 2. 1.1

Post-Gireen Revolution 2.5 2.,

Rice 14.11 [-(1.-]
Green Revolution 9.4 4.2

Intensification 2.3 -].6

Post-Green Revolution ()71> -1.4

Cotton 11.61 [ 3.h]

Green Revolution (0.4Th -(1.6h'
Intensification I).1"' 2.8'"

Post-Green Revolution 7.3 8.1)

Average yields (kg/ha)

Wheat
Green Revolution 2,0(04 1 .246

Intensification 2.75() 1.6015

Post-Green Revolution 3.64 3 1.91)2

Rice
Green Revolution [,619 1,32(1

lintensification 2,777 1,366

P'ost-Green Revolution 3.246 1,215
Cotton

Green Revolution 347 288
Intensification 316 267

Post-Green Revolution 50)4 6h11

Note: The figurcs in brackets I I indicate growth rate in the parameter value during
overall study period.

ns = not significantly diferenit from zero at I ) percent.
Sora (es: Ali and Bycrlee (forthcoming) and 'Murgai (forthcomingl.

that growvth rice production also grew rapidly, especially in the Indian Punjab. In
the post-Green Revolution period, however, yield growth rates in both states de-
creased to an average of 2 percent a year for wheat and became stagnant or negative
for rice, creating concerns that the Green Revolution may not be sustainable.

Adding to these concerns, the gap between yields in the two states widenied over time.
even though the two states had similar cropping patterns and ecologies. Wheat yields
in India during the post-Green Revolution period were nearly double those in Paki-
stan, although they share similar agro-climatic conditions. Rice yields in India were
also much higher during the post-Green Revolution period, although this was known
to be partly due to Pakistan's specialization in low-yielding, highly valued Basmati rice.
However, cotton yields in Pakistan were higher in both level and growth rate.
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The data indicate that the differences between the states in production performance
are associated with differences in input use and cropping intensity (table 2). In the
first period, the adoption of modern varieties stimulated rapid input intensification
in both Punjabs. In [ndia, fertilizer use jumped from 3 3 to 1 56 kg of nutrients per
hectare of cropped area between the first and third periods; labor use gradually de-
clined; and the use of mechanical power (tractors. harvesters, and threshers) in-
creased from 4.3 to 41 hours per hectare. Pakistan followed the same patterns, al-
though cropping intensities and the use of fertilizer and machinery were considerably
lower in all periods.

The data also show considerable degradation of the water and soil resource base
in both states. There are indications that the wheat-rice cropping system in the Indian

Table 2. Changes in Cropping Intensity. irrigated Area. and Input
tIse. Indian and Pakistan Punjabs

Indian 1'Punjab Pakistao Pun jaib

(Cropping intensity v0 [1.0) 0.8
Green Revolution 1 3Y.1) 117.0

IlteitisCatiOl 158.(11 1 26.(

Post-Green Revolution 174.0) 1 3 (6

Irrigated area [1E.7 K). 31

Green Revolttiorn 6X.6 8 1.9

hitensification 8 1.9 8 5.1

Post-Green Revolution 9(.8 86. 3

Fertilizer (kg/ha) 113.11 1 2.61

Green Revoliutioni 3 3.) 14.1

Internsification) 99.2 48. 3

Post-Green Revolution I 5.9 86.1

Machines (hrs/ha) I1 2.81 112.0)

Green Revolultioni 4.3 3.5

Intensification I 5.3 5.7

P'ost-(reen Revolutioni 4 1.) 14.8

I ubewells I #1,(0)alt)h aI I .51 3.9')

Green Revolution 2 7.3 8.2

Intensification S 1(6 I 6.2

I'ost Green Revolution 1(04.4 20(1

L.abor (days/ha) 1[1-41 . -1).9I

Green Revolution 84.2 8 5.1)

ltitensisfication 7 5.9 98.7

Post-Green Revolution 64.6 71.1

rNote 'he figures in bracketsI [ indicalte growth rate in the parameter value durilig

overall study period.
ns = not significantly different Iroim zero at I ( percent.
a. T'ubewell numbers are not directly comparable. Tubewells in Pakistanl are mucf

larger.

Sources: Ali and Byerlee (Iforthcoming) anid Niurgai (forthcoming).
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Punjab was hurt by a steep decline in the water table, while rising water levels in the
wheat-cotton zone led to severe waterlogging in the wheat-cotton zone. Data from
the Pakistan Punjab also confirm a serious problem of waterlogging and salinity, due
in part to deterioration in the quality of tubewell water (reflected in a significant in-
crease in residual carbonate and electroconductivity of groundwater). Soil quality
in Pakistan (in terms of available soil organic matter and phosphorus) also deterio-
rated. particularly in the wheat-rice zone (figures la and lb).

Figure 1. a. Indices of Trends in Soil Quality: b. Indices of Trends in Tubewell Water Quality

a.

300
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o200- 
°-~ -40-w \ |+Available phosphorous

4} 150 / _--O-Organic matter
x f / -- Soluble salt

c 100

50 - b0

Year

b.

250 -

o 200-

- 150 -

100

E 50 4 Residual carbonate

_ | - Electroconductivity
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SouIrc.: Ali and Byerlcc (forthcoming).
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Trend in TFP

Our analysis shows that the Indian Punjab experienced a better overall growth rate
than Pakistan. with the states having, respectively. 5 and 3.2 percent annual growth
rates in output and 1.9 and 1.5 percent annual growth rates in TFP. But despite these
different growth rates, both states experienced similar lags between the adoption of
modern varieties and the realization of TFP gains. Contrary to expectations, our evi-
dence shows that TEP in both states barely increased during the Green Revolution
period itself, when output growth was most rapid. Instead, aTFP gains accelerated dur-
ing the input intensification period, after the adoption of modern varieties had essen-
tially been completed. Table 3 summarizes state-level trends in aggregated output
and input use, and TFP growth in both Punjabs.

We propose three possible reasons for this lag.

First, empirical evidence from areas of Asia that experienced rapid Green
Revolution-induced change suggests that when new technologies were first
adopted, inefficiency was fairly high (about 30 percent). In general. high levels
of technical inefficiency are due mainly to deficiencies in information and tech-
nical skills (Ali and Byerlee 1991), and these were probably serious factors in
both Punjabs, where poorly educated farmers switched, in a single generation,
from traditional agriculture to complex multiple cropping systems dependent on
significant levels of modern inputs.

The increase in technical efficiency a few years later, during the second period,
can be attributed to learning by doing, as farmers gained experience using the

Table 3. Growth Rate of Partial Factor Productivity and TFP Indices. Indian and
Pakistan Punjabs

Partial Factor Prodiutiit 'Total lactor Producti xini

Land('Y,) Laibor WtI Water (1) O(Itpl/t I) Input I', 1't

Indian Punjab [4.41 14.91 1-8.11 [5.(1 13.(1 11.91

Green Revolution 4.9 5.4 -22.1 5.9 4.6 1.3

Intensification 4.5 3.8 0.6n' 4.3 2.4 1.8

P'ost-Green Revolution 2.9 5.6 0.6'" 4.5 3.0 1.5

1'akistanPunjab 12.41 [2.51 [-1.41 3.21 [1.91 11.51

Green Revolution 2.0 -3.9 -5.9 3.2 4.6 -1.4"'

Intensification 2.3 3.( -1.3 2.8 1.4 1.4

Post-Green Revolution 2.9 6.2 1.5 3.9 1.I( 2.9

Note: The tigures in brackets [j indicate values during overall study period.
ns = not significantly different frorn zero at 10 percent.
Sources: Ali and Byerlee (forthconiingi and Murgai (forthcoming).
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new technologies; and also to an increase in human capital as education levels
rose in both states. Indeed, evidence from India suggests that Green Revolution
technological change directly increased the returns to education by spurring
greater private investment in schooling. particularly in states such as the Punjab
(Foster and Rosenzweig 1996).

* A second reason for the lag in realizing TFP gains is that the introduction of mod-
ern varieties was accompanied by significant capital investment by small farm-
ers. particularly in tubewells, during the Green Revolution period. The tubewells
are likely to have been underutilized in the short run, until the newly created
capacity could be exploited. Such underutilization of quasi-fixed inputs gener-
ally leads to an underestimation of TFP gains during the period when investment
costs are incurred, but TFP gains become observable as excess capacity is absorbed
(Berndt and Fuss 1986).

• Third, loW TFP growth during the Green Revolution relates in part to limitations
of the conventional method of productivity measurement when technical change
is biased toward saving one or more factors (Murgai forthcoming). When tech-
nical change is biased in this sense, it is impossible to separate the contribution
of technical change from that of factor accumulation, because part of the con-
tribution of technical change is captured in changes in the factor shares used to
aggregate inputs. In the case of land- and labor-saving technologies, conven-
tional TFP calculations underestimate the contribution of technical change to
growth, particularly during the Green Revolution period.

In contrast to the first two periods. TFP growth slowed slightly in India-from 1.9
to 1.5 percent-during the third period, while in Pakistan it rose sharply, to 2.9 per-
cent, due partly to Pakistan's gains in the livestock sector and partly to its large in-
crease in cotton yields (from 267 kg/ha during intensification to 601 kg/ha during
the post-Green Revolution period) and mungbean production. The strong perfor-
mance of cotton and mungbean followed the introduction of modern varieties of both
crops and a sharp increase in pesticide use, although the latter has proven techni-
cally and environmentally unsustainable in recent years.

In India, by comparison, irrigated cotton was a much less important crop (Chan-
mugam 1994: Kurosaki 1999). Until the reforms of 1994, quantity restrictions on
cotton kept India's domestic price below world prices, and nontariff barriers restricted
cotton imports (World Bank 1996). Varietal research for irrigated cotton in India
consequently lagged, although rain-fed cotton has been very successful in the cen-
tral part of the country. In addition, because of price policies favoring production for
the domestic market, the indian Punjab produced only short-staple cotton for local
consumption, and the long-staple varieties produced by Pakistan for export were
never adapted to Indian conditions.
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Growth performance varied not only between the states but within each state as
well, with the performance of different cropping systems varying widely (table 4). The
wheat-rice systems, which benefited from the development of modern semi-dwarf crop
varieties, had the lowest rates of TFP growth. In the Indian and Pakistan wheat-rice
zones, TI P grew at 1.4 and 0.1 percent a year, respectively. These results confirm
widespread concerns that continuous double cropping of cereals, especially wheat
and rice, which require very different soil and water management practices. is an
unsustainable cropping pattern (Pingali and Rosegrant 1994: Byerlee and Siddiq
1994; Cassman and Pingali 1995; Ali 1996). Deterioration in soil and water qual-
ity seemed especially serious in the wheat-rice system, as evidenced by indicators of
soil and water quality disaggregated by system in Pakistan (Ali and 13yerlee forth-
coming). The better performance of this system in the Indian Punjab reflects, in part.
the focus on early maturing coarse rice for local consumption, as well as concerted
efforts to arrest resource degradation (e.g., through widespread use of gypsum to
combat secondary salinity from tubewells).

The wheat-cotton systems in both states. by contrast, had much higher rates of TFP

growth. However, the high pesticide use in this system has led to environmental and
health damage, which is not taken into account in the growth-accounting method
using for estimating TFP.

TFP growth was also relatively high in Pakistan's wheat-mungbean system, where
production growth rates were maintained in the post-Green Revolution period due
to the release of early maturing mungbean varieties, which allowed a more sustain-
able cereal-legume rotation. In the wheat-mungbean zone, yield growth rates for
wheat were among the highest in the state.

Table 4. Growth Rate of O)utput. Input, and TFP indices,

by Cropping Systems
Onput ('.',) I1pat 1%) Trl (1)

Indian Punjab

Wheat-rice 5.1 3.7 1.4

Wheat-cotton 5.() 2. 5 2.5

Wheat-maize 3.0 1.2 2.4

overall 5.5 3.() 1.9

Pakistan Punjab

Wheat-rice 2.4 2.3 (.1

Wheat-cotton 4.1 2.1 1.9

Wheat-miiunigbearn 4.3 2.3 2.0

Wheat-mix 2.6 1.6 l.(

Overall 3.2 1.9 1.5

Sources: Ali and Byerlee (forthcominig) and Murgai (lorthcoming).
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Decomposition of Productivity Growth

Temporal and spatial differences in productivity growth, taken together, highlight
the potential roles of technological change. infrastructure and human capital, and
resource degradation in determining TFP growth. Indeed, previous studies have re-
lated TFP growth in the Indian and Pakistan agricultural sectors to technological
change (tied explicitly or implicitly to research investments), extension systems, in-
frastructure investments, human capital endowments, and policy reform (Rosegrant
and Evenson 1992: Kumar and Mruthyunjaya 1992: Fan and others 2000; Pingali
and Heisey 2()01). However. there has, until now. been little effort to determine the
quantitative imipact of resource degradation on productivity growth.

Part of the problem has been the difficulty of agreeing on how to measure the im-
pact of resource degradation on TFP. Some have argued that TFP measurement should
incorporate changes in resource quality and externalities, such as water pollution
(Herdt and Lynam 1992), wthile others measure TFP only wvith conventional inputs
and consider resource stocks as a technical constraint that influences trends in TFP

(Squires 1992). We prefer the second approach, for three reasons. First, attempts to
account for market failure and social costs, such as resource degradation, in estimates
of TFP violate the theoretical basis of those estimates (Byerlee and Murgai forthcom-
ing). Second. it is difficult. in practice. to value changes in resource quality, even
where these changes can be physically quantified. Finally, in the medium term cov-
ered by this article, farmers may not be able to observe resource degradation, and
therefore it is exogenous rather than endogenous to decisionmaking (see Policy Dis-
cussion). Keeping these considerations in mind, we assess resource degradation con-
cerns in detail by estimating a cost function for Pakistan that relates costs of produc-
tion to human and physical infrastructure development, technological change, and
resource quality.' (As noted above, disaggregated data on resource quality for the
Indian Punjab were not available.) We use the adult literacy rate to capture the ef-
fect of changes in labor quality, and the inverse of the distance of a village from the
nearest metal road to quantify the et'fect of improvement in physical infrastructure.
The effect of technological change is proxied by two variables: (1) the proportion of
area sown to modern wheat varieties, and (2) cropping intensity, which is a proxy
for adoption of modern summer crop varieties that shorten the growing period and
thus allow for early planting of winter crops. The effect of resource degradation is
estimated through measures of soil and water quality (phosphorus, organic matter,
and soluble salts for soil or electroconductivity for water). Region-specific time-trend
dummies are included to capture the remaining unspecified effects of technological
change. resource degradation, and change in resource productivity not included in
the function.

The coefficients estimated in the cost function are used to decompose productivity
trends into the effects of technological change, improvements in human resources
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and infrastructure, and natural resource degradation. The decomposition was per-
formed by multiplying the negative of the coefficient in the cost function by the sys-
tem-level rate of change (in percent) per year for each variable included in the cost
function.

Based on this analysis, we found that, for the Pakistan Punjab, technological change
and improvements in human and physical infrastructure together produced an average
growth of 0.94 percent per year, with each accounting for about half the total-and
that resource degradation, in aggregate. lowered growth by 0. 5 3 percent per year
(table 5),2 The combined effect of technological change. improvements in human and
physical infrastructure, and resource degradation was negative in the wheat-rice
system (i.e., there was an overall increase in unit cost), and the contribution of tech-
nological change was highest in the wheat-cotton and wheat-mungbean systems.
These results confirm the pattern found in thc TFP estimates reported in the previous
sections.

Soil and water degradation reduced productivity in all regions, highlighting the
effect of natural resource variables on productivity. In the wheat-rice system. resource
degradation more than canceled the productivity-enhancing contributions of tech-
nological change, education, and infrastructure. The unspecified "other f'actors"
captured by coefficients on the regional time-trend variable also reduced productiv-
ity quite strongly in all but the wheat-cotton system. These omitted variables include
resource degradation factors that were not measured, such as the developmcnt of pest
complexes due to inappropriate use of pesticides and to monocropping of cereals. More
research is needed to identify the management practices causing such a decline.
Moreover, as massive public investment to control waterlogging and salinity is not
included in the cost function, which relates only to private costs and returns, the ef-
fect of these factors is probably underestimated.

Policy Discussion

Concerns about food security following the food crisis of the mid-i 96()s led the gov-
ernments of India and Pakistan to concentrate resources in irrigated areas, such as
the Punjabs, which held promise for the greatest crop yield increases (Sims 1 99 3).
The subsequent gap in agricultural perf'ormance and in sources of growth between
the two states. despite quite similar agro-ecological potential, seems to relate to dif-
ferences in nonprice policies toward agriculture, since price incentives, a major policy
instrument in both countries, were fairly similar.

At the core of the price policies was a strategy of massive subsidization of fertilizer,
credit, power, and irrigation inputs. In India, subsidies on the four major inputs grew
at 9 to 12 percent a year in real terms between 1981 and 199 3. accounting for be-
tween 2.2 and 2.7 percent of gross domestic product by the end of that period (Gulati
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Tablc 5. Decomposition of Total Change in Crop Sector Productivity in Pakistan's Punjab. 19 71-94

(percent per year)

Soil arid water quality deterioration Public

Water Soil Total Techlnological investment
electro- Soil organtic soil-soluble Otlher chlantge (roads and

Regiorn conductivity phosphorous mnatter salts factors" Total (CI andf Ml') literacuy Net effects

OverallPunjab -0.I)0( -0.049 -0.137 -0.027 -0(.314 -0(.534 0.497 0.443 0.406

Wheat-rice -0.01 -().087 -0.2 12 -0.0 58 -0.92 5 -1.29 3 0.339 0.3 71 -0.582
Wheat-mung (.001 -0.004 -0.066 (.((( -0.557 -0.626 (.527 0.464 0.366

Wheat-cotton 0.0()3 -0.064 -(.109 0.001 (0.467 0.298 0.727 0.498 1.523

Whcal-mixed -0.024 -0.027 -0.155 -0.057 -0.306 -0.568 0.350 0.418 (.199

Note: The rate of productivity growth in each production system was evaluated by multiplying thse negative of the coefficient in the cost

function with the system level rate of change per annum in each factor.
a. Based on the system-specific trend coefficients (converted to percentage terms) in the cost function.

b. (C1 = cropping intensity. MV = percent area in modern varieties of wheat

Source: Ali and Byerlee (forthcoming).



and Sharma 199 5). Subsidies were also an important element of public spending in
Pakistan. but with a stronger bias toward large farmers (Sims 1986, 1993). Inputs
subsidies in both countries were maintained well beyond an initial period when they
might have been economically justified to overcome farmers' risk aversion and to
support learning by doing. This was because once established. they were politically
difficult to remove. In the Indian Punjab, where small and medium farmers who
dominate the electorate were major beneficiaries, the subsidies became even more
entrenched than in Pakistan.

At the same time, however, output prices on basic food grains were taxed to main-
tain low food prices. These controls on food marketing kept grain prices below world
prices-a problem compounded by overvalued exchange rates and tariff protection
of the nonagricultural sector in both states. rurhus, despite the high subsidies. there
was a large net transfer of resources out of agriculture. Effective protection rates for
food grains over much of this period averaged between -3 3 and -5) percent (Faruqee
1995: Gulati and Kelley 1999).

In any case, similar pricing strategies in the two states, along with empirical evi-
dence on agricultural supply response and input elasticities from the Asian context,
suggest that the differential performance between the states is more likely the result
of nonprice factors. Tlahis view is supported by other studies showing that investments
in rural infrastructure, human capital, and research and extension play a dominant
role in influencing supply and productivity growth (Binswanger and others 1993:
Fan and others 1999; Rao 1989).

Based on comparisons of public expenditures in agriculture in the two states and
on the importance to growth of education and infrastructure, as evident from the cost
function analysis, India would be expected to have more rapid input use and produc-
tivity growth than Pakistan, where the share of public resources allocated to agri-
culture was lower (Choudhry and Faruqee 199 5). Indeed, India did have more rapid
productivity growth, due to massive public investment in rural infrastructure, human
capital, and research and extension, and to the subsequent better quality of those
factors. India's greater investment in rural infrastructure meant, in particular. that
by the mid- 19 S0s, all rural villages in the Indian Punjab were electrified, the density
of the road network was well above that of the Pakistan Punjab, and more than 90
percent of the cropped area was irrigated (Fan and others 1999). In Pakistan, by
comparison, investment in education and rural infrastructure was much lower
(Mujahid-Mukhtar 1991; Rosegrant and Evenson 1992; Faruqee 1995). India also
had a relatively better developed network of agricultural research centers and uni-
versities. especially in the northwest (Mruthyunjaya and Ranjitha 1998).

Given the relative importance, however, of nonprice incentives for growth, the
trend of expanding subsidies at the expense of productivity-enhancing investments
raises concerns about the sustainability of growth over the long term if current price-
based policies continue (Fan and others 1999 ). In Pakistan, the total share of public
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resources allocated to agriculture has been declining, and irrigation-related expen-
ditures have been particularly impaired. with a 4 percent annual rate of decrease
(Ahmad and Kutcher 1992). In particular, continuous underinvestment in opera-
tional and management costs has seriously reduced the efficiency of the irrigation
system (Chaudhry and Ali 1989), resulting in such problems as regular breaches,
excessive seepage, and limited water supplies for the tail reaches of distributaries.
Research spending also fell in real terms in the 199()s and accounts for a falling share
of the agriculture budget (Choudhry and Faruqee 199 5). Across the border in India,
even though the share of public resources devoted to agriculture has risen steadily
since the early 198()s. subsidies to agriculture have increased three times faster than
other expenditures (World Bank 1996).

Apart from crowding out productivity-enhancing expenditures, input subsidies
have also been a major cause of overcapitalization. inefficient use of inputs, and a
shift in cropping patterns toward water- and fertilizer-intensive crops, thus contrib-
uting. in India. to soil degradation, salinity problems. and overexploitation of ground-
water (Joshi and Tyagi 1994; Vaidyanathan 2000). In Pakistan, the subsidy on canal
water prices has led to inefficient use of water and has contributed to the waterlogging
and salinity problem (Ahmad and Kutcher 1992). In addition, the flat rate structure
of water and electricity prices, together with a subsidy on tubewell drilling without
regulation of the number of tubewells, has distorted the efficient use of water (Johnson
1989). Resource degradation is not, in itself, a reason for policy intervention if it is
internalized in producer decisionmaking. In this case, however, distorted policies have
led private and social costs to diverge.

Removal of price distortions in the form of input subsidies would be a major step
toward arresting resource degradation and encouraging more sustainable systems.
It would also encourage higher productivity growth by freeing resources for high-
priority public investments in rural infrastructure, education, and research and ex-
tension. Since the early to mid-1990s, both Pakistan and India have initiated steps
to reduce price distortions in the agricultural sector. but these efforts have not yet
been accompanied by an increase in public investments in agriculture. 3

Arresting resource degradation will also require a concerted effort on several other
fronts. First, the shortage of public investment funds has led to considerable under-
investment in establishing new drainage systems, which are central to resolving the
waterlogging and salinity problems. It may be argued that irrigation is a private good
and should gradually be handed over to private markets, but drainage is a public good
and will remain so, at least beyond the farmfield-and it is beyond the farmfield that
most drainage investments are needed (World Bank 1994). New institutional struc-
tures for irrigation are now being piloted in Pakistan; these approaches include the
devolution of water management to farmers' organizations, and the establishment
of public utilities to operate and price water further up the system (Bandaragoda and
Firdousi 1992). These measures, too, may help resolve resource degradation problems.
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Second. halting resource degradation wvill require that research systems, which
have been oriented toward developing technologies based on packages of modern
inputs, place more emphasis on input-efficient and environmentally friendly prac-
tices. This wvill require considerable location-specific research on such themes as in-
tegrated pest and nutrient management ancl cropping systems. It will also require
diversifying rotations to include legumes andl the use of conservation iillage. Many
such practices are information intensive and will require much greater information
dissemination and extension efforts. Research systems in both states have shifted
direction toward these new priorities in the 1 99()s.

Finally, a large number of institutions in thie two Punjabs have overlapping man-
dates to address soil and water management problems in irrigated agriculture, and their
efforts are poorly coordinated. In the Pakistan Punjab alone, for example. nearly a dozen
institutions are working on salinity problems. I nformation about land and water prob-
lems is also institutionally dispersed, as is policymaking (John Mellor Associates and
Asianics Agro-Develoment International 1994). It is important, therefore, to establish
a central agency in each Punjab to regularly provide farmers and policymakers with
current information on the status of land and water resources in irrigated areas.

ConcLusion

In examining the critical issue of long-term productivity and sustain ability of irri-
gated agriculture in the Indian and Pakistan Punjabs. this study confirms previous
findings that India experienced much higher and more rapid groxvth of yields for food
crops. However, the results suggest that most of India's higher growth was due to
the more rapid growvth of inputs. Though overall productivity growth in the Indian
Punjab was higher, it was not by a large margin.

The gap in input use and agricultural performance between the two states, despite
quite similar agro-ecological potential. seems to relate to differences in nonprice poli-
cies that encouraged much faster growth of input use in India than in Pakistan. But
while investment (both public and private) plays a central role in productivity growth,
there was. in both Punjabs, a considerable lag between investment in infrastructure
and Green Revolution inputs and the realization of productivity growth. 'T'his seems to
relate in part to learning by doing and investment in human capital, which take time
to produce improvements in technical efficiency; and in part to the better utilization of
lumpy capital investments over time, especially tubewell capacity. For policymakers,
this lag suggests that a long-term commitment is needed to realize complementarities
between investment in technologies and supporting infrastructure.

The results of this study also raise serious conccrns about the long-term sustainability
of intensive irrigated Green Revolution systems due to resource degradation. For lPaki-
stan, this study provides the first quantitative evidence of the impact of resource deg-
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radation, which is estimated to reduce productivity growth by one-third overall, and
in the case of wheat-rice, to practically cancel the effect of technological change. These
results, combined with the stagnation of cereal output in recent years, highlight the
urgent need for measures that will arrest the problem of resource degradation and
maintain the Punjabs' most valuable assets-their irrigated land base.

Notes

Rinku Murgai is an economist in the Development Economics Research Group of the World Bank: Mubarik
Ali is an agricultural economist at the Asian Vegetable Research and Development Center: and Derek
Byerlee is a lead economist in the Rural Development Department of the World Bank. Rinku Murgai can
be reached via e-mail at rmurgai(v2worldbank.org, Derek Byerlee at dbyerlee(a;worldbank.org. and
Mubarik Ali at mubarik(dnctra.avrdc.org.tw.

This study summarizes the results of a study sponsored by the World Bank, "Total Factor Produc-
tivity Growth in Post-Green Revolution Agriculture of Pakistan and Northwest India." More detailed
discussions of the India and Pakistan results can be found in Murgai (1997) and Ali and Byer]ee (forth-
coming I, respectively. The authors thank the Research Support Board for funding and two anonymous
reviewers for valuable comments.

1. We sclected the dual (cost function) approach over the primal (production function) approach
for econometrically decomposing productivity growth, because the former has a number of advantages
(Alston and others 199 5). The use of factor prices, rather than their quantities. as explanatory vari-
ables avoids problems of simultaneity that arise when input choices are endogenous with output. Fac-
tor prices are more likely to be behaviorally exogenous to a producer. In addition, the dual approach
allows estimation of a system of equations comprising the cost function and the system of factor share
equations, which results in greater efficiency.

.' Total annual productivity growth estimated through the econometric analysis is 11.41 percent
for 1 971-94. lower than the 1. 3t) percent estimated through the index number approach for the cor-
responding period, but with the same ranking by production system. There are several possible rea-
sons for the difference in productivity growth obtained using the index number and econometric ap-
proaches: (a) thc TFP growth rate (primal) is computed with input levels held constant, whereas the
cost function rate (dual) is computed with input level adjusted optimally to technological change (Antle
and McGuckin 199 3): (b) the productivity measure obtained from the cost function is net of factor sub-
stitution, whereas the index number estimate includes the substitution effect (Ray 1982 1; and (c) not
all the variables related to technological chanige could be included in the cost function, which there-
fore might have underestimated technological progress.

3. Pakistan has eliminated its fertilizer subsidy, and India has removed credit subsidies but has vet
to eliminate fertilizersubsidies. In India. as part of a broader liberalization program that started in 199 1,
the irrigation subsidy has also been marginally reduced. but at the expense of the quality and reliabil-
ity of water delivery. Efforts to reduce the subsidy on rural power have been unsuccessful: in fact, the
subsidy has increased by 14 percent a year in real terms between 1991 and 1995 (XWorld Bank 1996).
Output markets for the main crops havc also been liberalized in both countries, leading to an increasc
in the prices of rice and cotton in India. and of food grains in Pakistan.
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The Politics of Russian Enterprise Reform:
Insiders, LocaL Governments, and the

Obstacles to Restructunng

Raj M. Desai and Itzhak Goldberg

Russin anfd otlher countries in the Colnnnoniwealth of Inidepenldenit States that have imple-
tmienjted voucher privyatizationi programns have to accouint for tlhe puzzling behavior of itnsid-
ers-annPlagqer -owniTers--who, itn stripping assetsfromn thefirmls they own1, appear to be steal-

ingfrom one pocket tofill the otler. This article suiggests that asset strippinig and the absenice
of restructuring resultfromn interactions between inisiders anid suibuationial governmilents in a
particular propertlj riglhts regime. in wvhich the ability to realize value is liminted by untcer-
tainity anid illiquidity. As tlhe central itnstitutions that govertn the Ruissiant economny hlatve ceded
their povwers to thle provinces, regionial and local governmlenits have imlposed a variety of dis-
tortions on enterprises to protect local emplolyment.

To disenitanigle these vicious circles of control, thiis articles considers three sets of inistitu-
tionial chaniges: aidjustmnenits to the systeml offiscalfedlerailism] by wvhich sublnaltionial govern-
mlenzts vwould be allowed to retain tax revenues generated locally: legal improvemnents in thle
protectioni oj'property riglhts: andic the provision ofinechanismnsfor restru ctutrinig anld owvner-

slhip transformation in inisider-domliianted Jirms. The ain of thiese reforms woould be to change
the inicentives that local govermurlenits, owners, anld investors face; to conivince subtnational
governmttients that a mnore suistainable iwaiy ol protecting emnployment lies in protecting local

investmnent: to raise the cost of theft anid cor-ruption by insiders anrd local officials: anid to al-
lo", inlvestors to acquire controlling stakes in viable firms.

Russia implemented real sector reforms-including the privatization of 15,000 en-
terprises through vouchers-with the goal of making the transition to the market
credible. irreversible, and rapid. The objective of the mass privatization program was
to establish a critical mass of profit-seeking corporations that were no longer depen-
dent on state support for their survival, and a class of owners willing to invest in their
enterprises and manage their restructurinig. However, the mass privatization program
has brought few tangible benefits to enterprises privatized in voucher auctions. In-
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effective corporate governance. little new investment, and the distortions of continu-
ing government intervention have limited the amount of restructuring these firms
could undertake in practice. A diverse constellation of indicators suggests that, among
firms in transition countries of comparable wxealth, Russian firms are ranked at the
bottom in terms of output, factor productivity. profitability, and cost-efficiency. More-
over, recent surveys of Russian industrial sectors conclude that the policies of sub-
national governments tend to favor lowx-productivity incumbents, protecting them
from takeovers and more productive new entrants (MclKinsey & Co. 19 99; FI'RD 1 998;
Commander and 'I'olstopiatenko 1996: Earle and Estrin I 997).I

In this article, we suggest that the absence of restructuring and investment are the
consequences of interactions between insiders (manager-owners) and subnational
governments within a particular property rights system. Two interrelated features
of this system are consequential to problems in the real sector in Russia. First, sub-
national govcrnments still use enterprises to protect local employment. In the Russian
regions, governments face a tradeoff between enforcing cash-based tax collections
and maximizing tax revenues, on the one hand, and extracting social benefits in the
form of excess employment on the other. If the manager-owners were to maximize
the value of the firm. it would be left vulnerable to expropriatory policies that alter
the net return on investment-for example. costly regulations. tariffs, or restrictions
on layoffs. Anticipating that, managers choose instead to maximize the private bene-
fits of control, and no restructuring is accomplished. 'T'he subnational governments,
knowing that the taxable revenue of the firmn will have been reduced as a result of
cash-flow diversion, respond by collecting revenues in kind and enacting policies that
force firms to maintain employment levels. These subnational governments. then.
are als vested in maintaining the status quo as are enterprise insiders. Tlrhe govern-
ments shield insiders from takeover attempts. obstruct the enforcement of outsiders'
property rights, and perpetuate the enterprises as a source of private benefits for the
managers, and as a source of social and political benefits for the region.2

Second, control rights are not automatically granted along with ownership rights,
due primarily to the unenforceability of investment contracts in the Russian economy.
In economies xvith fully enforceable property rights, investment decisions would be
contractually accompanied by the transfer of'control rights. Where control rights and
cash-flow rights are separable, the transfer of control becomes. to a large extent, a
matter subject to considerable uncertainty and managerial discretion. Outsider in-
vestors therefore have little confidence that they will achieve effective control even if
they buy (nominal) majority stakes in a company, or that subnational governments
will resist imposing distortions once the investment takes place.

The following section details the system of cnterprise insider ownership that evolved
as a result of the mass privatization program. The next section examines the role of
subnational governments in using enterprises to protect employment and derive other
benefits. It describes recent attempts by subnational governments to reassert control
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over local enterprises. The section on disentangling vicious circles outlines three sets
of institutional changes needed to transform the incentives that subnational govern-
ments, managers, and investors face: (1) the elimination of tax sharing between local,
regional, and federal levels; (2) the establishment of a credible system of protection
of property rights: and (3) the provision of mechanisms for restructuring and owner-
ship transformation in insider-dominated firms.

Insider Control

Property rights over enterprises were allocated de facto during the Soviet era. Well
before the collapse of the Soviet tlnion, state-enterprise directors benefited-even
profited-from many of the rights associated with "ownership." The outcome of the
privatization program adopted in 1992 reflected these preexisting institutional con-
straints (McFaul 199 5). Following the 1 9 89 Law on State Enterprises, entrepreneur-
ial state-enterprise directors set up the numerous Gorbachev-era entities-coopera-
tives, collectives, and joint ventures-that fed off large state enterprises. Article 7 of
the law gave directors (and employees) in an enterprise the right to lease its assets;
ultimately. thcse leased assets could be purchased at once or in installments through
the cooperative or collective (Grigoriev 1992). Subsequent decrees in 1989 and 1990
on lease and leasing relations expanded the ability of employees to propose lease ar-
rangements. Although leases were to be awarded on a competitive basis, no compe-
titions were held in practice, and nearly all leases were awarded by entcrprise insid-
ers to themselves (Frydman and others 1993). In 199 1-92. the number of lease
enterprises increased from 2,400 to almost 9,500.

The intent of the law, of course, was to decentralize the elaboration of annual plans.
Indeed. at the time, some viewed lease buyouts as an embryonic form of privatization,
which, if regulated. might engender a smooth (stable. controlled) transition (Filatochev
and others 1992). However, the buyouts were little more than profit-sharing arrange-
ments for the management and employees. Buyouts were often set up for arbitrage
purposes to secure inputs at subsidized prices, sell goods at uncontrolled prices, and
pocket the difference. Directors thus reaped the benefits of their control rights while the
costs and liabilities associated with ownership remained socialized.

When the Russian privatization law was passed in 1992, all lease enterprises whose
agreements were entered into prior to the passage of the law were treated in a sepa-
rate category of enterprise. In these circumstances, redemption was carried out as
specified in the lease. But in an an untold number of cases. the redemption terms were
unclear or unspecified. 3 In these situations, lease enterprises were privatized with
other enterprises, but leaseholders were given priority in purchasing shares. Thus it
is difficult to estimate the overlap between enterprises privatized by voucher and
enterprises that were part of the leasing program.
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tJnlike enterprise directors in such countries as Czechoslovakia and Poland, where
state-owned enterprise reform laws enabled the Communist Party to remove under-
performing managers as late as 1989, the Soviet Union had no such opportunity.
Here. enterprise insiders-managers and employees-had both the incentive and the
power to defend themselves against President Yeltsin's attempts to reallocate prop-
erty rights through rapid privatization. In the Soviet UJnion, workers did not consti-
tute a distinctive group with interests opposed to management. This was because of
the paternalistic relationship between managers and workers, the absence of labor
markets, the lack of sector-based trade unions, and the direct provision of social ser-
vices by enterprises. Workers and managers were traditionally more or less united
in their common struggle to bargain for lower production quotas (Willerton 1 992;
McFaul 199 3). Consequently, workers made no claims against property rights dis-
tinct from managers. Together. workers and managers constituted a pressure group
that dedicated itself toward ensuring that enterprise insiders received the numerous
privileges that ultimately made their way into the Russian mass privatization pro-
gram. As former Prime Minister Gaidar himself later conceded, "Beginning in May
and June [1 9921 it was impossible to stand up to the pressure of the industrial lobby."4

Thus. the designers of the Russian mass privatization program confronted the fol-
lowing political reality: Preexisting institutional arrangements that distorted free
markets could not be wiped clean by governmental fiat.

A central difference between the mass privatization program in Russia and simi-
lar programs in Czechoslovakia, the Slovak Federal Republic, and Poland was the
tradeability of Russian vouchers. UJnder the three variants of the Russian program,
insiders could purchase up to -51 percent of enterprise shares. However, the trade-
ability of vouchers allowed insiders to purchase additional shares up to 6 5 percent
on average (Blasi and Shleifer 1996). Tradeable vouchers, then, may have turned
out to be an instrument of insider control, rather than the intended means of con-
solidating outsider ownership.

Despite contlicting evidence on managerial turnover in the past year, there is gen-
eral agreement that managers and salaried employees continue to hold approximately
50-60 percent of shares in privatized enterprises (Radygin 1999a). Estimates of
ownership structure have varied across different enterprise surveys, which are diffi-
cult to compare over time. Table 1 presents estimates of stock ownership in priva-
tized Russian enterprises. The greatest variation tends to be for employees and man-
agers as owners, perhaps reflecting the empirical (as well as theoretical) difficulties
in separating the two.

Nevertheless, one of the critical shortcomings of the Russian mass privatization
program was that it did not enable an institutional concentration of ownership
through financial intermediaries, such as investment funds, as did the Czech and
Polish programs (Goldberg and others 1997). The Russian designers believed that
consolidation wvould occur spontaneously as the investment funds, acquiring vouch-
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Table 1. Estimates of Ownership in Russian Enterprises. 1994-99
(percentage of share capital)

Ownier 1994 1995 1996 199'7 1999"

Employees 44-56 39-49 26-43 23-4(0 36

Managers 9-17 1( -1 7 12-18 12-36 1 5
Domestic legal entities' 77-I1 20-23 23-25 22-24 23
Domestic individuals 3-6 9-11 8-1 1 1-1 3 16

Foreigni ow\ners 1-2 1-2 1-2 4-5 8

Stalte agencies 1 -2() 11-13 9-11 7-14 3

Note: Estimates vary considerably depending on when, during the course of the year. the sur-

vey WaS taken, and on the sample size.
a. No survey was undertaken in 1998.
b. Includes investment funds, all other lirms (including holding companies and financial-

industrial groups). and banks.
Somirccs: Figure ranges are taken from the followving: for 1994, Bllasi and Shleifer (1996) and

Radygin (11995:); for 1995. Blasi (1997 ) and Radygin (] 9961; for 1996, Blasi and others (1997k,

Radygin and others 11998), and Institute for Economies in Transition (19961; for 1997, Djankov
(1998) and data from Institute for Economies in Transition: and for 1999, Radygin 11 999b).

ers from employees, would use them to gain sufficient blocs in privatized enterprises.
More important, table 1 shows that domestic corporations-including Russian hold-
ing companies and industrial groups-and other foreign and domestic outsiders in-
creased their shares in enterprises. on average, from around 20 percent to more than
40 percent between 1994 and 1999.

Even in those enterprises in which management-held shares were nominally in the
minority. managers had at their disposal a variety of techniques by which their de facto
control exceeded their nominal share ownership. Where outsider shareholders were
fragmented, control was effectively ceded to managers. Employees were the largest
category of shareholder in most enterprises put through the mass privatization program.
yet many of their shares are nonvoting. In addition, managers have often taken to
imposing (illegal) bans on selling shares to outsiders, limits on share ownership. and
implicit threats (dismissal, wage cuts, and limitations on access to social assets) on
workers who violate these rules. Faced with the prospect of takeovers, managers typi-
cally issued new shares (also often illegally) to dilute the power of outsiders.

Meanwhile, although the fiscal situation of the Russian government has been
improving since early 1998, the enterprise sector has remained in a low-investment,
low-productivity trap. Large enterprises have been able to build up significant wage,
supplier, and tax arrears, while bartering whatever goods they did produce in their
place. Akccording to Goskomiistat's (the state statistical agency's) own figures, by mid-
1999. overdue accounts receivables on enterprise balance sheets amounted to 40
percent of gross domestic product (GDP), while barter reached approximately 50 per-
cent of all industrial sales (RECEP 1999). Figure I shows the evolution of arrears and
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Figure 1. The Structure of Russian Enterprise Debts, 1994-99
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the composition of the main enterprise liabilities in industry, agriculture, construc-

tion, and transportation. Total enterprise arrears have more than doubled as a share

of GDP betwleen 1 99 5 and 1 9 98. Most firms have resorted to arrears as a source of
trade credit at a time when the volume of bank credit has been shrinking.

Why Insiders Do Not Maximize Value

Every svstem of corporate governance is a structure of control rights such that sup-

ptiers of finance assure themsetves that their investment will not be squandered by

those to whom it is cntrusted. In the classic agency7 perspective. agencv costs arise

from (11) monitoring expenditures by the principals; (2) resources spent bv insiders

to guarantee to outside shareholders that shirking shall be limited, or bonding ex-

penditures bv the agents; and ( 3) the residual loss, or the reduction in the value of

the rirm that obtairns when the ovvner dilutes his owlnership stake (Jensen arid Meckling
1976; Williamson 1988). Firms that are ovvned by managers and salaried cmploy-

ees, f'rom this perspective, shoutd face smaller agency costs of corporate control than
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those held by outsiders. There should be no need for a governance system in enter-
prises wholly owned by those who initiate and implement decisions, provide the
financing, and bear the residual risks (and returns) associated with those decisions.
Thus we are faced with having to account for the puzzling behavior of insider-man-
agers in Russia-as well as other postsocialist environments in which privatized firms
are dominated by insiders-who, in stripping assets from the firms they own, appear
to be stealing from one pocket to fill the other.

The central problem of corporate governance in Russia, however, does not involve
the protection of minority shareholders or other financiers. Here, manager-owners do
not face sufficient incentives to restructure the firm and maximize its value over the
long run for three possible reasons. First, due to the problems of delineating property
rights, manager-owners perceive titles as uncertain, temporary, and potentially sub-
ject to expropriation. With short time horizons, their expected gain from increasing
value and share appreciation or dividends is typically less than the value of stripped
assets. Second. maximizing value is a reasonable long-term objective only if value can
be realized. Manager-owners have limited confidence that if they increase value it can
be realized by selling their shares. Insider control is so entrenched that outside inves-
tors have little confidence in taking effective control of the firm even if they acquire a
significant share. Given this illiquidity of secondary markets, managers have little in-
centive to increase value and might instead sell the actual assets thienmselvces as a way of
alienating their control rights. Third, because in many cases the managers do not have
formal claim to shares of emnployees (although managers control employees' voting
rights). distribution of dividends and realization of capital gains creates the potential
for severe conflicts between employees and managers. In addition, barter allows opaque
accounting to hide income from employees (as well as from the authorities).

Asset Stripping and Diversion of Cash Flows

Although the original rationale for quick privatization was to prevent asset stripping
by managers in state-owned enterprises, manager-owners have significantly de-
graded enterprise assets. Instead of increasing the value of firms through reinvest-
ment. enterprise manager-owners have typically extracted income streams from firms
at the expense of minority shareholders. The managers have diverted cash flows to
offshore accounts and shell corporations, concentrated losses among subsidiaries held
by outsiders (rather than evenly distributing them between an insider-owned hold-
ing company and subsidiaries), and delayed the payment of dividends. Because divi-
dends are taxable and have to be shared with other stockholders, manager-owners
are more inclined to withdraw cash flows from their enterprises through fictitious
expenses or theft (Goldberg and Desai 1998).

In recent years, the Russian government has made efforts to halt or limit this kind
of asset degradation through the enhanced supervisory powers of the Federal Com-
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mission on the Securities Market (FCSM) or through the empowerment of the anti-
monopoly office. These efforts have been successfully blocked by a coalition of enter-
prise insiders and subnational governments, together with their allies in the Duma
(the Russian parliament). These beneficiaries of partial reform have effectively fro-
zen in place the rents (and the opportunities for theft) generated by distortions in the
Russian economy, namely, the absence of further reforms of the property rights and
corporate governance regime (Hellman 19 9 8). It has been suggested that enterprises
in the interim period between corporatization and privatization are the most prone
to asset stripping. However, in the Russian economy. one of the notable pathologies
of the control of insiders and subnational governments over enterprises is that asset
stripping and cash flow diversions occur under private ownership.

Insider Control and Barter

Tax arrears constitute subsidies by subnational governments to firms; however, there
is reason to believe that insider control drives noncash settlements. The Russian svs-
tem of taxation and payments (for example, the freezing of bank accounts) has been
frequently cited as a key rationale for barter (Hendley and others 1 999b; Commander
and Mumssen 1998; Gaddy and Ickes 1998). If this explanation were true, Russia,
in this sense, would have been something of an anomaly. Although it is likely to pro-
mote financial disintermediation (cash being less traceable than bank transfers and
checks), excessive and arbitrary taxation in middle-income countries does not nec-
essarily prompt barter. In Russia. the State Ti'ax Service has taken to deducting tax
payments directly trom the ruble bank accounts of debtor companies, and these same
firms have used offshore banking whenever cash transactions have been necessary.

Our analysis leads to an additional explanation for the prominence of barter in the
Russian economy, namely. that barter is a consequence of the failure of corporate
governance. In this sense, barter is both a means of avoiding the payment of private
or public debts in cash and a way of concealing the real state of affairs not only from
tax authorities but from minority shareholders (indeed, even passive shareholders,
such as employees). Noncash settlements also enable manager-owners to degrade
assets in a less transparent environment. 

Therefore, noncash transactions are an instrument by which manager-owners
hide transactions from employees and from outsiders-both minority shareholders
and tax authorities. Those who argue that changes in enterprise ownership will have
no effect until hard budget constraints and payments discipline are ensured have the
sequence reversed. In the Russian economy, both nonpayment and barter-in addi-
tion to allowing nonviable enterprises to remain in operation-are used by enterprise
insiders to preserve their power through opaqueness and fraud. Payments discipline
cannot be improved unless there are. in parallel, significant changes in the incen-
tives of manager-owners and subnational governments.
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Subnational Government and Enterprise Control

Although the Russian federal government has perhaps given up attempts to intervene
in company management, local and regional governments have continued to exert a
strong influence over the actions of key enterprises, regardless of whether they have
been formally privatized. Indeed, subnational governments show an unwillingness to
draw sharp distinctions between public and private property, or to impose hard bud-
get constraints on large enterprises. The governments want to avoid unemployment
and to preserve rent-seeking opportunities for vested interests. Thus there is a continu-
ing source of ambiguity in (and unenforceability of) property rights and ownership.

The central organs of the Russian state have lost their powers of regulation and
control to the provinces; therefore, municipal. olblast and okrug (subnational govern-
ment units), and autonomous-republic administrations have seized these powers.
This represents a bid to maintain the economic operations of major local enterprises
as well as to protect the local wvorkforce from economic change. One recent study
concludes that the devolution of economic control to the regions has preserved the
subnational administrative and hierarchical structures of the Soviet system. as well
as the power and influence of those who manage them (Ericson 1999). Attempts by
subnational governments to protect employment by preventing firms from chang-
ing production lines or employment levels constitute a significant distortion of en-
terprise operations. Anticipating such distortions, managers have often engaged in
a "preemptive" diversion of cash flows.

Moreover, in certain regions (especially in one-company towns). the nexus of in-
terdependence between government officials and enterprise management typically
grants management quasi-governmental powers. These powers include influence
over the apparatus that executes and enforces the law in a given locality, making the
enforcement of shareholder rights difficult despite a panoply of recent legislation in-
tended to protect shareholders (Law on Joint-Stock Companies 1996, Company Law
1996. Privatization Law 1997, Investor Protection Act 1999). In those cases where
there is significant residual shareholding by the state, there is often tacit cooperation
between government representatives on supervisory boards and management op-
posed to takeovers, consolidation of outsider ownership, or enforcement of the own-
ership prerogatives of outsiders. These, of course, are long-standing allegations for
which systematic evidence is difficult to marshal. Studies have detailed several inci-
dents of managerial obstruction, foot-dragging, and noncompliance (Johnson 1997;
Black and others 2000).

The Effects of Tax Bargaining and Tax Sharing

For the largest Russian enterprises, tax payments have been bargained ex post. Tax
payments with goods and through the use of offsets have allowed firms to economize
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on cash payments to tax authorities. Domestically, these firms have been driven fur-
ther into the barter economy to avoid leaving a cash trail for the state to pick up.
Because subnational governments have been unwilling to enforce the liquidation of
insolvent firms, profitable companies as well are encouraged to masquerade as bank-
rupt ones. Thus both profitable and insolvent Russian firms have incentives to avoid
taxes.

Subnational governments in the Russian Federation share all revenues collected,
thus drawing taxes from a common pool of taxable resources. Regional and local
governments have little incentive to preserve the tax-paying ability of local firms. but
rather are more likely to preempt federal tax collectors by accepting services in lieu
of tax payments-something federal authorities cannot do easily.

The fact that goods or services used to pay taxes may not have an immediate use
constitutes an implicit subsidy granted by the tax collector to the firm and may ex-
plain the increasing use of this practice among regional and local governments in-
terested in maintaining employment levels and the social benefits that firms grant
employees. Moreover, bartered goods, in-kind payments, and promissory notes are
usually greater in price than their cash equivalents (Commander and Mumssen
1 998).6 Pricing noncash instruments at a premium can serve as an implicit subsidy.
Tax authorities issuing tax offset notes are often complicit with inflated pricing be-
cause it enables the state to increase its revenues. The managers are interested in
inflating revenues because it magnifies the perceived size of the enterprise. which may
prove useful as the firm bargains with subnational governments.

Subnational Govemments and Enterprise Restructuring

Incumbent managers of loss-making enterprises may have given up on the long-term
route of deriving wealth through increasing the value of the enterprise. Selling their
shares is a limited option because of the costliness of exchanging ownership rights in
the Russian economy. Although the rational short-term strategy of the manager-
owners is asset stripping, the longer-run strategy is underutilization of the remain-
ing assets, barter, and accumulation of arrears. Subnational governments tolerate
this to maintain employment levels in their regions. The employment incentive also
explains the liberal forbearance granted by tax authorities toward enforcing tax debt
collection from these firms. Eventually, the enterprise may be viewed as an instru-
ment of social policy in a particular region, as well as a real estate bequest to the heirs
of the manager-owners.,

Subnational governments actively obstruct enterprise restructuring by perpetu-
ating soft budget constraints and in some cases by imposing formal limitations on
enterprise activities. Subsidies can take the form of preferential tax treatment, implicit
regionally channeled subsidies through discounts on utility bills, and favored status
in public procurement, all of which are intended to prevent companies from shut-
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ting downi and laying off employees. This puts potentially productive companies at a
cost disadvantage, blocking investments and growth on their part.8

More directly, regional and municipal governments may effectively ban compa-
nies from laying off excess workers. Local authorities have the means to discipline
disobedient managers, for example. by subjecting them to troublesome fire, safety.
health, and other inspections.9 Finally. local officials may require bribes or otherwise
extract rents that can remain hidden from other levels of government and, unlike
taxes. are not shared.

Renationalization

Regional and municipal governments have reasserted their claims to property rights
in the wake of the August crisis. Since mid-1998, de facto renationalizations of pre-
viously privatized property have taken place among several well-known corporations.
The Belgorod iron ore combine, Alkar Aluminum in Sverdlovsk, the Krasnoyarsk
Metallurgical Works, the Mikhailovsk Iron Works, Tatneft, Kamaz, Avtovaz. Zil, and
Moskvitch all underwent partial renationalization by the end of 1998. In 1999,
further takeovers occurred in the regions of Sverdlovsk, Ulyanovsk, Krasnoyarsk,
Voronezh, Primorye, Chelyabinsk, and Moscow (Ericson 1999).

In oil-producing regions, shares of several oil companies found their way into re-
gional governments or regional government-owned companies-including Komineft
(Yamalo-Nenetsky) and ANKH (Irkutsk). First, several regional investment vehicles
under the protection of local governments were set up to consolidate local or regional
government holdings in important local industries. In some cases, these were simply
regional government-owned holding companies, which may have attempted to in-
crease their shares through a capital increase. tn other cases. the subnational gov-
ernments restructured debts owned by corporations by converting those debts into
equity. Second. companies invoked a 1996 presidential decree on wage and tax ar-
rears, repaying their tax debts to regional and federal budgets by issuing new stocks.
In one case-YUKOs-newly issued shares wound up in the hands of a private owner
(in this case, the Menatep Group), and the revenues from those shares were trans-
ferred to the budget. In all the other cases, government shares have increased in com-
panies under this arrangement (Radygin 1999a).

DisentangLing the Vicious Circles

Attempts to reform the property rights system in the Russian Federation have often
involved the following dilemma: The enforcement of the rules needed to improve
corporate governance is typically in the hands of those who derive significant rents
from ensuring that these very rules are niot enforced. Therefore, the success of any
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reforms will hinge on the extent to which the incentives of the major actors are trans-
formed. In this section, we analyze some prospective reform agendas intended to
improve the institutional underpinnings of the relationship between federal and
subnational authorities in the corporate-legal environment and of the market for
corporate control.

Fiscal Federalism and Subnational Incentives

Analyses of the role of federalism in the development of markets confirm the major
role that regional and local governments can play in the growth of the private sector
or in its obstruction. Russian subnational governments have impeded the growth of
the private sector through a combination of taxation, regulation, and corruption
(Shleifer and Treisman 2000). 1') "Spontaneous decentralization" in Russia left its fis-
cal system without stable or transparent rules for tax sharing and expenditure as-
signments and failed to provide subnational governments with incentives to support
their local tax base or to limit rent extraction from local firms (Lavrov 1996).

In general, administrative and fiscal decentralization in Russia has produced sev-
eral adverse effects. First, both regional and local governments-municipalities and
raijons (districts)-face few incentives to limit their own extraction of rents from local
firms (Blanchard and Shleifer 2000; Frye and Shleifer 199 7). Second, capture by large
enterprises, whose continued operations were vital to subnational economies, led
subnational governments to protect them from competition by new entrants (McKinsev
& Co. 1999). Third, without clearly specified rules, revenue sharing remains highly
discretionary, and revenues retained at subnational levels are subject to yearly local-
regional-federal bargains (Freinkman and others 1999). Local governments, in par-
ticular, benefit the least from these ad hoc arrangements: Most of their tax revenue
is shared with regional governments, and any increase in local revenues will be almost
entirely offset by changes in shared revenues. Fourth, low tax retention rates among
local governments have created few incentives to support enterprise restructuring,
to limit the extraction of rents from local firms, or to prevent capture by local firms
(Zhuravskaya 2000: Shleifer 1997).' 1

Comparison with China suggests striking differences between Chinese and Rus-
sian fiscal federalism in terms of the powers of'the central government and the mecha-
nisms of intergovernmental finance. In China during the reform period, a central
government under the tight control of the Comnmunist Party was in a stronger posi-
tion to reward and punish local officials than was the case in the politically fragmented
Russian Federation. The Chinese Communist Party retains the power to appoint and
fire governors through the Party-State's system of promotions and punishments.
Consequently, top provincial officials are bureaucratically integrated with the cen-
tral government (Huang 1996). Moreover, unlike the Russian state, China's central
government did not see the need to renegotiate revenue sharing agreements with its
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regions. In addition, since 1979, the Chinese provinces have assumed primary re-
sponsibility for governing the provincial economies. Local expenditures are closely
linked to revenue generated, and thus the provinces have been limited in their abil-
ity to borrow. Consequently, revenue-sharing arrangements in China are character-
ized by far less center-province bargaining and by greater local retention of tax rev-
enues (Jin and others 1999).

Russian federal authorities have recently embarked on a campaign to bring way-
ward regions back in line and to recentralize several powers that had devolved to
regional governors. In the short run, a more direct approach may be to eliminate tax
sharing between the three levels of government. The current system of revenue shar-
ing has fostered a race between federal, regional. and local authorities to collect rev-
enues from the same taxable base-through multiple overlapping taxes, special lev-
ies, or extortion. This is a "tragedy of the commons" of sorts in that none of the three
levels of government has an incentive to halt its own extraction of rents from tax-
paying firms or to protect the corporate sector from these distortions. Eliminating tax
sharing and allowing local budgets to be the sole beneficiaries of taxes paid by local
enterprises would end the overlapping claims of different layers of government to the
common tax pool. It would also provide the subnational authorities with stronger in-
centives for maintaining a favorable investment climate in their localities. In particu-
lar, local budgets should be the single beneficiary of taxes paid by local enterprises.12

Property Rights Enforcement and the Legal Environment

In recent years, the legal basis of the Russian property rights regime has been sub-
stantially improved by two laws designed to prevent the abuse of power in corpora-
tions. For example, the Company Law of 1996 attempts to break the power of the
general directors by prohibiting them from serving simultaneously as the chairman
of the board. To prevent insider trading, the Company Law restricts the general di-
rector from conducting important transactions without the consent of the board. The
Company Law also offers a number of legal recourses for minority shareholders. These
include the right of appeal against any resolution adopted by the annuall general
meeting, the ability to seek the annulment of major transactions, and the right to
sue for invalidation of a transaction involving conflicts of interest.

The Investor Protection Act of 1999 promotes the equitable treatment of share-
holders by strengthening disclosure requirements for joint stock companies. It also
grants the securities commission FCSM greater freedom to initiate court proceedings
on behalf of individual shareholders. As a result of the Investor Protection Act, the
other Russian self-regulated organizations-the Professional Association of Regis-
trars, Transfer Agents, and Depositories (PARTAD) and the National Association of
Securities Market Participants (NAUtFOR )-can investigate the violation of shareholder
rights by registrars, depositories, custodians, or brokers. Although Russian legisla-
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tion does not specifically provide for class action suits, a joint complaint by share-
holders is possible during appeals procedures and by filing a collective claim through
the FcSM. Although the FCSM has successfully brought a number of cases to court and
has won more than 80 percent of them, it still has relatively few weapons for forcing
compliance with existing laws compared with its counterparts in Organisation for
Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries.

Nevertheless, governmental foot-dragging (particularly at the subnational level)
and the absence of impartial, independent adjudication have repeatedly obstructed
the enforcement of the growing body of sophisticated Russian corporate laws (Carothers
1998)1) The adoption of these laws and expanded protection for investors have not
prevented asset stripping or the defrauding of minority shareholders and creditors.
Thus the credibility of legislation can be severely undermined when vweak states in-
troduce well-intentioned but unenforceable laws; indeed, such laws may be coun-
terproductive (EBRD 1999). For example, both the Company Law and the Investor
Protection Act have been thwarted by the widespread use of offshore corporate
vehicles, which have diverted assets or cash flows from companies to affiliated parties
(that is, management or controlling shareholders) hidden from the principal regula-
tors (jesover and Nestor 2000).

Efforts to strengthen the rule of law as it relates to enterprise restructuring should
focus not only on the form and content of the laws themselves but on increasing
government compliance, judicial independence, and safeguards against corruption.
In part, the solution may simply require increased funding. Currently, the shortfalls
in federal funding for the judiciary are supplemented (inadequately) by funds from
oblast governments. 'I'his encourages courts that often favor local interests, which
are frequently unable to enforce judicial decisions and are left vulnerable to corrup-
tion. But ultimately, long-term improvement in formal enforcement mechanisms will
come to rely on institutional building efforts within the Russian systems of courts-
especially the arbit razh courts, which adjudicate cases of a commercial nature-and
bailiffs.

The establishment of a genuine system of administrative review in the Russian
Federation would serve as a check on executive authority and would be a step to-
ward ensuring predictability and transparency in governmental decisionmaking.
Well-designed, legally based administrative reviews require the content and time
frame of decisions to be made public and clearly specified in advance. They require
government bodies to supply explanations when public inquiries are made and to
provide mechanisms for recourse. Such mechanisms can include rights of appeal,
judicial review through administrative courts or tribunals, or external complaint and
mediation through the use of ombudsmen. Such reforms are expensive and pains-
taking but integral to curbing abuses of public office.

The bailiff corps, which is charged with enforcement of the decisions of the courts,
is typically underfunded in transition countries. Some countries, such as Slovakia
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and Latvia, have semi-privatized or are in the process of privatizing enforcement based
on French-style civil codes, according to which bailiffs behave much like public no-
taries. The bailiffs are certified by the state and charge government-regulated fees,
but they are permitted to advertise and find their own customers.

Enterprise Restructuring and Ownership Transformation

Loss-making private or privatized firms should be properly rationalized by market
mechanisms that either promote restructuring from within or allow coalitions of
outsiders to come together and dislodge incumbent owners. We examine two such
mechanisms in turn.

Creditor-led restructuring. In Russia, imnproved bankruptcy procedures that have been
in place since 1998 should have facilitated the reorganization of insolvent compa-
nies. Two fundamental changes to Russian bankruptcy procedures were put in place
following the passage of the 1998 Bankruptcy Act. First, the law removes the require-
ment of the previous law that courts undertake independent valuations of debtors'
assets and liabilities to determine whether a debtor was insolvent. Regional courts
often refused to base insolvency on cash flows (basing them on net worth instead).
thus preventing creditors from being paid. Second. creditors faced no incentives to
cooperate in their petitions against a debtor, resulting in coordination problems. The
new law bases insolvency on cash flows, that is, an inability to service debts over a
prescribed period. In addition, the new law requires a creditors' committee to imple-
ment interim management of an insolvent firm and to share in court costs.

Any creditor. including a government authority that owns tax debts, can initiate
a bankruptcy petition against a delinquent firm; however, in practice there are four
critical problems in relying on bankruptcy procedures to initiate ownership trans-
formation. First. traditional creditors may be simply unwilling or unable to initiate
bankruptcy. Due to the tight industrial and financial links between suppliers and
customers in monopolistic settings, it is unlikely that suppliers would bankrupt their
main customers. Moreover, in Russia as in most countries in the Commonwealth of
Independent States, total liquid liabilities in the financial sector comprise less than
1 5 percent of GDP (compared with 50-70 percent in Central Europe and the Baltic
states). Thus banks are in a fragile position for initiating debt conciliation. Most out-
standing liabilities are not to banks, but rather to governments, workers, suppliers,
and nonbudgetary funds.

Second, given the requirement of creditor coordination, it is impossible to ensure
that an investor can take ownership of a bankrupt firm. The creditors are given equity
shares pro rata, and they must agree to a sale to a third party. Bankruptcy is collec-
tive in nature: therefore, all creditors must share the costs of the bankruptcy proceed-
ings and all must agree on external management and other matters.
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Third, ownership transformation based on bankruptcies will ultimately rely on
court procedures and on the capacity of the judicial system to ensure success. These
are significant burdens to entrust to an already overloaded system.

Fourth, bankruptcy is a disruptive and often lengthy process. If an amicable agree-
ment is not forthcoming, the proceedings might encourage the antipathy of regional
authorities opposed to bankrupting a company to change ownership.

In view of these problems, using arrears as leverage to induce restructuring or the
sale of assets may be a more appropriate solution than bankruptcy. The major credi-
tors in Russia are the state-owned utilities (UEs and Gazprom), local gas and power
distributors, and tax authorities. However, neither voluntary restructuring nor sale
is feasible as long subnational governments continue to subsidize loss-making enter-
prises by tolerating tax arrears, energy companies continue supplying enterprises that
do not pay, and insiders can costlessly divert the income streams of their enterprises.

Investor-led restructuring and marketsfor control. Alongside bankruptcy rules and other
mechanisms that permit holders of debts to acquire control of loss-making enterprises,
market economies usually possess a variety of other means by which control rights
in enterprises can be transferred to new owners. The development of these markets
for corporate control and takeovers in the Russian Federation would constitute ma-
jor progress in releasing loss-making enterprises from their role as a source of private
rents for owners and political benefits for public officials.

Experience suggests that investors arc more willing to contribute capital when the
web of firm obligations is untangled and settled, and when the acquisition of con-
trolling stakes in enterprises is ensured. Along these lines, government-supported
mechanisms can be established to resolve certain outstanding liabilities, while at the
same time offering residual stakes and converted tax debt to equity to new investors.
The objective behind such a move would bc to create new majority owners by con-
verting tax debt into equity that would be sold immediately to external investors in
competitive auctions. These converted shares, along with residual shares owned by
government authorities, would constitute significant percentages of share capital in
several cases, and would effectively dilute the controlling shares of insiders. Box I
proposes an example of such a mechanism through investment-based ownership
transformation.

There are two major pitfalls to building takeover markets by government fiat: in-
vestor capture and government capture. The risk of investor capture is simply that
takeover markets will, once again, open the door to current enterprise insiders eager
to expand their control over productive assets in the Russian economy. As with the
loans-for-shares program. there is a risk that firms acquired in takeovers will go to
investors with hidden connections to the enterprise who have submitted inflated bids.
restricting competition for corporate control. Government capture will occur if take-
overs result in the renationalization of private enterprises. P'iecemeal takeovers-by
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Box 1. Investment-Based Ownership Transformation: A Pilot for the Russian Regions

1. A regional government receives a technical assistance/institutional building loan from a multilateral donor

to hire an investment brokerage. The investment brokerage selects a pool of companies based on the fol-

lowing criteria: (i) basic viability: (ii) a minimum stock of tax arrears: and (iii) an agreement between the

regional tax authorities and the management-owners to dilute the latter's share in ownership in exchange

for part of the proceeds from the transaction. The regional government, interested in collecting revenue

from overdue and uncollectible arrears, convinces management, under thireat of bankruptcy. to accept the

dilution.

2. The regional government, according to the procurement rules of the multilateral lender, conducts an open

tender to select an investment brokerage. in effect, to reprivatize the selected pool of companies. The for-

mula for compensation ofthe investment brokerage is based on a fixed fee that covers the expenses of valuing

the whole pool. in addition to a success fee for each company successfully resold.

3. The selected investment brokerage conducts a tender for the sale of selected companies. The value of these

companies will provide a benchmark tax debt to-equity conversion rate, and the bids will. in effect. repre-

sent the market valuation of this rate.

4. The investment brokerage, as part of the sale of the enterprise shares, will assist in the conversion process

of the outstanding tax debts to equity. The conversion would take place only as part of the transaction.

5. Given the layoffs likely following the investment-based ownership transformation, such a scheme should

be supported by a compensatory program to assist the unemployed and to reduce their dependence on

enterprise-based social resources (for example. a severance pay program financed by an international finan-

cial institution).

In this example. all debts are held by tax authorities: the example leaves out liabilities to suppliers, lenders.

and labor. Most important are the arrears of the companies to the local gas and power distribution compa-

nies, which are often controlled by regional governments. In principle, all of these liabilities could be converted

to equity and auctioned in a similar fashion, with the proceeds from the sale being divided among all the claim-

ants pro rata. The control of local governments over suppliers-mainly the distribution companies-could

help in coping with the creditors' coordination problem (referred to in the section on enterprise restructuring

and ownership transformation). It is advisable to convert all claims and sell them simultaneously to avoid

the unintentional dilution of a buyer's expected ownership.

We have avoided distinguishing between levels of government. Although a large proportion of total tax

arrears is currently held with the federal government, the probability of collection of these is lower than that

of the debts to the regional governments. The investment-based ownership transformation will have to in-

clude agreements between the federal and regional creditors about offsetting these debts as part of the fiscal

relationship between the two.

Source: Desai and Goldberg j2000Jt).

which a governmental body converts tax debts into shares, then awaits an accept-
able investor-can also encourage government administrators to restrict bidding to
favored parties or to otherwise bias the auction in the interim.

Investor-led restructuring and takeover markets require that the property rights
of investors be protected from expropriation or other arbitrary distortions. An impor-
tant component of this protection is that owners of private property and buildings
also hold the right to the land on which these assets are located. Land privatization
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will raise the investment potential and collateral value of privatized enterprises and
consequently will prevent governments from exercising control through their own-
ership of the land. In the same vein, rules for expropriation, forfeiture, and national-
ization should be critically examined to limit state intervention in private owncrship.

Conclusion

In the absence of property rights enforcement, there are stronger incentives for theft
than for restructuring. In manager-owned firms in the Russian Federation. manag-
ers can benefit far less from the appreciation of their stock than from siphoning off
profits. Moreover, the complex of mutual dependence between subnational authori-
ties and enterprises encourages local and regional governments to rely on enterprises
for social benefits rather than as sources of local development. In the Russian Fed-
eration, these two groups face few incentives to promote new investment or to re-
spect the rights of shareholders or minorities. The Russian enterprise dilemma can
be partially resolved through a combination of institutional reforms aimed at chang-
ing the incentives of subnational governments. improving enforcement, aind provid-
ing mechanisms for enterprise restructuring and for outsiders to acquire controlling
interests in firms.

The proposition that conventional liberal reform will provide universal bencfits in
the long run has not persuaded vested interests that have acquired control over the
political process to change the status quo. Ultimately. the sustainability of the reforms
suggested here will depend on the presence of constituencies that can lobby. persuade,
or otherwise circumvent the coalitions that support existing economic distortions.
Whether such constituencies capable of demanding reform are emerging in the Russian
Federation will become clearer as the aftermath of the financial crisis and the policies
of President Putin's government unfold. Here we mention some conditions under which
two constituencies-investors and subnational governments-could be effective.

Investors are either reformed enterprise insiders or outsiders. As we have suggested,
once insiders recognize that the subsidization of loss-making enterprises is not sus-
tainable, they may consider selling assets or restructuring voluntarily to raise finance.
At the same time, outside investors must be confident that they can acquire sufficient
control in enterprises. Several types of outside shareholders-investment companies
and nonbanking financial institutions, domestic enterprises, and foreign investors-
are likely to respond favorably to the strengthening of enforcement regimes. Several
investment companies, for example, have become active players in the Russian take-
over market. The better-known brokerages facilitate mergers and acquisitions on
behalf of foreign and local investors. There is some indication that shareholders in
Russian firms have begun to increase their activism in Russian boardrooms. In this
regard, it is encouraging that empirical evidence suggests that outsiders' shares in
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Russian enterprises are steadily rising (see table 1), and that companies increasingly
rely on the resources of the legal system.'4

Subnational governments comprise another constituency. Changing the fiscal
incentives for regional and local governments, in particular, allowing greater con-
trol over locally generated tax revenues, will raise the costs of rent extraction from
firms in two ways. First, it will encourage governments to lift formal and informal
restraints on restructuring. Second, these governments are likely to take steps to pro-
tect investors in local firms, to comply with and enforce laws, and, consequently, to
limit theft by management. In this way. subnational authorities will recognize that
a more sustainable way of protecting employment hies in providing managers with
incentives to increase the value of their enterprises and attract outside investment.

The critical role that regional governments play in limiting enterprise restructur-
ing in Russia should no longer be ignored. However, it is important to keep in mind
the potentially positive role the regions could play in reviving growth in the real sec-
tor. The proposals in this article are intended to be a step in this direction.

Notes

Raj M. Desai is with the Edmund A. Walsh School of Foreign Service at Georgetown F'niversitv. Itzhak
Goldberg is with the Private and Financial Sector Development Department, Europe and Central Asia
Region, at the World Bank. Raj M. Desai can be reached via e-mail at desair(a!georgetown.edu and Jtzhak
Goldberg at igoldberg(a worldbank.org.

1. Russia's labor productivity has fallen from 3() percent of the level in the llnited States in 1991 to
19 percent in 1999.

2. For a game-theoretic elaboration of this argument, see the annex in Desai and Goldberg (1999).
3. Leases would run between 5 and 15 years, and a redemption clause simply allowed the lessor to

purchase the property at the end of the term. But in many cases, the property sharing arrangements
on the conclusion of the lease were extremely vague-typically based on principles of self-government
and worker participation, but leaving unspecified the governance structure of the enterprise.

4. The "industrial lobby." in Gaidar's retelling, consisted of the Russian tJnion of Industrialists and
EnLrepreneurs: its political affiliate, the Civic tUnion: the Russian Assembly of Social Partnership (an
umbrella trade union>: and, most important. the legislators in the Congress of People's Deputies. See
New Titloes (1 9 9 3 .

5. In a typical scheme, for example. managers could transfer assets from company A, in which minority
shareholders have a stake, to company B (for example, a management-controlled pocket companyl, in
which they do not in the following way. Managers of A require A to sell some output to B at a controlled
price. B pays A in goods rather than in cash, then sells the output on domestic or international markets
at normal prices. [Tinder these conditions, managers are able to turn A into a cost center and B into a profit
center as in a normal case of transfer pricing. But the addition of interfirm barter without the premium
allows managers to hide A's true cost of production and to exaggerate the amount transferred to B.

6. According to Commander and Mumssen (19 98:18), in addition, the fact that goods used to pay taxes
may not have an immediate use constitutes an implicit subsidy granted by the tax collector to the firm.

7. Without a property tax on unutilized property offset against a positive profits tax for profitable
enterprises, there are few disincentives to hold enterprise real estate for this purpose.

8. Obsolete (subscale and/or inefficient in their use of energy) steel and cement plants avoid shut-
downs by paying for only a fraction of their energy bills-their largest cost component. Because these
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companies are often the major employers in a town, municipal and regional officials go to great lengths
to keep them operating. Regional governments channel implicit federal energy subsidies to these com-
panies by letting arrears to federal suppliers (Gazprom and tIES) accumulate at thie local gas and clec-
tricity distribution companies. These energy distribution companies are often under effective control
of the regional governments, mnaking their bankruptcy practically impossible. Subsidies slow downi
recovery in many manufacturing sectors by preventing upgrading investments and industry consoli-
dation in and around viable industrial assets (McKinsey & Co. 1 999).

9. The Novgorod region of Russia is a rare positive example of' what can be done by regional gov-
ernments in today's Russia. It managed to attract more foreign direct investment than almost any other
Russian region. including nearby St. Petersburg, by removing red tape. facilitating access to land. and
offering tax holidays to investors. As a result, the region has enjoyed economic growth since 1 99 5.
and over half of industrial output comes from productive foreign companies.

1i). Russia has failed "to construct a democratic, fiscally stable, federal order on the ruins of a Com-
munist state," and the significant power accorded regional potentates has provided much space lOr
regional and local patron-client relationshiips (Shleifer and Treisman 20)t0).

1 ]. Shleifer ( 99 ?) finds that Russian ob011sts. compared with Polish regions, received much higher
portions of their total revenue from the central government. prompting Russian regions to devote
greater efforts to bargaining for federal transfers rather than to fosterinig growth in the local private
sector and the local tax base.

12. At the time of this writing, there have been several indications that the Russian government is
inclined to follow these reforms. See Economist Intelligence IJnit (20)00t).

13. It has been argued, in the context of the recent wave ot efforts to promote "rule of lavw" in devel-
oping and transition countries. that there are three basic categories of rule ot' law reform (Carothers
1998). The first type concentrates on efforts to reform or rewritc the laws themselves. The second type
emphasizes reform in the basic legal institutions, especially the judiciary and the bar. The third type
aims at increasing government compliance wvith the law and true judicial independence. Most inter-
national rule-of-law aid to date has focused on the tirst two types of reform: the third-the most diffi-
cult and important-has received much less attention. Against this background, the rule of lawV in the
context of enterprise restructuring in Russia would focus on laws. institutions, and government com-
pliance (including implementation of laws and prevention of corruption) as they relate to corporate
governance and enterprise restructuring.

1 4. A recent study finds that improvements in contracting procedures, monitoring, and enforce-
ment provide benefits for both transacting partners, coordinating expectations during implementation
and making the outcome of disputes more predictable (Ilendley and others 1999b).
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